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History and Development of the National 
Science Foundation Institute 
Program 
The National Science Foundation (NSF):; 1 a unique cross between a 
federal agency and a private .foundation, had its inception in 1944, when 
President Roosevelt asked Vannevar Bush how to muster the wartime initia-
tive and inventiveness of the United States for more productive peace-
time usage. Bush, head of the Office of Scientific Research and 
Development during World War .II, recommended a federal agency with a 
dual function: 
(1) the support of research and education through grants, 
fellowships, and other means, and (2) the development of 
national science policy and the evaluation of correlation of the 
research activities of the federal government, as well as the 
correlation of its own p~ogram with those of other agencies, 
both public and private. 
In 1950, the recommendations of Bush became actualities when 
Congress approved the National Science Foundation Act, making the 
Foundation an independent agency within the executive branch of the 
, .. 
federal government. The Foundation is governed by a Director and a 
24-member National Science Board, appointed by the President for six-year 
terms. Alan T. Wat·erm.an» Y,:Le University physicist and researcher in 
radar, was selected as Direetor by President Trmnan. Dr. Waterman served 
lHereafter '-NSF" refers to "National Science Foundation." 
2A1an T. Waterman, "~ational Science Foundation: A Ten-Year Resume, 11 
Science, CXXXI (May 6, 1960)» Po 1341. 
1 
continuously as Director of the NSF until 1963 when he was retired. 
Initially, the NSF opened in an unused Washington school with a 
staff of forty and a budget of $3.5-million. In 1962, the Foundation 
occupied its own massive, marble building (overflowing into four other 
locations), had 673 employees, and a budget of $261. 7. million.3 
2 
The initial functions, as defined by Congress, took on unforeseen 
aspects in the mid-19501 s when the Foundation, in cooperation with private 
foundations, began assisting public education by financing experimental 
institute programs. Working through colleges and universities, the NSF 
played an indispensable part in reshaping public school science and 
mathanatics and the sciences (natural and social) at all levels; it did 
little to strengthen the universities themselves until 196204 
NSF has a remarkable record for dispensing federal funds without 
federal control. The reason for this, according to Dro Watennan, is that 
HThe foundation has had constantly before it the accepted American principle 
of local control of education and has observed this principle in its 
operations. n.5 
Within the NSF, the Division of Scientific Personnel and Education 
is responsible for the Institute Programs. These programs have been 
directed toward the following four broad categories ~ 
(1) support of students of science, mathematics, and engineering, 
including support of students at graduate levels and above, and 
support of programs for students at the undergraduate level 
and below; 
(2) aid to teachers of science, mathematics.11 and engineering9 
including teachers of science and mathematics at the secondary 
school level and below and teachers of science, mathanatics, 
and engineering at the college level and above, 
311Aid Without Control," Time, LXXVIX (May 4, 1962), Po 670 
4Ibid. .5waterman, 2E.• cit., p. 13740 
(3) the content of science courses; and 
(4) public understanding of scienceo6 
3 
The primary objective of the program activities in science educa-
tion, is to insure an adequate supply of capable scientists and engineers 
by maintaining a high level of excellence in science and mathematics 
education in view of (1) tremendous and rapid changes in science, 
(2) expanding enrollments, and (3) increasing need for products of 
scientific research and developmento The Foundation is concerned with 
content of science, mathematics, and engineering, and its programs are 
designed to encourage specialists in these fields to take an active 
part in arriving at solutions to problems which are related to the 
:improvement of subject-matter instructiono 
Summer Institute (SI)7 Programs 
The first SI programs supported by the NSF were held during the 
summer 1953: at the University of Colorado, Bernard w. Jones directed 
an institute for college teachers of mathematics; at the University of 
Minnesota, J. w. Buchta directed an institute for college teachers of 
physics. 
These first SI programs probably arose from similar programs that 
had been sponsored earlier by other agencieso In 1945, General Electric 
initiated institutes for high school teacherso In 1950, the Division of 
Chemical Education of the American Chemi cal Society and Oklahoma State 
University (then Oklahoma Ao and M. College) j co~sponsored a ten-day 
6rbido 
7Hereafter 0 SI 11 refers to 11Sumrner Institute." 
~. 
11workshop11 for college chemistry t eachers . Thi s ten- day exchange of ideas, 
under the able leadership of Dro Otto Mo Smith, proved so effective that 
similar sessions were organized for the next two summerso This influence 
spread to California Institute of Technology and Pennsylvania State 
University that same yearo In 1954j Kenyon College$ North Carolina State 
College, and the University of Wyoming started comparable programs. 
The NSF made $10, 500 available to the University of Wyoming to 
lengthen the already-scheduled 11workshop11 t o five weekso The program was 
planned by the Division of Chemical Education Conunittee on Teaching. One 
lecturer agreed to "participate only i f the name 'Workshop I was aban-
doned. 08 Thus., the first ttinstitute" was born., co- sponsored by the NSF., 
the Division of Chemical Education of t he American Chemical Society, and 
the University of Wyomi ngo 
The Ford Foundation Fund for the Advancement of Education pro-
vided $15,000 for a simultaneous i nstitute for 56 high school chemistry 
teacherso This institute was organized to operat e in parallel with the 
college teachers 0 instit ut e, with j oint sessions whenever appropriateo 
In that same summer, 1954$ the NSF supported three other SI pro-
grams: two of these were for college teachers of mathematics, at the 
University of North Carolina and at the Universi ty of Oregon, the other 
institute, held at the University of Washingt on9 was the first SI for high 
school mathematics teacherso 
These early institutes, closely observed by the NSF personnel, 
exerted tremendous influence on later institute developmentso Tabl e I 
8william E. Morrell, "Review and Future Plans [!oif Summer I nsti-
tutes," Journal of Chemical Education9 XXXVIII (September, 1961), po 4480 
5 
indicates the rapid growth and the increased support of the SI programs. 
The objective of the SI programs is to give the participant-
teachers courses that will: 
1. Renew their knowledge of fundamentals. 
2 o Acquaint them with recent developments and advances in 
science, mathematics, and engineeringo 
3. Familiarize them with new approaches to presentation of 
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*These figures are the totals for all types of NSF SIVs: 
College, Secondary, Elementary, and Technical. 
911Foundation Grants $2402 Million for 415 Summer Institutes for 
Secondary School Teachersott (NSF 63-100~ Washington, D. c.: National 
Science Foundation, January 13, 1963), Po lo 
lCJa.eorge G. Mallinson, ttThe Sununer Institute Program of the National · 
Science Foundation, 11 School Science and Mathematics, LXIII (February, 1963), 
p . 97. -
~¥-Programs for Education i n the Sciences. (NSF 63-20. Washington, 
D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), Po 17. 
12suggestions and Forms for Preparing! Proposal for!~~ 
I nstitute. (SPE 64-C-13. Washington, Do Co ~ National Science Foundation, 
1964), p . 25. 
6 
A typical summer institute accepts about fifty applicants for 
sessions of six to eight weekso The institute programs are planned and 
conducted by the host institutions, most of which are degree- granting 
colleges and universities. Instruction is given by the faculty of the 
host institution and sometimes by visiting scientistso Institutes are 
designed for teachers with varying backgrounds, for those weak in sub-
ject matter or for those with strong backgrounds in subject matter. Both 
staff and participants have indicated that courses are more effective when 
the participants have homogeneous backgrounds. Too, participants from 
varied geographical areas learn more from each other than those selected 
from a single region. Some institutes have Emphasized the new curricula 
revisions of science and mathematics (e.go, School Mathematics Study 
Group, and Biological Science Curriculum Study); whereas, some present the 
traditional courses with the content modified according to recent 
researcho 
Group interaction constitutes one of the key advantages of 
institutes over ordinary summer sessions. The benefits that the partici= 
pant-teachers gain from each other have been found to be ccmparable to 
that gained in the classroom. Many institute personnel induce group 
interaction by housing participants together, scheduling one meal a day 
together, providing lounges for impromptu discussions, and allowing an 
1•open period" in the daily schedule for informal discussions with each 
other and with the institute staffo · 
The average grant from the Foundation for a SI is approximately 
$58.11000. This amount provides financial assistance to the participants 
for tuition and fees, travel allowances , dependency allowances, and a 
weekly stipend for the duration of the institute. Applicants for each 
7 
SI are "selected without regard to race .I) creed, or color51 solely on the 
basis of their ability to benefit from the program of the Institute and 
their capacity to develop as teachers of science and mathematicsonl3 
Selection of the participants is made by the institute staff, not by the 
Foundation. 
Academic Year Institute (AYI)l4 Programs 
In 1956, three years following the initiation of the SI programs, 
the supplemental education of science and mathematics teachers was 
extended to programs which occurred during the regular academic year o 
These institutes comprise two major groups: Academic Year Institutes and 
In-Service Instituteso 
These institutes, like the SI programs.I) undoubtedly received their 
impetus from early activities supported by individual colleges and 
universities.I) and by private and corporate fundso Notable examples of 
earlier support of supplemental education for science and mathematics 
teachers were the General Electric and the Shell :Merit Programs. Besides 
the cUITent NSF support of the AYI programsD financial assistance has Gome 
from the National Defense Education Association Fellowships and the Uo So 
Office of Education Instituteso 
The AYI programs were initiated in 1956...57 at Oklahoma State 
University, under the direction of Dro James Ho Zant.I) and at the Univer= 
sity of Wisconsin51 under the direction of Dr. Co Harvey Sorumo 
l311Foundation Grants $24.2 Mil lion for 415 Summer Institutes for 
Secondary School Teachers.I) 11 loc o £!.!o 
14Hereafter "AYI" refers to "Academic Year Institute. n 
8 
TABLE II 
GROW'l'H OF ACADEMIC YEAR INSTITUTEs15 
Year No. of Noo of No. of Total amount proposals grants participants of grants 
1956-57 2 2 95 $ 504»700 
1957-58 22 16 775 4j) 065, 000 
1958-59 33 19 925 4,906,500 
1959-60 57 32~ +508 HS 8,632,400 
' l6 College 
1960.:,61 65 33 1491 HS 9,210,600 
4'.3 College 
1961-62 66 43 1494 HS 9,794,300 
1962-6316 78* 
75 College 
10,300,000* 55 1725 HS 
1963-6417 
105 College 
10,850,000* 82* 58 1750 HS 
1964-6518 89* 
110 College 
61 1530 HS 
120 College ll.11 300,000 
*Estimated 
Basically, the purposes of the AYI programs and the SI programs are 
identical ( See ppa 5=6). In addition» the AYI programs complement the SI 
programs in several significant aspects ~ (1) the participant=teacher is 
able to make the necessary readjustments to college life and still have 
ample time remaining for effective course and degree accomplishments ; 
15Lewis N. Pino and Robbin Co Anderson.9 "Review and Future Plans 
[oy Institutes in the Academic Year,tt Journal of Chemical Educatiop,,o 
XXXVIII (September, 1961) .9 P• 452. 
l~ational Science Foundation 12th Annual Report .I> 1962. (NSF 63~1. 
Washington, D. C.~ Uo So Government Print ing Office, 19~p. 1020 
17Programs for Education ~ the Sciences,.., E.E,o cito .1> p. 180 
l8 11NSF .Announces Academic Year Institutes, Reviews Success of 
Program," (NSF 63-151. Washington, Do Coi National Science Foundation, 
November 12, 1963), Po lo 
(2) there is more contact and interchange with the instructional staff, 
and (3) the participant-teacher is usually able to complete a master's 
9 
degree in one year rather than in five summers--or to establish residence 
and to complete considerable coursework toward a doctoral program. 
Quoted in a National Science Foundation press release, Dr .. Bowen 
c. Dees, the Foundation's Associate Director of Scientific Personnel and 
Education, stated that the AYI program 
• 0 . o has become a unique and potential instrument of the 
Foundation's broad charge to further knowledge of science 
in the Uo So ••• Contact with the scientist is during the 
period of intense teaching activity, the academic year, and 
is of sufficient duration to take the measure of the 
teacher's willingness to face up to hard work .. 19 
A typical AYI accepts 20-30 participants, if in a single discipline, 
or 40-50 participants, if in several discipli.neso Many of the institutes 
provide coordinated summer education in addition to the AYI programo In 
some instances the summer session precedes the year-long program; in 
others, institutes offer an optional related program during the following 
summer to assist selected participants in completing degree programs 
begun during the academic year. 
Structurally an,d mechanically, the AYI programs are organized much 
as the SI programs are (See ppo 5-rT). In addition to the financial 
support received by the SI participants, the AYI participants receive 
travel and book allowances each semester. 
Again, selection of participants is the responsibility of the 
host institution, according to the student level specified by the 
institution upon making application to the Foundation for the instituteo 
l91•NSF Announces Academic Year Institutes; Reviews Success of 
Program,tt.loc. cit. 
10 
In-Service Institute (ISI)20 Programs 
The In-Service Institutes, another NSF program within the academic 
year, are patterned after the familiar college extension courseso Special 
classes are scheduled "after school0 or on Saturday mornings and are 
usually limited to one course or about six semester hours of credit in 
the academic yearo 
This program be~ in the spring of 1957 with two institutes: at 
Antioch College, Dro James F o Corwin directed a chemistry institute; at 
Reed College, Mro Gwen Lo Taylor directed a chemistry-ma.thematics 
institute. 
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The program projected for 1964-65 will support about 280 
institutes and over 14,000 partieipantso 
20uereafter ttISI" refers to 0 In-Serv:i.ce Instituteot.t 
21usuggestions and Forms for· Preparing a Proposal for an In=Serviee 
Institute.for 1964-65.» · (SPE 3.c.;.5., Washington, Do Coi Uo So Govern= 
ment Printing Office, 1963), p. 2o 
The ISI programs, in their turn, have certain unique aspects: 
(1) the time factor and the teaching loa.d of the participant .... teachers 
tend to reduce concern about quality of material covered and about 
11 
credit hours; (2) the close juxtaposition with the teaching assigmnents 
of the participants encourages course work correlated with teaching prob= 
lems _; and ( 3) participant~teaeher population is usually quite different 
from that of the SI programs and the AYI programs. 
The ISI program has been continued·· by the Foundation because of 
na recognition of the need for providing opportunities for teachers to. 
improve their scientific knowledge while continuing regular classroom 
duties. 1122 
~ Growth of Support for Institutes 
The tremendous growth of the institutes receiving financial sup-
port has been accompanied with changes in the type of support and in 
purposes of the institutes. The increase of opportunities in the 
different teaching levels in the institute programs is evident in 
Table IV. 
Financial support for the early institutes appears to have been 
based largely on the assumption that there were many competent teachers 
in the colleges and secondary schools in the United States who could 
profit from programs designed to update their education in the different 
areas of science and mathematics. Too, it was assumed that the up-dating 
might be attained within a relatively short time. A .follow-up program to 
provide fellowships for teachers of science and mathematics was intended 
22ttNSF .Announces $3.1 Million Program of In-Service Institutes in 
Science and Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers. 11 (NSF 63..,116., 
Washington, Do C.g National Science Foundation9 April 7., 1963)» Po l 
TABLE IV 
STUDY OPPORTUNITIES IN INSTITUTE PROGRAMS., 
FISCAL YEARS 1953-63., INCLUSIVE23 
Stipends Granted 
12 
Teaching Level of 




































*Includes 3.,774 opportunities in Summer Conferences for College 
Teachers. 
**Includes 1,000 opportunities in Summer Conferences for College 
Teachers .. 
to raise the level of academic competence through traditional graduat~~ · 
courses. 
Educators, professional and academic., praised this approach but 
began to seek support involving basic training in science and mathematicso 
23.Mallinson., loc. cito; National Science Foundation 12th Annual 
Report., 1962, 2£• cit., pp. 96-104; National Science Foundatfon'l3th 
Annual Report:, 1963. (NSF 64-1. Washington., Do Co 8 U o So Goverrnnent 
Printing Office;-1964)., PPo 95-100. 
13 
These educators, closer to the problems of teacher education than the 
NSF staff, were more cognizant of the vast numbers of unqualified 
teachers of science and mathematics throughout the United States who 
could profit from NSF assistance. Until 1959, proposals for institutes 
for the ttless ablett teachers were not approved by the NSF. Briefly, the 
trend of NSF support may be summarized as fallows~ 
lo 1953-57--support for Institutes designed for able teachers 
of science and mathematics who needed updating. 
2o 1957-58--support for Institutes designed for able teachers 
of science and mathematics who needed additional subject 
matter to improve their competence. 
3. 1959 to present--support for Institutes designed for the 
less able teachers of science ·and mathematics who need 
basic subject matter ·(some· al.most at the freshman college 
level) to achieve adequacy. 24 · 
Since 1953, NSF support for institutes has extended through the 
total educational system of the United States~ :first., for college science 
and mathematics teachers; second, for secondary school teachers of 
specialized sciences and mathematics; third, for junior high school 
teachers; and fourth, for elementary school personnelo Table V indicates 
that almost ninety per cent of these institutes have been for secondary 
school teachers, just over seven per cent for college teachers, and three 
per cent for elementary school personnel. 
The Growth of Curricular Offerings in Institutes - - - -
The extension of course offerings in the institutes kept pace with 
the extension in both number of institutes and support of institutesg 
the initial SI programs offered mathematics and physics courses for 
college teachers; 2' the first AYI programs offered courses in biology, 
2~allinson., loc. cit. 2'Morrell, ~· cit .. 
chemistry9 mathematics9 physics» and seminars in teaching science and 
mathematics for secondary school teachers;26 and the first ISI programs 
offered courses in chemistry and mathematics for secondary school tea-
chers .. 27 
Education opportunities for teachers of mathematics9 science9 and 
engineering provided by NSF-supported institutes in 1963 increased about 
l_,300 over 1962.. While most of the 900 institutes were for secondary 
school teachers3 there was an increase in the number of college/elementary 
school participants.,28 
In 1963 the Foundation provided ••small-scale" support of these 
late developments in teacher education activities: (1) a pilot study of 
in-service institutes for college teachers, (2). increased opportunities 
for technical institute teachers; (3) an exper:hnent to help ascertain 
how elementary school teachers can most effectively be educated through 
institutes; and (4) a slight increase in number of institutes in certain 
of the social S(?ienceso 
More attention was centered on testing the newer approaches in the 
special projects in the science education area in 1963.. The Cooperative 
College-School Science Program9 which provides a close relation between 
college-university scientists and secondary school teachers/students9 was 
26t•National Science Foundation Program at the University of Wiscon~ 
sin for High School Science a:n.d Mathematics Teachers,)!' American Journal 
of PhysiCS9 rnv (Febru.aryj 19.56)j) Po 77, James Ho Za.ntj ttA Report on Za!il 
Academic Year Institute for High School Science and Mathematics Teachers 
[J.9.56-5y, ll Directoru s Report to the National Science Foundation, Still= 
water: Oklahoma State University, October, 1957, Po 7o (Mimeographedo) 
27Pino and Anderson9 2£0 cito 3 Po 4510 
2~ational Science Foundation ~3th Annual Report, 19639 .2£.o cito 9 
P• 88e 
ch~eled in a new direction. Certain secondary school officials who 
wanted to introduce one or more of the NSF-supported science courses into 
their curricula, were given the assistance of nearby college/university 
scientists. New guidelines for the purchase of instructional scientific 
equipment was developed through the Undergraduate Instructional Scientific 
Equipment Program .. 29 
Besides the curricular innovations aad experimental programs just 
mentioned., Table V indicates the many fields of study that were available 
in the 1963 SI program. 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF SUMMER INST~i)UTES, 
BY FIELD OF STUDY, ·1963 · .·· 
Elemeiatary' Higp. - High School 
Field School School and College 
Personn.el Teachers Teachers 
Anthropology 0 0 0 1 o o· o 
Astronomy 1 2 0- 0 0 
Biology 4 53 1 
Chemistry 2 28 1 
Earth science 4 22 000 
Economics 000 1 000 
Engineering 0 O·O bOO Oao 
History and 
philosophy of science 0 ... 1 o.o 0 
Mathematics u 117 2 
Physics 000 24 000 
Psychology ooo 2 0 o.o 
Radiation biology 000 12 3 
Radiation in physical 
science oOb 4 l 
Multiple fields and 
general scie:m.ce 11 · .. -·· ~ 000 















30.National S:iEmce Founcration 13th 1\nnual Report, 1963, .2£• cito 9 
Po 99. 
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Definition of Terms 
The terms used in the statement of the problem and in this study 
are defined as follows: 
Course: 
Instituteo Upper division or graduate level courses that are com-
ponent parts of institute currieulao 
Non-Institute 0 Upper division or graduate level courses that are not 
component parts of institute curricula but are component parts of the 
curricula of an institution. Under certain conditions such courses may 
be taken by a participant. 
Academic. Subject-matter courses, specifically science, mathematics, 
and engineering. 
Professional. Non-science, -mathematics, and -engineering courses 
dealing with improved methods of presentation, teaching techniques9 
supervision, and philosophy.. Such courses may be offered by departments 
of education, or by departments of science, mathematics, or engineering. 
Host Institution. The college or university that furnishes.the educational 
facilities and faculty for a National Science Foundation Institute (NSFI)) 1 
In this thesis, tthost institutiontt and 1tsponsori.ng institution° are used 
synonymously. 
Institute. The department(s) or school(s) within a college or university 
which, in cooperation with the National. Science Foundation~ offer certain 
upper level and/or graduate level courses to teachers of science, mathe-
matics, and engineering to improve their subject-matter competence. These 
31Bereafter "NSFitt refers to •National Science Foundation Institute o it 
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courses usually may be applied toward advanced degrees. There are three 
major types of institutes conforming to the time patterns available to 
teachers: 
Summer, which provides four to twelve weeks (usu.ally eight or n.ine) of 
full-time study during the summer when most of the public schools are not 
in session. 
Academic Year, which provides full-time study opportunities during the 
regular "academic year" for a relatively small number of teachers who 
take leaves of absence for a year. 
In-Service, which provides part-time study opportunities for teachers - . . -
who, simultaneously, hold full-time teaching positions. 
Open Periodo .An unassigned period wi thm a school day to allow teachers 
time for class and/or laboratory preparations., course planning, grading 
papers., etc. 
Participat .. A teacher of sciemce., mathematics» or engmeering who has 
been selected by the host institution to "participaten man institute. 
In this thesis, "participant" and "participant-teacher•• are used synony ... 
mously. 
Stipend. A grant of money made by the National. Science Foundation to a 
participant in an mstitute for .financial. assistance in securing addition.al 
education in the sciences., mathematics., and engineering, or in closely 
related diseiplimes. The part.icipant' s tuition an.d fees also are paid by 
the Natioma.1 Se~ence Foundation, as well as certain allowances for 
dependencies, books, and travel expenses to the i:nstituteo 
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Hypotheses 
This study poses the n.ull hypothesis that the attaimn.ents of the 
participa.n.t-teachers in their renewal of lmowledge of fundamentals, in 
their acquaintam.ce with recent subject-matter advances, and in their 
familiarization with newer methodologies, were not altered as a result of 
their participation in the NSF-KSC institutes. 
The alternative or research hypothesis and the methods of testing 
the hypotheses are treated in detail in Chapter IV, »Analysis and Inter-
pretation of the Data." 
AssumptiOJJ.s 
The assumptions on which this study was based are: 
1. The curricular/co-curricular activities of the institutes 
renewed the partieipam.t-teachers• lmowledge of fundamentals. 
2. The curricular/co-curricular :activities of the institutes 
familiarized the participant-teachers with recent developments and 
advam.ces in science and mathematics. 
3. The curricular/co-curricular activitfes of the institutes 
acqua.:mted the participa.mt-teaehers with n.ewer qpproaches to presentations 
of their subjects. 
4.- Accomplishments of the participant ... teachers in the above areas 
(Nos. 1-3) can be evaluated by the opiniona.ire designed for that purpose. 
\.. 
Purpose and Goals of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to test the hypotheses as stated. 
The specific goals which were sought in order to accomplish the stated 
purpose are listed below: 
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1. To determine the significance of the institute courses and 
activities in renewing the participants' knowledge of fundamentalso 
'Pi. ' 
2. To determine the significance of the imstitute courses and 
activities in acqua.in.ting the participants with recent developments 
and advances in science and mathematics. 
3. To determine the significance of the institute courses and 
activities in familiarizing the participants with newer approaches to 
the presentation of their subjects. · 
4. To seek inferences which may be of value to professional 
education. and to its researchers and which may be of value to those who 
conduct future comparable programs in science/mathematics education. 
Need £or the Study 
Since the im.itial NSF institutes in 19.53, the Foundation has sup-
ported only those science education programs that have proved satis-
factory o 32 In the eleven years since that time9 there have been many 
evaluatioms of the several types of NSF n.stitutes. In 19.58., Schenberg33 
began a series of annual evaluations of the SI programs attended by New 
York City science and mathematics teachers. Examples of evaluations 
made by institute personnel and/or resource persons are those done by 
32nael Wolfle, "National Science Foundation: The First Six Years9 tt 
Science, CXXVI (August 23, 1957), p. 336. 
33san.uel Schenberg, "An. Evaluation of the 1958 Stlilliller Institutes 
Attemded by Science and Ma.thematics Teachers of New York· City- High 
Schools" (New York: Board · of Education of New York City, 1959, Mimeographedo) 
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Ostlund34 of Oklahoma State University., and Koelsche35 of the University 
of Georgiao Examples of evaluations required of institute directors at 
the termination of each institute are those done by Zant36 of Oklahoma 
State University and Smith37 of Kansas State College., Pittsburgo 
Various types of evaluations have been done by the NSF personnel., 
' 
by their resource persons and/or organ.izationso Wolfe38 did an evaluation 
of all NSF activities at the end of the first six years of the program .. 
This appraisal included the institute activities. The President of the 
United States receives an annual report and evaluation of all NSF 
activities. An example of this major evaluation is the report on the 
1962 activities of the Foundation by Dr .. Alan T. Waterman .. 39 An example 
of a large-scale., contractual evaluation is the 1960 report done by the 
341eonard A .. Ostlund, "Field ,Survey Academic Year Institute 
Participants for 1956-57., 1957-5811 (Stillwater: Oklahoma State University., 
1958., Mimeographed). 
35charles Lo Koelsche., Characteristics of Persons Submitting 
Applications in 1962 for Participation in NSF Institute Programs at ~ 
Universit of Georgia: Part ~ Second.ar~ School Science Teachers 
Athens:: The University of Georgia9 1962. 
36James Ho Zant, ••A Report on an. Academic Year Institute for High 
School Science and Mathematics Teachers {J.961-196'{!1• (Stillwater~ Okla= 
homa State University.ll 1962., Mimeographed .. ) 
37Kansas State College of Pittsburg (R. Go Smith, Director) 9 
"Final Report National Science Foundation Inserviee Institute for·· 
Secondary School Teachers of Science and Mathematics., September 199 1959 
through May 28, 196011 (Pittsburg: Kansas State College of Pittsburg9 
1960, Mimeographed .. ) 
38wolfej .2E,o =.!109 pp .. 335-3430 
39National Science Foundation 12th Annual.Report., 1962, Alan T .. 
Waterman, Director, NSF 63=1, (Washington51 Do c .. ~ National Science 
Foundation, 1963)0 
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Bureau of Social Science Researcho40 
The above examples of the numerous and varied types of evaluations 
of the NSF institute programs indicate the wealth of information that is 
_,. 
available in the offices of the NSF.. It becomes apparent that t~/ 
·, ~ 
FoUEda.tion is aware of the strengths and the weaknesses of most aspects 
of its several institute programso, This does not imply that the 
spomsoring institutions are equally aware of their strengths and their 
weaknesses o Herein is the basis of this study o 
Kansas State College of Pittsburg (KSC)~ 41 the sponsoring institu-
tiom in this study, can exhibit some of the stremgths and some of the 
weaknesses of institute programs that are evident from the above cited 
studieso Similarly, this institution can exhibit institute strengths and 
weaknesses that are uniquely her ow1:t".. It becomes evident that such 
specific ilrl'onnation can be of considerable value to KSC in her plans for 
future educational activities in the areas of science, mathematics, and 
engineering, and in related education curriculao Therefore, this study 
ia needed to assist in: 
1. Improving the quality and· the content of existing curricula" 
2. Securim.g the addition of significant curricular offeringso 
3. Upgrading the graduate degree programs--Master and Education 
Specialist (EdoS.). 
4. Ascertaining the different curricular needs of the teacher in 
40aureau of Social Science Research, "The NSF Summer IDstitute 
Program: A Follow .. U:p of 1957 Institute Participants" (Series of Summer 
Institute Evaluatio:n. Studiess Vol .. IV, Noo 3380 Washington9 ·Do Coi 
Bureau of Social Science Research, .American. University, 1960.9 Mimeographedo) 
41Hereafter "KSCtt re,fers to "Kansas State College of Pittsburgo" 
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preparatio:m., the recently graduated teacher, amd the teacher who has been 
out of college a number of yearso 
5. Improving the guidance of teachers lll their undergraduate, 
graduate.,_ and coritinuimg-educatiom. programs .. 
Go Stressing the need for interdepartmental curricular plamdllg 
and the ~igmi_.ficanee of :improved interdepartmental relationshipso 
7 • Ellcouraging professors to update SJJJ.d/or improve their teaching 
methodologies. 
8. Elleouraging the improvement of, and the addition to, the 
exiS'bing physical plant and faeili ti es. 
9. Ellcouragimg the support of private, corporate, and federal 
agencies in finan.clll.g the continuing education. of teachers in other 
subjeet ... matter areas., as well as i:n science a:nd mathematicso 
10. Ascertaimng the advisability of com.tinuing SJJJ.d/or modifying 
the institute programs im. this spom.sori:ng institutiono 
Statement of the Problem 
To detennine the signif'icamce of the National Science Foundatiom-
Spouored Science and Mathematics Institutes held at Kansas State College 
of Pittsburg (Kansas) between 1959 ... 60 and 1962-63, as evaluated by the 
participant-teachers. 
Scope and Limi tatio:ns 
This study sought to determine the sig:mif'icance of the NSF-KSC 
Science and Mathematics Institutes: (1) in renewing the participantsn 
knowledge of fu:Rdamentals: (2) in acquainting the participamts with 
recent developments and advances im science a:nd mathematics; and (3) in 
familiarizing the participants with new approaches to presentation of 
their subjects. 
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This study was limited to the NSF-Sponsored Science and Mathe-
matics Institutes that were offered at KS C.9 beginning with the 1959-60 ISI 
(the first institute), and terminating with the 1962-63 ISI. (In the 
"Proposal for Study" this was to have included ten institutes. Develop~ 
mental needs, evident irmnediately prior to the 1962-63 ISI, brought 
about an additional institute, raising the total to eleven institutes 
offered in the period indicated.) 
These institutes were of two types: ISI and SI, and were offered 
to teachers in elementary schools, secondary schools (including junior 
high schools), and colleges (predominantly junior colleges). 
This study was further limited to those institute participants 
who, through a preliminary survey, indicated that they would cooperate 
in an evaluation of the institutes they had attended. 
Review of the Literature 
A review of the literature indicated that there have been three 
types of studies made of the several NSF Institute Programs for Secondary 
School Teachers: (1) College and University Institutional Studies, 
(2) NSF Studies, and (3) Independent Studies. 
The largest number of these studies have been made by the 
sponsoring institutions, the colleges and the universities offering the 
institutes. The studies involving the largest number of institute 
participants, per study, were those made by, or forj) the NSF. The inde-
pendent researchers have done the smallest number of studies on the 
anal.lest number of institute participants. 
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The Institutional Studies have been of three types: (1) studies 
ma.de by members of the instructional staff or the institute directors of 
the sponsoring institutions; (2) studies made by students seeking a 
degree from the sponsoring institution; and (3) studies made by resource 
per sons . The HSF' Studies have been made by their own personnel or by 
organizations under contract to the Foundation. The Independent Studies 
have been made by individuals seeking to evaluate one or more of the 
institutes--or one or more of the different types of institutes. 
College and University Institutional Studies 
Koelsche studied the characteristics of institute applicants at 
the University of Georgia in 1962; this study included applicants f or 
the 1962 SI and those for the 1962-63 AYio Data came from two sources: 
(1 ) application forms submitted by the secondary school science teachers 
for participation in the institutes: 407 for the AYI, 339 for t he SI; and 
(2) questionnaires completed by the 98 participants in the two insti tut es.42 
Major divisions of each study of the two groups of applicants 
included: 
1. Characteristics of the Sample 
2. Certain Personal Characteristics 
3. Collegiate Backgrounds 
4. Teaching Backgrounds 
5. Professionalism 
6. Over -all View •• • Applicants43 
The following observations are from the concluding statements by 
Koelsche: (1) Most college and/or university curricula do not dist inguish 
between courses for students going into scientific positions and cour ses 
for students planning to be science teachers; (2) Few institutions offer 
42Koelsche, 2£.• cit., p. 1. 
'\. 
graduate level science courses, organized particularly for teachers, 
excepting those which offer institute courses sponsored by the NSF . 44 
11 The best science teacher education programs, 11 Koelsche stated, 
••are found in institutions of higher learning where they were developed 
by committees composed of an equal number of science and educati on 
professors, selected because of their competence in each of their 
chosen fields of specialization as well as a demonstrated interest in 
improving teacher education0 t145 
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Applications for the ISI and SI programs at Indiana State College 
were selected largely on their teaching assignments in general science and 
their need for general science.46 SI applicants were eliminated initially 
if they had attended a previous summer instituteo47 
The ISI programs were characterized by the integration of physi cs 
with other general science areas. Each weekly meeting of three hours 
was divided into three intervals that were both teacher- centered and 
learner- centered; the latter type was characterized by the smallwgroup 
approach with considerable interaction between the instructor and the 
participants.48 
Noteworthy aspects of the SI programs were (1) diagnostic testing 
for more homogeneous grouping of the participants, and (2) remedial mathe= 
matics in the laboratory periods for the first two weeks of the institute.49 
Weber stated, ''The survey of opinions of those who have participated 
44Ibid., P• 53. -- 45Ib . d · ·1 _1_. 9 P• 11 • 
46s. w. Suttle, 1tNational Science Foundation Activiti es at Indi ana 
State," The Teachers College Journal, XXXIII (March, 1962), p. 129. 
47Ibid., P• 130. 48~. 49Ibid. , P• 139. 
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in Penn State's science institutes generally confinns the judgment of the 
faculty as to the value of the various features of these programso•t.50 
Following are some of the significant aspects of the institutes as 
expressed by the participants: (1) Courses, while designed ror the high 
school teachers, were considered to be of graduate caliber. (2) Institute 
facilities and mechanics of organization enabled the participants to 
exchange ideas with peers, faculty, and prominent visiting scientists. 
«3) Teaching and guidance problems were effectively discussed through 
group organization=-seminars and colloquia. (4) There was ample access 
to up-to-date reference materials of-diverse types. (.5) Competent, con-
siderate advisors plus both elective and core courses facilitated 
progress of students--course-wise and degree-wiseo5l 
In his terminal paragraph, Weber recommended "that in subsidizing 
science institutes in the future, emphasis should be placed on summer 
'refresher' programs designed to keep teachers up-to-date in recent 
developments in their sciences 0 1152 
Participants in the Physics Section of the 1961 SI at Yale Univer-
sity evaluated the several aspects of the program: (1) oral reports by 
the participants; (2) demonstrations; (3) visits to research laboratories; 
(4) special lecturers; (5) laboratory experiments; and (6) instructional 
films 0 5J 
50&obert L. Weber, 11Student Evaluation of the Science Institutes 
for Teachers Sponsored by the National Science Foundation at The 
Pennsylvania State Uni ver si ty, 1955.,.,19.5911 (University Parki The 
Pennsyl vania State University, 1959)9 p. 14. (Mimeographed.) 
~ ~ 52 6 IbidoJ Po 1/o Ibido, Po 1 o 
53Robert L. Weber, "Opinions of Participants in the Physics Section 
of the NSF Science Institute [a.y Yale University, 1961, 11 (Hartfordi Yale 
University, 1961), p. 1.. (Mimeographed.) 
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Just over ninety per cent of the participants evaluated the 
overaJl institute favorably) however, eighteen per cent indicated that 
while the institute was quite helpful to them9 it did not meet their 
expectationso The most adverse criticism of the above-mentioned 
aspects of the institute came from the oral reports presented by the 
"teacher=students;" fifty per cent of the participants indicated that 
these oral reports "should be omitted from future programs.«54 
Reporting on an AYI, which included the adjacent SI programs, Zant 
stated: 11Aft , innovation, used for the first time in 1961-62 and only at the 
Oklahoma State University, was the inclusion of 12 participants without 
teaching experience, except practice teaching, but with standard teaching 
certificates in their own stateso 115.5 (This NSF Pilot Study was extended 
in 1962-63 to six institutes providing fifth=year programs for pre---
service teachers:)56 To assist these participants with undergraduate 
deficiencies and to orient them to graduate study9 they received NSF 
stipends the sunnner preceding the AYio Six of these participants9 
fifty per cent, were granted stipends for graduate study the summer 
following the AYI o This enabled seven participants to canplete require... 
ments for a Master's degree and four others to complete course require-
ments--leaving only the Masterv s thesis to eompleteo57 
A long- range objective of the AYI programs at Oklahoma State 
54Ibid. 55zant, £Eo cito , P• Jo 
5~ational Science Foundation ~ Annual Report 9 19629 £Eo cit. 9 
p. 1020 
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University has been ttto get content courses in science and mathematics 
established as an integral part of the graduate training of teachers of 
these subjectsou.58 
In future AYI programsj Zant recommended the continuing education 
of supervisors to assist in the over-all improvement of science and 
mathematics teaching in the schoolso59 (In l961-62j the University of 
Wisconsin conducted a NSF Pilot Study in Advanced Education for potential 
science and mathematics supervisorso)60 
Parker investigated the National Science Foundation Summer Insti-
tutes conducted by eight colleges and universities of Louisiana in 19590 
Just over ninety-three per cent of the participants thought that they 
could better motivate their students toward science careers because of 
their institute attendanceo Almost one hundred per cent of the partici-
pants believed that they were better teachers as a result of their 
institute attendanceo They cited increased knowledge of subject matter 
as the key reason for this improvemento Interestingly9 just over ninety= 
one per cent of the participants0 principals shared the same viewo 
Besides improved knowledge of subject matter9 the principals also 
indicated better usage of laboratory equipment by their llteacher- partici-
pantso1161 
58zantj .2£0 ~Oj Po l o 
59zant9 ~o cito~ Po 140 
6~ational Science Foundation 12th Annual Reportj 19~ loco cito 
6lAlwin Parkerj 11 A Study of Certain Aol)ects of Eight N. S , Fe 
Summer Institutes for High School Science Teachers Conducted in 
Louisiana, 1959n (unpublished Doctorns thesis» Louisiana State University9 
Baton Rouge, 1960), Po vii i • 
• 
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Suggested improvements for subsequent institutes in the study by 
Parker were secured from participants9 principals, and institute direc-
tors. The following are significant items ~ (1) there should be discus-
sions on secondary school methods and problems; (2) courses should be 
taught with the secondary school science teacher in mind; (3) laboratory 
classes should be improved and bette-r supervised; and (4) classes should 
be composed of students with homogeneous backgroundso 62 
The institute directors ttwere in agreement that presentation of 
course work in scientific subject-matter was the way to approach the 
objectives of the National Science Foundation summer institute programon63 
In an investigation of the first three AYI programs at the 
University of Wisconsin, Heideman studied (1) the operational effects of 
the AYI education as evidenced one to three years later; ( 2) certain 
characteristics of the teachers involved in the program; (3) the validity 
of the undergraduate and the graduate curricula for the education of the 
science and the mathematics teacher s; (4) the occupational potential and 
mobility of the participants; and (5) whether the AYI program at the 
University of Wisconsin accomplished its stated objectiveso64 
Some noteworthy aspects of this study included~ (1) a research 
population large enough to give valid result s; (2) a pilot st udy designed 
as a basis for further investigations of the All programs at the 
6Jr b · d • 1 0 9 Po 1Xo 
64Robert To Heideman, "National Science Foundation Academic Year j 
Institutes for Secondary School Teachers of Science and Mathena.tics 1 
Held at the University of Wisconsin 1956=57 t hr ough 1958=590 °An 
Evaluation of the Background, Training, Placement9 and Occupat ional 
Mobility of the Participants 0 11 ( unpublished Doctoro s thesis9 the Univer= 
sity of Wisconsin, Madison9 1962)q 
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University of Wisconsin--thereby setting the stage for continuing 
research of NSF institute programs, and (3) a recommenda tion by the 
author that the core courses of the AYI program, deemed most valuable of 
courses taken by the participants, be included in the graduate programs 
of the University of Wisconsino65 
Serving as a resource person for the evaluations of the first two 
AYI progr ams at Oklahoma State University, Ostlund published his initial 
studies in the Director Ys Reports for 1956-5766 and 1957-58067 In the 
second evaluation, Ostlund stated that the evaluations of both institutes 
by the participants indicated that the 1957-58 institute had improved. 
The ratio of favorable to unfavorable comments was almost two to oneo68 
Connnenting on the significance of the evaluations by the partici-
pants., Ostlund continuedg 
The criticisms must not be ignoredo A careful examination 
will reveal their factual v-alidi ty o However, scrutiny of the 
bases for these statements will not be sufficiento Even if 
some are proved false, the fact that the students believe 
otherwise is importanto 
Perhaps such faulty perceptions may be due to a misunder= 
standing of goals, purposes9 rul esi requirements 9 etco of the 
University or of the National Science Foundation Institute. 
A consideration of these possibilities may lead to a more 
thorough orientition which should do much to c orrect such 
misconceptionso 9 
66Leonard Ao Ostlund, 1tA Scientific Evaluation of a Scientific Pr0= 
graTJ11t in 11A Report on /J.956,..,51] Academic Year Institute for High School 
Science and Mathematics Teachers" (Stillwater i Oklahoma State University9 
1957) 9 PPo 22=37o (Mimeographedo) 
67ostlund, ''The Evaluation Report of the 1957-58 Academic Year Insti= 
tute for High School Science and Mathematics Teachers Sponsored by the 
National Science Foundation of Oklahoma State Universi tyj Stillwatern i n 
1•A Report on Academic Year Institute for High School Science and Mat he= 
matics Teachers" (Stillwaterg Oklahoma State University., 1958) 9 PPo 32=75. 
(Mimeographedo) 
68rbido .9 Po 650 69Ibido 
National Science Foundation Studies 
In March, 1957j the NSF asked Science Research Associates to 
evaluate the SI programo The Foundation wanted to know: 
How well did the Summer Institutes perform in terms of the 
five million dollars now being invested in them? 
How well did the host colleges and universities--as a whole...-
appear to be conducting the institutes?70 
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To secure necessary data, Science Research Associates (1) conducted 
personal interviews with forty per cent of the 627 secondary school 
science and mathematics participants of the 1956 summer institutes; (2) con-
ducted personal interviews with approximately one-third of the secondary 
school principals and/or supervisors of the participants interviewed; and 
(3) secured 18 scientists and science education specialists to do 11on-site11 
evaluations of thirty of the 1957 summer instituteso71 
The most concrete, positive result of the SI programs was their 
stimulating effect on the participants; there was great interest in the 
acquisition of subject-matter and much enthusiasm was engendered in up= 
grading public school scienceo While the NSF Institutes were not 
.established to improve teaching techniques and methodologies 3 such 
developmental :improvement became an important value according to both 
particip<¥1ts and their administratorso72 
Although sharpened teaching skills .developed as concomitant values 
for the participants3 the panel of scientists and educators9 who made 
70science Research Associates3 "The National Science Foundation 
Summer Institutes Program--An Evaluation" (Chicago~ Science Research 
Associates3 1957)2 P o 2. (Mimeographedo) 
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sixty=two visits to thirty of the 1957 summer institutes, felt that the 
improvement of teacher-education curricula was "considerably less 
positive and clear-cuto 11 73 Sixty-one per cent of the panelists felt that 
the institutes would have a long-range effect on teacher-education 
curriculao In answer to a more specific question.9 forty-eight per cent 
of the panelists agreed that improved courses resulting from institute 
influence, would actually be offered. Thirty per cent of the summer 
institutes that had been in operation more than a year indicated that 
previous institutes had brought about curricular changeso74 
Administrators/supervisors reported that eighty-four per cent of 
the participant-teachers engendered more interest in science and/or 
mathematics among students in the post-institute periods. The partici-
pant- teachers themselves tended to be less positive than their adrn.ini-
strators that their students were more active than previously, or 
more than the students of other teachers, in scientific activitieso 
However.9 in the participantsn judgment9 "increasing student lmowledge of 
and enthusiasm for scientific subjects was a prime benefit of the 
instituteson7S 
This study did not purport to assess the influence of the smmner 
institutes upon non-participating teachers but seventy- eight per cent 
of the administrators indicated that the participants had favorable 
influence on their colleagues9 whereas fifteen per cent observed some 
unfavorable influence 0 76 
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The following are brief excerpts from evaluations of partici-
pants3 administrators9 and panelists on how well the institutes were 
conducted:. 
Both teachers !iild panelists had high regard for the 
facilities and accommodations of the various Institutes. 
As to content, teachers ••• found the course levels at 
about the right level of difficulty (leaning, if anything, 
toward the too-difficult). 
On the whole, Institute instructors were ranked high ••• 
but not so high in teaching skills. 
Panelists observed that in 55 per cent of the cases, 
Institute course offerings made some attempt to meet 
special needs of high school teachers •••• Further, 
62 per cent of panelists seemed to feel that course 
offerings~ relevant to teachers' needs. 
[!!,ours2? heterogeneity did indeed cause some difficulties 
o •• was attested to by 26 per cent of the panelists . 
There were indications that ••• interest in curriculum 
design was directed toward having courses in. science 
teaching, as well as in science. There /jiaif •• o 
enough dissatisfaction in this area to justify further 
inquiry into Institute course design.77 
In summary, the Science Research Associates study indicated that 
the NSF Sunnn.er Institutes Program made worthwhile contributions in three 
areas: (1) updating participant-teachers in subject matter, (2) renew-
ing enthusiasn for subjects taught by the participant-teachers, and 
(3) encouraging many of the host institutions to revise their teacher-
education curricula. 
In another contractual, large- scale evaluation of the 1957 summer 
institute participants, efforts were focused on long- range effects and 
data were obtained from a control group of approximately 500 teachers 
who had never attended a NSF instituteo The basic framework of this 
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study involved findings obtained from interviews with teachers in the 
control group and their colleagues who had been participants in the 
1957 summer institutes. The study began in the summer of 1959 with a 
mail survey to all the 4600 participants in the 1957 summer institutes.78 
By proper sampling techniques, 
the final field studies were made on 538 participants in 
the 1957 institutes, 202 institute participants in other 
years, 251 principals or supervisors, and 492 teachers in 
the control group •••• The use of a geographic cluster 
technique provided for a highly satisfactory balanced 
sample from the qualified universe. Some 503 different 
schools were represented. The schools selected were in 
numbers proportional to the number of schools in the 
various census regions of the country.79 
Administrators who evaluated the ins.titutes gave credit to the 
participant-teachers for improvement in a large number of attributes 
associated with good teaching and expressed ,preference for ninstitute 
alumni; 11 the administrators found the participants ttmore alert in keeping 
abreast of new techniques and in maintaining progress with the new , 
subject matter developments in their areason80 
Generally there was agreement among science teachers and their 
·' 
administrators that there was sound improvement in both course content 
78Bureau of Social Science Research, 1tThe NSF Summer Institute 
Program: A Follow-Up of 1957 Institute Participants, it Part I, Report 
and Interview Schedu].e (Series of Summer Institute Studies, Volo IV, 
No. 33B, Washington, D~ C.: American University, 1960), p. 5. 
(Mimeographed.) 
79Marsh w. White, 11A Review of NSF Summer Institute Programs: 
A Follow-Up of 1957 Institute Participants, 1• (University Park: The 
Pennsylvania State University, 1961), p. 1. (Mimeographedo) 
80rbido, Po 12. 
and teaching techniques among teachers who had attended inBtituteso 
These factors were deemed influential in the following: (1) almost 
seventy-five per cent of the schools had increased the number of class 
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sections in one or more of the science fields; (2) there was more partici-
pation in science clubs; (3) there were more students in the science-
mathanatics classes, in proportion to the overall enrollment increases; 
I . 
and (4) there were more science-prone students.81 
A high proportion of the participant- teachers made favorable 
statements about new insights gained in improved teaching techniquesj 
about important new subject-matter learned, and about the long- range 
benefits they had received from institute participation. Sequential 
attendance to institutes definitely increas~d the teaching effectiveness 
of the more fortunate participants--as contrasted with their 11once-only 
colleaguesoit82 
By using a control group, this study was able to point up some 
signif:i,.cant differences between the ninstitute alumni " and the non-
participantso Generally, the alumni were superior in (1) subscribing to 
and reading of scientific and/or professional journals; (2) improvement 
in fonnal education and graduate study; (3) assignment to teach new 
courses; (4) using new teaching techniques; (5) overall teaching ability, 
(6) curricular modifications; (7) usage of supplementary materials in the 
classroom l aboratory; (8) r equi rements of students; (9) inducing voluntary 
81Bureau of Social Science Research,~· cit ., pp. 19- 23. 
82Ibide9 PPo 27- 300 -
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effort by students; (lO)attaining higher student interest in classes, 
(11) securing above average students in elective classes; and (12) moti= 
vating students to greater accomplishments and higher gradeso83 
This research presents "convincing data that show qualitatively 
the long-range effects directly attributable to the National Science 
Foundation /Jurrrmeif Institute Programo 11 84 
Reporting on the history and the future of the summer :institutesj 
Morrell stated that most connnents reaching the Foundation :indicated the 
successfulness and the effectiveness of this type of institute; :in fact9 
they had proved far more effective than was anticipatedo85 He continued: 
Many local studies have been undertaken, and in general they con-
firm the belief that the institutes have been successfulo Studies 
have also been made on a national scaleo The most thorough of 
these investigations was conducted by an independent private 
agency, the Bureau of Social Science Research, Inco In earlier 
studies this organization sought to determine the Cinnnediat~ · 
effects of the 1957 institutes on high school teachers who 
participatedo These same teachers were studied again in 1960, 
:in an attempt to evaluate persistent effects of the institutes 
• o o o Efforts were made to identify changes in their teach-
ing attributable to institute participation, and to compare the 
effectiveness of these teachers with that of similar teachers 
who had not attended institutes o • o o The conclusions o o o 
confirm earlier indications that the long=range, as well as the 
:immediate, effects of the summer institutes are more than 
gratify:ing 0 86 
Morrell enlarged upon sane of the following problems of both the 
Foundation and the sponsoring institutions in the foreseeable futurei 
(1) Should fellowship programs be substituted for the institute programs? 
(2) How can the evaluation and the selection of :institute applicants be 
improved? (3) Should there be repeated participation in institutes? Or 
should teachers who have not yet received institute stipends be considered 
83Ibido, PPo 31-400 
8~orrell, 2£.o ~o, Po 450o 
84White9 2£.o citos Po l o 
86rbido 
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preferentially? (4) How can we improve methods of evaluating and 
selecting institutes to receive or to retain financial support? 
(5) Should institutes be of the sequential type or of the unitary type? 
Or be combinations of both types? (6) Should the financial support now 
directed chiefly to science and to mathematics programs be channeled 
into other academic areas? (7) How can financial resources needed to 
improve the teaching of science and mathematics, as well as other areas~ 
be secured from sources outside of the federal goverrnnent?87 
In reviewing the past AYI programs and ISI programs of the NSF,· 
and projecting plans for these programs, Pino and Anderson stated: 
11 • • • our major concern • • • !J.i/ to try to detennine whether there is 
need for these programs and, if so, how they may be improved. 1188 These 
members of the NSF staff (Dro Robbin c. Anderson was ori leave from The 
University of Texas) indicated the following as current critical problans 
in the several aspects of the above-mentioned institute programs: 
••• first, the continuous strengthening of the training of 
new teachers; second, wider and more effective use of low 
cost programs such as in-service activities; third, new 
patterns which may reach more teachers; fourth, the development of 
really strong programs for college teachers; ••• fifth, elimi-
nating undue overlapping and establishing clear-cut sequence and 
purposes in all the institute programs; [sixt'iJ ••• the con-
tinuing need for trying new ideas and new experimental programs 
such as those for elementary teachers; f:sevent'ti7 •• • to make 
even more extensive and effective use of the various patterns 
which have proved successful 0 89 
These authors concur with Morrell in that there must be more 
cooperation and support of these programs from the federal agencies down 
through the local school systems.90 
B7Ibid., P• 451. 
89Ibid., p. 454. 




Speaking before the Midwest Conference on Graduate Study and 
Research, Mallinson91 indicated that there are four thoroughly publicized 
problems associated with the NSF SI programs: (1) Courses do not have 
well-organized content--nor are these courses properly integrated or in 
their proper sequence; (2) Too often courses are repetitive .from one 
institute to another; (3) Because it is difficult to place these courses 
in the customary graduate sequence, it is impossible· to transfer credit 
from one institution to another; and (4) Frequently the institute graduate 
cours~s are of undergraduate caliber.92 
"It would be difficult to refute any of these points just mentioned," 
Mallinson continued, "and their existence, without question, is real. They 
. . -· -· 
are, however, problems that are essentially institutional in origin, and 
are not those of the National Science Foundation.n93 Mallinson had 
discussed these problems with other graduate deans and came to the con= 
clusion that such problems exist because most deans are notH'"directly 
concerned with the administration of Institute programson94 
A high-level administrator in the Office of Education was quoted 
by Mallinson as saying, ••Without regard for the ultimate merit of these 
Institute programs, no other single activity has ever·had a greater 
impact on American educationoti9.5 
-
Since 19.58, Samuel Sehenberg, Director of Science of the New York 
City Schools, has done an annual evaluation o.f ~he sunoner institutes 





attended by science and mathematics teachers of the New York City 
Secondary Schoolso 
In the three-year period, 1958-1961., twenty-four per cent of the 
secondary school teachers of science and mathematics of New York City have 
attended one or more summer instituteso Just under thirty-five per cent 
of the 1961 participants attended a summer institute for the first time, 
approximately the same per cent had attended one previous institute~it, 
Seventy per cent of the participants had to file better than five applica .. 
tions to secure an institute aceeptanceo (Figures were not available on 
the number of teachers who filed applications but failed to secure a 
single acceptance.) Nearly eighty per cent of the participants indicated 
that they would attend an institute the following summer (1962) if they 
were accepted; whereas, better than,twenty-two per cent indicated that 
they would prefer industrial employment to summer institute participa-
tion.96 
Genera.lly9 these New York City secondary school teachers of science 
and mathematics found the summer institutes stimulatingi the professors 
and resource persons were capable; the institute courses brought them up 
to date in their own, and related teaching fields; the laboratories and 
.field trips were worthwhile; and they enjoyed the contacts 'Wi.th teachers 
from other systems.97 
There was much professional improvement and participation by these 
96samuel Schenberg, "An Evaluation,of the 1961 Summer Institutes 
Attended by the Science and Mathematics Teachers .f'rom the New York City 
High Schools!! (New Yorkg Board of Education of the City of New York.I> 
1962),1) Po 3o (Mimeographedo) 
97Ibido.9• Po 4o 
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teachers upon their return to the New York City Secondary Schoolso Many 
teachers volunteered to assist in the national revision of the secondary 
school sciences (eogo, Biological :Science Curriculum Studies Biology and 
Physical Science Study Committee Physics). Some teachers elected to 
offer advanced courses in the science and mathematics curricula. Generally, 
they were more qualified to motivate students in research projectso 
ttParticipation in an institute improved their status in the eyes o.f their 
principals, fellow teachers and students. They returned to their schools 
with greater confidence in their abilities as teacherso98 
Schenberg had a number of constructive criticisms of the summer 
institutes, some having been indicated in his previous evaluationso Many 
of the participants would have llhigh school educators alongside of college 
educators in the planning and conduct of the institutes in order to secure 
better articulation, o o on99 In evaluating institute courses9 many of 
the participants felt that too much material was covered in too little 
time, there was excessive homework.I) certain institute courses should have 
refresher courses, and the institute curricula were not integrated with 
the secondary school science and mathematics curriculao Seminars 
Ude signed to acquaint teachers with the best methods for presenting the 
latest advances in science and mathematics and for demonstrating new 
equipment in their own classroomsulOO were considered necessary additions 
by many participantso 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE. 
The methodological pattem of this study included the following 
procedural steps: 
lo Conceptualization of the problem. 
2. Clarification of the objectives of the program. 
3o Translation of these goals into specific hypotheses concerning 
the observable effect of the program upon a well defined population. 
4. Design of the instrument to measure the effects studied. 
5. Pretest of the pertinence of the hypotheses and the adequacy 
of 'the data-collection instrument. 
6. Collection of the data--fiel.d phase. 
7. Processing and analysis of the data. 
8. Presentation of findings in report fonno 
Translation 2!_ Goals~ Hypotheses 
These objectives were translated into specific hypotheses con= 
cerning the observable effects of the institute programs on the 
participants. The hypotheses on which this study was based are: 
l. The curricular/co-curricular activities of the institute 
renewed the participant-teachers• knowledge of fundamentalso 
-
2. The curricular/co-curricular activities of the institutes 
familiarized the participant-teachers w.i th recent developments and 
advances in sciencei mathematics9 and engineering • 
.3. The curricular/co-curricular activities of the institutes 
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acquainted the participant~teachers with newer approaches to presentations 
of their subjectso 
These hypotheses provided the basis for the construction of the 
data ... gathering instrumento 
Design of ~ Research Instrument 
Rationale for the opinionaire. This research was accomplished 
through the use of transmitted opinionaires with a number of follow-up 
interviews. The opinionaire was formulated~ (1) by comparison with 
comparable studies of three types as reviewed in Chapter I, and ( 2) 
according to psychological principles of opinion sampling as described in 
standard references: 1 
1. The study should be adequately sponsored. 
2o The purpose of the study-should be frankly stated. 
3o The stu~ should deal with matters worth investigating to both 
researcher and recipient. 
4. The needed information is obtainable only through an opiniona.ire» 
or a comparable instrument. 
5. The opinionaire items are·-within comprehension of the 
recipient. 
6. The demands of the opinionaire are reasonable. 
7 o The opinionure is well organized and in proper mechanical 
B. Items are clearly and briefly stated. 
lte<;>n Festinger and Daniel Katz, Research Methods in the Behavi.oral. 
Sciences {New Yorkg The Dryden Press, 1953); w. J., Good andPo° Ko Hatts 
Methods in Social Research (New York: MeGraw=Hill Book Co.,» 1952)_; Marie 
Jahoda, et al., Research Methods in Social Relations (New Yorki The 
Dryden Press!) 1953). -
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9. Items are directed primarily to matters of ascertainable 
facts and less often to matters of opinion. 
lOo Answers can be made briefly (eogo.11 w.ith a check) and those 
requiring subjective replies can be kept to a minimume 
llo The respondent is to receive a copy of the study summaryo 
During recent years survey research has enjoyed increased usage in 
many areas of human endeavor and has been used in most countries of the 
worldo Publications are available that contain detailed presen-
tations of the stages of survey research and their interrelationship. 
There is practically no known limit to the information that can be 
gathered by survey researcho Surveys enable responsible people to be 
informed of attitudes, behaviors, seriousness of problems, or other 
characteristics of a population that should be known to policy makerso2 
••The value of surveys as catalysts for action and for progress 
is a qu~stion that has been settled beyond any reasonable doubt .. 113 
This study was a partial survey in that it in.vestigated two of 
the many aspects of the NSF institutes, the participa.nt=teacher and the 
KSC-NSF instituteso It is further classified as an investigative-
deliberative survey; investigative, in that it purported to evaluate 
existing conditions, deliberative, in that it purported to make pro-
posals for development and improvement. 
2ste~hen Bo Withey!/ 11Survey Research Methods.I'" PPo 1447.9 1450.9 in 
Encyclopedia of Educational.Research. Edited by Chester W. Harris.I) 
(third edition; New York~ The Macmillan Company, 1960). 
3nan A. Cooper3 "School Surveys.I) 11 p. 1214,1) in ~lopedia ~ 
Educational Research. Edited by Chester Wo Ha.ITis, (third edition, New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1960)0 
Research methods are all subject to inherent faults and opinion-
aires are no exceptiono The noteworthy criticism of opinionaires is 
that they should not be used on groups having little interest or know-
ledge concerning the areas being investigated by the researcher o 
Rationale for usage of the opinionaj_re for these participant-teachers 
is quite evident in the following quotationi 
The questionnaire f.opinionairi( can be most fruitfully used for 
highly selected respondents with a strong interest in the 
subjeet4matterj greater educationj and higher socioeconomic 
statuso 
Another problematic area associated with transmitted opinionaires/ 
questionnaires is nonresponse. In view of this possibility, several 
precautions were ta.ken to insure adequate returns. 
The initial correspondence to eaeh participant was signed both by 
the Director of the Institutes and by the writero Rather meticulous work 
was done to be certain that the address of each participant was accurateo 
This initial inquiry asked the recipient to assist the institute staff 
in :improving subsequent institutes by cooperating in the survey o A 
stamped9 addressed card was included With the inquiry to encourage a 
response. 
Timing was used as another strategemo The correspondence was 
mailed to the participant-tea.chers·in Aprilj) a month that usually allows 
teachers time for such considerationso 
With these commitments at handj timing again was anployed when 
the opinionaires were mailed~ The teacher-participants received their 
opinionaires early the first week of May .. This served as a stimulus 
for ma.ny- respondents for they realized the imperativeness of completing 
hoood and Hatt.11 ,2£0 ~ .. 9 Po 1820 
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the opinionaires before the end~of~school activities materialized. 
Both timing and the sample are essential in design considerations. 
In this research the nsamplett was the population universe, hereafter 
referred to as the"universe." 
In a.n economy gesture ands far more significantly, to make a more 
personal contact9 participant-teachers of all seven ISI classes then in 
progress received their opinionaires from their instructors.. To reduce 
the possibility of inducing bias into the respo~ses, the instructors 
were asked not to pick up the opinionaireso At that and subsequent 
class meetings, the instructors reminded their participant-teachers to 
complete their opinionaires and to return them to the Office of the 
Institute Director in the stamped, addressed envelopes providedo 
Such precautions and effort resulted in a seventy=eight per cent 
return. of valid opin.ionaires from the participants 'Who had expressed a 
desire to cooperate in the survey. Speaking of response rate.9 Withey 
stated& 
In practice, a 60 percent response to a mail questionnaire is 
a fairly good accomplishment, but it is insufficient to 
eliminate bias •••• Callbacks can reduce the proportion 
of such individuals to less than 20 percent, however.. With a 
non-response rate of 20 percent or less, although the 
unobtained respondents differ from the majority interviewed.I) 
they are sufficiently small to virtually guarantee that their 
inclusion would not significantly alter the results for any 
percentage .figure.5 
In view of this reference~ and generally accepted ideas on percentage of 
response to a transmitted opinionaire9 the near eighty per cent return 
was considered sufficient to substanti.ate findingso 
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Detennination £!: Study Areaso Areas to be included in this research 
were ascertained through the assistance of the following people and the 
use of the following materialsg 
1. Comparable studies o 
2. Proposals for the NSF-KSC Institutes. 
3o Institute Summary Reports by the Director. 
4. Select members of the KSC- Institute Staff o 
5. Select members of the Education-Psychology Staffo 
60 Select NSFI participants (summer 1962) .. 
7o Doctoral Committee Chairman and memberso 
Initially, the first three sources were studied intensively to 
secure a listing of possible areas for eonsiderationo Subsequently a 
single-page cheek-list was prepared with two categories: (1) The 
Participant-Teaehers9 and ( 2) The Instituteso 
This protocol was presented to select colleagues from five KSG 
Departmentsg Biology9 Chemistry9 Physics, Mathematics9 and Education 
and Psychologyo In the Science and Mathematics Departments9 certain 
members of the NSFI Staff were consulted» including the Director, 
Dr. R. Go Smith9 Head of the Mathematics Departmento In the Edu.cation 
and Psychology Department9 certain Science Education and Tests and 
Measurements persollllel were consulted. Select NSF! participants were 
also consultedo 
All individuals involved in assisting in the determination of 
study areas were asked to indi.cate topies that were pertinent9 imperti-
nent.11 ambiguous9 redundant~ or perplexing, and to list omissionso In 
most instances the writer was able to have a conference with each 
respondent after that person had submitted his revision of the listing 
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of suggested topics for inclusion in the studyo 
A composite revision of the protocol of potential study areas was 
presented to the writerus Doctoral Advisory Committee for approval before 
any items were constructed for the opinionaireo6 
Pretesting the Instrument 
After the study areas had been determined arid catalogued into the 
two major areas9 the construction of the opinionaire items was initiatedo 
To encourage and to expedite responses to the opinionaires and to 
f acilita.te processing and analysis of the data., two types of i terns were 
constructed: (1) objective items with fixed categories., and (2) subjec= 
tive., or llopen,n items which gave no clues as to the nature of the 
answer desiredo The order and the sequence of both types of items was 
thoroughly analyzed to assure continuity9 interrelationship,j) and com ... 
pletenesso 
The initial version of the opinionaire items was pretested by 
various individuals and groups for readability.I) sequence.!l content9 
structure9 and purposeo The following individuals and groups served in 
that capacityg 
lo .Select members of the NSF-KSC Institute Staff o 
2o Select participant=teachers in the KSC areao 
3o Select members of the Education=Psychology Staff o 
4o. One Education-Psychology classo 
6At that date the constituency of the Doctoral Advisory Committee 
wasg Dro Jam.es Eo Frasier~ Chairman; Dro Wo Ware Marsden, Dro Roy Wo 
Jones; and Dro George A., Moore., 
5o Science Education students associated with the writero 
60 Doctoral Committee Chainnano 
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The individuals indicated were given a copy of the initial version 
of the opinionaire and asked to examine the copy at their convenienceo 
Subsequently9 the writer had a conference with each respondent concern= 
ing the validity of the opinionaire itemso 
The classes indicated were studying test construction at the 
time of the opinionaire was being pretestedo An opaque projector was 
used by the writer to unify attention· and to direct discussion to 
problematic items and/or areaso 
The developmental version of the opinionaire was presented to the 
Doctoral Advisory Committee~ Sugg~sted revisions of the data=gathering 
instrument were included in the final version that was now ready for the 
field phaseo (A copy of the opinionaire is in the .Appendixo) 
Collection of the Data 
Records secured from the Director of the NSF institutes held at 
KSC indicated that while there had been 621 institute participa.nts9 there 
were only 440 diff·erent persons involvedo Many participants began 
graduate degree programs and secured subsequent institute grantso 
The target population for this study9 the universe9 was the 440 
teachers who qualified for inclusion by having met the following 
criteriag 
lo They had attended one or more NSF=KSC institutes between 
1959-60 and 1962=630 
2~ They had been full=time teachers$ collegej high school 
(included junior high), and elementary before attending a NSF=KSC 
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instituteo1' 
3o They were full-time teachers9 college9 high school (included 
junior high)j and elementary for the academic year, 1962-63Q8 
In May9 19629 440 form letters were sent to the individual members 
of the qualified universe asking them to participate in the surveyo 
Table VI indicates the status of the responsesi 
TABLE VI 
STATUS OF RESPONSES 
Responses 
.Address unknown 
No reply to inquiry 


















In April.9 1963.1) opinionaires were sent to the 338 individuals of 
the qualified universe who had indicated that they would cooperate in 
the surveyo Table VII is a resume of the response to the opinionairesc 
Slightly over three--fourths (77 per cent) of the universe elected 
to cooperate in the study, of this group9 a slightly higher percentage 
of participants (78 per cent) responded with valid opinionaireso 
7A relatively small number were either teaching administrators or 
administrators ·with science/mathematics majorso 
8The small number of administrators were included in the target 
population because they werei (1) participant=teachers who had subse= 
quently secured administrative assignments, (2) teaching administrator= 
participants,, or (3) participant=administra.tors who had a science/mathe= 
ma.tics major and had expressed a desire to be a participant to be better 
qualified to assist their teachers in these content areaso 
TABLE VII 
RESPONSES TO OPINIONAIRES 
Responses N % 
Opinionaire not returned 64 19 
Non=valid opiniona.ires 10+ 3 
Valid opinionaires 264* ..1.L 
Study group 338 100 
'*"This included three opinionaries that were returned t oo late 
for inclusiono 
*This included eleven ttdropouts" who had completed at least one 
semester of an ISI and who responded with valid opinionaireso 
Processing, and Analysis of the Data 
The obje~tive data were processed by "b:-anslating responses into 
,o 
numerical codes.11 by transferring the coded information to IBM cardsjl and 
by using a card sorter and a computer to tabulate the inf ormationo 
The subjective data9 and certain short=answer items.11 were processed 
by coding and manual tabulation==by means o:f cardsll charts9 and a filing 
system. 
The analysis of any opinionaire depends upon the type of response 
required by the itemso · In this opinionaire the items required two types 
of informationffe factual and judgmentalo The factual information was 
required for the demographic and background items and those items seeking 
the what and the howo The judgmental information was dependent upon the 
attitude of the respondents toward the particular item 1lll.der scrutinyu 
This type o:f response involved a subjective judgment on the part of the 
respondento 
Two types of analyses were deployed,> depending upon the above 
types of responses. The short=answer» factual responsesj) usually 
referred to as 11 objective11 responses,> were reported in tables which 
indicated frequency and percentage of respondents for that attributeo 
This factual ini'ormationj) secured from the computerj) was analyzed 
objectively .. 
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The subjective or "opentt responses.11 and certain short~answer 
items,> required coding and manual tabulation. The resulting data9 while 





The data for this study was secured from a transmitted opinionaire 
composed of 419 forced=answer items and fifty open itemso The opinion= 
aires were printed by an off=set process and were 1•headed1t to reduce the 
size of each opinionaire to eight sheets, or fifteen pageso 
Demographic Information 
There were 205 (78 per cent) male respondents and fifty-nine (22 











9o 60 or+ 
Total 
TABIE VIII 
AGES OF RESPONDENTS 
(ITEMS 2=a9 2=b) 
On Last Birthday 2='bo When First Accepted 
for a NSF Institute 
Number of Per Age Number of· 
Respondents Cent Respondents 
17 6 lo 20=24 38 
49 19 2o 25..,29 58 
56 21 3o 30=34 43 
38 1.5 4. 3.5=39 39 
31 12 5o 40=44 22 
16 6 60 4.5 ... 49 21 
26 10 7. .50 or+ 42 
20 8 
_L -2.. 













Since attending an institute 202 respondents (77 per cent) were 
teaching in the same state and in the same school, thirty=seven (14 per 
cent) were teaching in the same state but in a different school9 while 
twenty=two (8 per cent) were teaching in a different stateo Institute 




GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS IN WHICH 
THE RKSPONDENTS TAUGHT ( ITEM O) 
Sta tea Number of Per State Number of Per 
Respondents Cent Respondents Cent 
Alabama 1 * Minnesota l * Arizona 2 {!- Missouri 59 22 
Arkansas 2 * Nebraska 1 i!-California 2 * New Mexico 2 * Colorado l ?~ New York 3 l 
Florida 2 * North Carolina l * Illinois 3 1 North Dakota l i!-
Indiana 2 ·%· Ohio l .;~ 
Iowa 1 * Oklahoma 14 5 Kansas 161 61 Texas l * Louisiana 1 ?~ Wisconsin l * Michigan l i~ Total 2bli loci" 
8JI'here were respondents from twenty-three stateso 
{~Less than one per cent 
Teaching, Experience 
Less than five per cent of the respondents had taught all/most of 
the time in schools other than the public school.so Ju.st over fifty per 
cent had taught all/most of the time at levels other than the secondary 
school level (Table XI)o 
The majority of the respondents,11 1.54 (59 per cent) had taught, in 
54 
their present schools less than five years (Table X), contributing factors 
werei (1) 71 respondents (27 per cer1t) had less than five years experi= 
encej and (2) norm.ally there is a high degree of mobility within the first 
five to ten years of a teacher0 s career., 
TABLE X 
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF 
THE RESPONDENTS (ITEMS 4, 5) 
4o Total Experience 5o Years at Present School 
Years Number of Per Years Number of 
Respondents Cent Respondents 
lo 1-4 71 27 1. 1 ... 4 154 
2., 5 ... 9 72 27 2o 5 ... 9 60 
3., 10=14 42 16 .3o lO=J.4 16 
4o 15=19 28 11 4., 15=19 20 
5o 20=24 15 6 5o 20..,24 4 
6. 25=29 16 6 6. 25=29 3 
7. 30=34 11 4 1. 30=34 3 
80 35 or+ _L -2..., 8. 35' or + ...2... 

















SCHOOL IBVELS AT WHICH THE RE-SPONDENTS 
HAD TAUGHT ( ITEM 1) 
All/Most Some None 
Num= Per Num= Per Num"' 
ber Cent ber Cent ber 
23 9 47 18 194 
96 36 71 27 97 
124 47 58 22 82 
18 7 20 8 226 
7 3 ll 4 246 
l * 7 3 2.56 






















Slightly more than half of the respondents, 133 (51 per cent).9 had 
taught mathematics all/most of the time (Table XII-) o Besides mathematics.11 
biological sciences.11 physical science, and general science3 ll3 respon-
dents (43 per cent) reported that they had taught in one or more of 








BROAD AREAS IN WHICH THE RESPONDENTS 
HAD TAUGHT (ITEM 8) 
All/Most Some 
Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent 
133 51 60- 22 
39 15 55 21 
50 19 52 19 
61 23 78 30 
None 
Num- Per 





The majority of the respondents were classroom teachers==the type 
of school personnel for which most of the NSF institutes were devisedo 
There was a five per cent increase in administrative assignments in the 
post-institute period (Table XIII); this could be attributed to 
attainment of graduate degrees and better salaries in administrative 
positions. 
Education 
Semester hours in the majors of the respondents9 at the undero., 
graduate and the Master degree levels9 ranged between the 20=24 hours 
bracket and the sixty-or-more hours bracket (Table XIV)o This is 
TABLE XIII 
TYPE OF SCHOOL POSITION HELD BY 
THE RESPONDENTS (ITEM 9) 
56 
Position Pre-Institute Current 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
lo Teacher 244 93 210 88 
2o Supervisor 3 1 6 3 
2 * 8 3 4 2 8 3 
4 2 5 2 
_l!: 2 -1 1 
3. Department Chairman 
4. Principal 
5. Superintendent 
6. Other a Specify 
Total 261 100 240 100 






do --- 35=39 
e. . 40 ... 44 
f .. 45=49 
g .. 50-54 
ho 55 ... 59 
io 60 or+ 
Total 
TABLE nv 
SEMESTER HOURS IN RESPONDENTS' MAJORS 
(ITEM 13) 
· Under= Graduate 
Graduate Master __ ____ Specialist 
Num= Per Num= Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
27 11 63 37 7 78 
39 16 22 --13 0 0 
11 32 45 ·26 I . 11 
_ . 32 13 17 10. 1 11 
32 13 7 ·4 0 0 
13 5 4 3 0 0 
9 4 1 l 0 0 
4 2 2 l 0 0 
-2._ _JL _.2_ .--2.._ 0 0 ...,_ 














indicative of the diverse requirements between academic areas within a 
college and between colleges/universitieso 
Of the total study group9 forty-eight (18 per cent) ha.d secured 




SEMESTER HOURS OF PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION SECURED BY 
THE RESPONDENTS IN INSTITUTE PROGRAMS 
(ITEM J.4-a) 
Undergraduate Graduate Category 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Yes 7 11 48 18 
No S6 89 216 82 -
Total 63 100 264 100 
51 
Fifty-six respondents (21 per cent) reported graduate degrees in 
progresso Institute financial assistance for graduate degrees either 
attained or in progress was reported by 133 respondents9 fifty per cent 
of the study group (Table XVI)o 
Mathem.atics9 education9 and biology were the top three under= 
graduate majors of the respondents (Table XVII). Of significance here 
is the fact that fifty-one per cent of the respondents taught mathematics 
all/most of the time and (Table XII) and forty=five per cent of the 
respondents taught at the elementary/junior high levels (Table XI)o 
The same three areas listed in the preceding paragraph were 
involved in the graduate majors of the respondents but in a different 
placement:i education9 mathematicsp and biologyo Besides the majors and 
minors listed in Table XVII9 the respondents had attained majors in 
twenty other areas and minors in twenty-oneo 
Just under fifty per cent of the respondents bad been away from 
college/university only a year prior to their institute attendance 
(Table XVIII)o While NSF recommends that participants have several years 
Q 
of teaching experience this decision is left to the sponsoring 
TABLE XVI 
ACAPEMIC TRAINING OF THE RESPONDENTS (ITEM 10) 
Degree Attained In Progress 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
ao BoAc 60 23 0 0 
bo Bo So 192 73 3 1 
252 96 3 1 
Co Mo Ao 24 9 25 9 
do MoSo 74 28 2 1 
98 37 27 10 
So EdoSo 3 1 22 8 
3 1 22 8 
f o EdoDo l * 4 2 g., PhoDo 0 0 3 1 
l 0 7 3 
ho Other 9a = za = 
:-=., 
*Less than one per cent., 
a.Too few open responses to tabulate. 
Institute Help 





























Gen' 1 Science 
Education 
TABIE XVII 
. MAJOR AND MINOR AREAS IN THE UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE 
STUDIES OF THE RESPONDENTS (ITEMS 11, 12) 
Major 
Under= Under= 
Graduate Graduate Graduate 
Num= Per Num"" Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
93 35 77 29 85 32 
46 17 30 ll 25 10 
5 2 3 1 4 2 
9 3 3 1 6 2 
36 14 19 7 36 JJ.i. 
26 10 19 7 44 17 
27 10 27 10 44 17 
87 33 79 30 52 20 
















lo l yro 
2o 2 yrs. 
Jo 3 yrs •. 
4o 4 yrs. 
5~ 5 ... 9 yrs. 
60 10 or+ 
Total 
TABLE XVIII 
YEARS SINCE RESPONDENTS HAD RETURNED TO 
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY PRIOR TO THEIR 

















institutiono It is possible that a number ef participants.had already 
started addition.al course work before they applied for an instituteo 
Certification 
Since the m.aj ori ty of the study group were teaching in elementary 9 
junior high9 or senior high schools they could be expected to be certi= 










TYPE OF TEACHING CERTIFICATE HELD BY 
















cent) were college/university teachers and held no certificationo 
Eighty-four respondents (32 per cent) indicated that institute 
courses had enabled than to improve their certificationo 
Teaching Assignments 
In comparing the pre-institute curricular assigrnnents of the 
respondents with their post-institute assignments the following were 
evident: (J.) there was a slight increase in student load (Table XX)., 
Students 
8.o Below 100 
bo 100 ... 149 
c. 15~199 
do 200-249 




APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF STUDENTS TAUGHT DAILY 
BY THE RESPONDENTS (ITEM 18) 
Pre-Institute Current 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
87 34 80 31 
86 33 94 36 
79 30 73 28 
7 3 9 4 
1 * 2 1 260 100 258 100 
than one per cento 
(2) there was a slight decrease in number of classes taught (Table XXI); 
and (3) the number of' daily class preparations were comparable to that of 
the pre-institute period ( Table XXII) o 
Since the respondents were not asked about class size., the slight 
decrease in number of classes versus the slight increase in number of 
students taught could indicate slightly larger classes in the post= 
institute periodso There was very little evidence to indicate that 
institute attendance had been a factor in these slight load modificatioBSo 
Classes 
TABLE XIl 
NUMBER OF CLASSES TAUGHT DAILY 




Per Day Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
lo Four or less 48 19 59 24 
2. Five 118 47 109 43 
3 .. Six 74 29 71 28 
4a Seven or+ 12 -2. 12 --2. -Total 252 100 251 100 
(A few respondents indicated that their institute attendance was a 
factor in this respect.) Undoubtedly the increasing school enrollments 
was the more significant factoro 
TABLE IDI 
DAILY GLASS PREPARATIONS MADE BY THE RESPONDENTS 
'IN THEl.R TEACHING (ITEM 20) 
Pre=Ins:t;Ltyte C:g.rl:ent 
Preparations Num~ Per Num= 
ber Cent ber 
ao . One 19 8 25 
bo Two 68 26 63 
Co Three 73 28 77 
do Four 44 17 42 
eo Five or+ 55 21 42 









In the consideration of "openu periods within the school day for 
preparations» planning, and related teacher aetivities9 the following 
points were made: (1) 82 per cent stipulated that they had llopen11 
periods; ( 2) 83 per cent indica~ed that both "laboratory'• and 11non-
laboratory" teachers were accorded about the same amount of nopen'' 
6.3 
timei and (3) 11 per cent believed their institute attendance had 
influenced ilopen11 period time for teachers of laboratory courseso 
From the above it is evident that most of the school systems of 
the respondents did allow 1topentt time for their teachers-=and were 
making no distinction between the needs. of Hlaboratoryn and 11non-labora= 
tory" teachers; too» the\-institutes had little influence on this 
aspect of their teachingo 
One hundred fifty..,nine respondents (64 per cent of 232) believed 
that teachers handling laboratory classes should be given more 11openl:I 
... i- .. ,. 
time than that given teachers of non-laboratory classes (Table XXIII) o 
This was confirmed by those who elected t-0 defend their position with a 
... .. - • •• • • - • ····~· - ••• • • ·~ • I> 
subjective statement:: 73 per cent made positive statementso 
TABLE XXIII 
RESPONDENTS WHO BELIEVED THAT TEACHERS HANDLING LABORATORY 
CLASSES :SHOULD BE GIVEN MORE ttOPENtt PERIODS THAN THAT 
GIVEN TEACHERS OF NON-LABORATORY COURSES (ITEM 22) 
Objective Item Subjective Item 
Category Number Per Cent Category Number Per Cent 
1. Yes 149 64 1; Positive 140 73 -
2. No 83 36 2~ Negative 44 23 
3o Non..;· 
commital ·7 .. 4 - - 191a 100 Total 232 100. 
aThis number is eighty-three .. per cent of the respondents to the 
objective itemo -Forty-one respondents (18 per cent) did not elect to 
- defend their positiono 
While the majority of the respondents believed that teachers 
handling laboratory classes should be given more 1topentt time than that 
64 
given teachers of non=laboratory classes9 they had not yet convinced 
their non=laboratory colleaguesj their administrators~ and their school 
boards on this pointo 
Income 
The salaries of the respondents moved from a median within the 
$4500-$4999 bracket just prior to their institute attendance to a median 
within the $5000=$5449 bracket at the time of their response (Table XXIV),. 
Only five per cent of the study group indicated that their institute 
participation was influential in the salary increaseo Forty-eight 
respondents (16 per cent) had received additional job offers by virtue 
of their institute attendance--these were largely school and/or school 
related job opportunitieso 
TABLE DIV 
NINE=MONTHS TEACHING INCOME OF THE · 
RESPONDENTS (ITEM 26) 
Pre=Institutea Current 
Salary Respondents Per Cent Respondents ·Per Cent 
1~ Below $4000 46 18 11 4 
2~ $4000-$4499 52 20 18 7 
3~ $4500-$4999 60 23 45 18 
4o $5000...$5499 49 19 73 29 
5o $5500=$5999 27 ll 45 18 
60 "$6000-$6499" 10 4· 32 13 
7o $6500=$6999 4 2 14 6 
80 $7000=$7499 6 2 11 4 
9o $'7500=$7999 2 1 3 l 
lOo $8000 or over 0 0 0 0 - - -
Total 257 100 252 100 
aThe school year in :which the respondent received his first NSF 
institu·t;e granto 
Teaching Methods and Techniques 
A close examination of Table ID' reveals that the institute 
TABLE XXV 
THE EXTENT OF INSTITUTE INFLUENCE UPON THE INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES AND 
METHODS OF THE RESPONDENTS ( ITEM 28) 
Instructional Techniques Much Some Little None 
and Methods Num.= Per Num..:.; Per Num.= Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber ·Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1~ Multiple=purpose classrooms 6 2 40 15 22 8 195 74 
2~ Flexible furniture arrangements 8 3 41 · 16 37 14 177 67 
.3~ Usage of student assistance · · 15 6 64 24 40 15 144 55 
4~ Usage of ril.ult,iple=texts/references 79 30 99 38 24 9 61 23 
5~ Depth of coverage of selected areas 137 52 77 29 21 8 ··28 11 
6~ Student involvement in curriculum 31 12 76 29 55 21 101 38 
7~ Usage of outside agencies/persons 24 9 78 30 49 19 112 42 
8~ Usage of A=Vequipmeri.t/ma.teria.ls 40 15 82 31 38 15 10.3 39 
9; 1tUp=da.tingn reading :materials - 94 36 83 31 34 13 52 20 
10~ Supplementary reading-materials 90 . 34 94 36 29 11 50 19 
IL Extra...;;clas·s student assignments- -- . 49 19 99 37 45 17 70 27 
12: Learner=centered. cla.Efs presentations 33 1.3 90 34 47 18 93 35 
13~ Student involvemerit--in research 40 15 38 14 62 24 ·93 35 
14~ Operi.;;,ended experiments . .. 28 11 54 20 56 21 125 .. -48 
15~ Essay/semi=structured lab wl'.'ite=ups 22 9 45 17 cS4 24 132 50 
16~ Extra=class student projects 37 14 84 32 ·62 24 80 30 
17 ~ Variation in testing procedures 43 16 84 32 54 21 82 31 
18~ Cooperative eval:uations · · 12 5 64 24 59 22 128 49 
19~ Standardized tests {e,,goj SMSG~ ACS) 20 8 46 18 45 17 152 58 
20~ . Expanding your guidance role · · J6 14 93 35 52 20 82 31 
21~ Varying methods-of presentation· 100 .38 118 44 20 8 26 10 
22~ Usage of newer subject~matter concepts 148 46 80 30 ll 4 25 10 
23~ Usage of generalizations 55 21. 90 34 55 21 63 24 
24~ Intensifying elective courses . 44 17 54 20 47 18 118 45 
25~ Challenging the brighter student 127 48 84 32 24 9 28 11 
26~ Motivating the creative student 107 41 95 36 29 11 32 12 
270 Encouraging student initiative no 42 92 35 27 10 34 13 











ACTIVITIES AND METHODS IN PREDOMINANT USAGE IN THE 
COURSE WORK OF THE RESPONDENTS (ITEM 29) 
Activities and Number of· 
Methods Respondents 
Furniture arrangement 
lo Set 121 
2o Flexible 131 
Total 252 
Usage of equipment/material 
lo Teacher controlled (only) 75 
2~ Student assistantsu help 99 
3o By any student 77 
Tota.1 251 
Text(s) 
lo Single (No ''other reference) 23 
2~ Single (With other references) 181 
3(1 Multiple=texts (several used) 55 
Total 259 
References 
lo From school library 145 
2o From ~lassroom library 80 
3o From city library 3 
Total 228 
Course coyerage 
· 1; Breadth .{All of text)·· ·95 
2o Depth (Of selected text areas) 164 
Total 259 
Unit preparations 
lo·_ By teacher (Self) 177 
2o , From te.xt "teacherv s manua.lin 45 
3o In cooperation with students 31 · 
Total 253 
Planning class/course work 
lo Student/Learner=centered 133 
2o Teacher=centered 118 
Total 251 
Assigr:rments 
lo Specific text pages 161 


































TABLE XXVI ( Continued) 
Activities and Number of Per 
Methods Respondents Cent 
io Class presentations 
lo Teacher=centered 117 47 
2. Student/Learner-centered 134 53 
Total 251 100 
j. Laboratory 
L, Exercises 65 34 
2., Experiments 114 59 
3o Research 13 7 
Total 192 100 
ko Experiments 
L, Standard ( 1~closed11 ) ll6 60 
2o Open=ended 78 40 
Total 194 100 
lo Student projects (time) 
lo On class time 69 31 
2o Extra=class 151 69 
Tot,al 220 100 
m. Student projects (type) 
L, Largely exhibits 90 45 
2o Research with paper 112 55 
Total 202 100 
no 'I'est questions 
le Recall 69 31 
2. Problem=,solving 142 65 
Jo Essay 8 4 
Total 219 100 
o. Grading/Evaluating (source) 
lo Largely from tests 86 35 
2. With items besides tests 161 65 
Total 247 100 
P• Grading/Evaluating (evaluator) 
1. By teacher only 206 84 
2o With student assistance 38 16 
Total 244 100 
q. Grade cards/Progress reports 
1. With let,ter/nurnerical grades onJ.y 1.51 63 
2o With both grade and constructive 
comments to parents 90 .37 
Total 2)-1-l 100 
experiences of the respondents had oltl.ymoderate influence upon their 
teaching methods/techniques except in the areas of varying methods of 
presentation» usage of newer subject...matter concepts, and" in student 
motivationo Table XXVI adds insight to this modest influence of the 
institutes in that the respondents were already using many of the newer 
methods/techniques before their institute attendanceo 
68 
When asked about the extent of their course content chamges since 
attending e imstitute9 eighty-two per cent of the respondents indicated 






' ' EXTENT OF COURSE CONTENT CHANGE BY RESPONDENTS IN THEIR CLASSES 
SINCE ATTENDING AN INSTITUTE (ITEMS 30,i JO~a) 
30a Extent of Num= Per 30-ao Subjec= Num= 
Chamge ber Cent tive Responses ber 
A great deal 63 25 Responses 191 
Some 140 51 Non-responses 12 
Vecy little 41 17 
None -2., 1 






a.ni1s number is the total of Categories 1 and 2 under Item 30; 
these objective responses should have had accompanying subjective responses 
in Item 30...a. 
Table XXVIII indicates the curriculum ·revisions· in usage by the 
respondents in their teachingo · Mathematics was the only area where the 
majority of the respondents,were.-11sing the n:ewer curriculum revisionso 
This can be explained in that fi.t'ty-one per cent of the respondents were 
teaching math.em.a.tics and eighteem of twe»ty,»two institute courses im this 








CURRICULUM REVISIONS IN USAGE BY THE RESPONDENTS 
IN THEIR CLASSROOM TEACHING (ITEM .50) 
Yes No Some 
Curricula Num= Per Num= Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
SMSG (Mathematics) 40 30 58 43 36 27 
BSCS (Biology) 6 8 60 80 9 12 
CHEM (Chemistry) 5 8 51 77 10 1.5 
Chem-Bonds (Chemo) 4 7 50 88 3 5 
PSSC (Physics) 15 21 49 67 9 12 
Othero Specify 5a 4a 







While the majority of the respondents (89 per cent of 150) indicated 
that eurrieulum revision information gained in the institutes had been of 
value to them~ only in mathematics had the majority of the respondents 
secured information about the newer curricula in their institutes 
(Table XIlX)o 
TABLE XXIX 
RESPONDENTS WHOSE INSTITUTE EXPERIENCE HAD INCLUDED A STUDY OF SECONDARY 
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE CURRICULUM REVISIONS (ITEM 52) 
:'les No Some 
Curricula Nurn- Per Num- Per Num= Per N 
ber Cent ber Cent "ber Cent 
lo SMSG (Mathematics) 69 42 67 41 27 17 163 
2o BSCS (Biology) 17 15 78 11 1$ 14 110 
Jo CHEM (Chemistry) 14 16 71 81 3 3 88 
4o Chem=Bonds (Chemistry) 10 11 72 84 4 5 86 
5o PSSC (Physics) 23 24 65 68 8 8 98 
60 Othero ·'Specify 9a 1a. 
aToo few open responses to tabulate o 
In a comparison of their teaching competence before and after 
institute attendance9 the respondents thought they were more competent in 
70 
hand.ling most students excepting the slow-learner (Table XX:X:I) .. They may 
have been of the opinion that increased knowledge of subject-matter was 
the sole cr~terion for improved handling of the gifted, creative, and 
average studento 
Profes~ional Activities 
The majority of the respondents (74 per cent) stated tqat their 
institute attendance had assisted them, from ttsame11 to tta great deal," in 
- . 
the selection of science/mathematics materials, equipment, and supplies; 
Table XXX: confirms this percent~ge except in the selection of periodicals» 
film.s/stripfilm.s, and furniture., 
A possible e.:xplanation for the reduced percentage of respondents in 
the selection of periodicals, film.s/st:ripfilm.s, and furniture is that 
fifty=one per cent of the respondents were mathema.:tics. teachers=-who use 
conventiomal classroom furniture, and. !ew, if any.I)< periodicals and films/ 










ASSISTANCE IN THE SELECTION OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMA'l'ICS MATERIALS 
BY RESPONDENTS SINCE THEIR INSTITUTE ATTENDANCE ( ITEM 42) 
Yes No 
Materials Num= Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent 
Textbooks 201 76 63 24 
Reference Books 137 52 127 48 
Library Books (Not li21l) 141 53 123 47 
Periodicals 96 36_ 168 64 
Films/str4fihn.s 115 44" 149 56 Equipment Apparatus 157 60 107 40 
Supplies 146 55 118 45 











COMPARISON OF RESPONDENTsa TEACHING COMPETENCE BEFORE AND AFTERINSTITUTE 
ATTENDANCE IN HANDLING CERTAIN TYPES OF STUDENTS (ITEM 32) 
Much Better Some Better Little Better About the Same 
Ntun= Per l~llln= Per Num- Per Num= 'Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
121 46 103 40 12 5 24 9 
82 32 121 46 34 13 23 9 
60 23 117 45 47 18 35 14 









Just un.der half of the respondents (46 per cent) had served on 
science/mathematics curriculum revision committees at all levels» 
excepting the nationalj during/since their institute participation 
( Table XXIlI) o 
TABLE xxnr 
LEVEL AT WI-ITCH RESPONDENTS HAD SERVED ON MA THEMATICS OR SCIENCE 
CURRICULUM REVISION COMMITTEES ( ITEM 43) 
12 
Level of Number of' Per Cent 
Committee Respondents 
1. Local 111 91 
2. County 7 6 
3. State 4 3 
4. National 0 0 
Total 122it 100 
*46 per cent of the study group 
Just over half of the respondents (57 per cent) stated t~at their 
. . -
participation in an institute had been effective» from •tsomett extent to 
a 11 defini te" extent» in enabling them to be of greater service in 
- , 
supporting their mathematics/science programs, however» Table XXXIII 
. . . - . . ' -·- .. - -
indicates that a minority were actually engaged in any one activity 
listed in the tableo 
The respondents had informed others about their institute e:xperi= 
ence and the NSF programs for teachers and students in a variety of ways 
~ . - . - - ... 
(Tabie XXXIV)o There were two key methods employed by the majority of 
the respondentsg •~Talked with individual students9 " and UTaJ.ked with 
individual teachers. it 
Most interest in the NSF programs for teachers and students was 
. ' ' ., 












ACTIVITIES OF RESPONDENTS IN SUPPORT OF THEIR·· SCHOOL 
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE PROGRAMS (ITEM 44) 
Much · Some 
' ... Little . 
Activities Num..; Per NUlll.= Per Num..; Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
Sponsor Mathematics/Science Club 42 16 32 12 16 6 
Wrote article for newspaper 7 3 10 4 12 4 
Gave talk(s) to students 25 9 66 25 21 8 
Gave talk(s) to teachers· 12 4 35 13 21 8 
Gave address(es) to the public 2 * 13 5 13 5 Appeared on TV 0 0 l * 1 * Spoke on radio ' · 0 0 5 2 2 * Mathematics/Science Fair Judge 11 4 31 12 6 2 
Helped secure BGholarship fund 5 2 13 5 3 1 
Othero Please specify ea 3 3a. 1 
*Less than one per cento 








































HOW RESPONDENTS INFORMED OTHERS ABOUT THEIR INSTITUTE 
EXPERIENCES AND THE NSF PROGRAMS FOR 
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS (ITEM 33) 
Yes 
Methods and Media Num= Per Num"" 
ber Cent ber 
Talked with individual students 205 78 59 
Spoke to student groups 64 24 200 
Talked with individual teachers 242 92 22 
Addressed teacher groups 33 12 231 
Spoke to PTA 20 8 244 
Spoke to service club(s) 9 3 255 
Talked with parent groups (note) 25 9 239 
Appeared on TV 0 0 264 
Made radio presentation(s) 3 1 261 
Press release(s) 25 9 239 
Wrote newspaper article(s) 7 3 257 
Wrote magazine article(s) 1 * 263 
Other. Please specify 13a. 5 251 
* Less than one per eento 


















(Table XXXV). The majority of the respondents found teachers interested 
in all aspects of institutes listed in Table XXXVI excepting "Extra-
~ "I. -
class activities 9 11: and UHousing and meals .. tt 
In their pre-institute periods the respondents subscribed to 
more professional journals than special field (academic) journals 
(Table :x:IXVII) o Their institute experiences and associations induced 
them to subscribe to more special. field journals in the post-institute 
periods. 
In .their pre-institute periods the respondents belonged to more 









INTEREST EXPRESff\i:D TO RESPONDENTS IN THEIR INSTITUTE EXPERIENCES AND THE 
NSF PROGRAMS FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS (ITEM 34) 
Much Some Little None Donut Know 
Respondents Num= Per Num= Per Num= Per Num= Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
Students 48 18 119 47 49 20 8 3 31 12 
Teachers 83 32 127 49 37 14 2 l 9 4 
Administrators 83 33 103 41 36 14 14 5 18 7 
PTA 4 2 21 10 23 12 57 28 95 48 
Parent groups (not d) 6 3 22 11 24 12 47 24 99 50 
Lay organizations 0 0 20 9 28 13 44 21 121 57 
























ASPECTS OF THE INSTITUTES THAT WERE MOST INTERESTING 
TO OTHER TEACHERS (ITEM 35) 
Aspects of Great Deal Some Very Little 
Institutes Num= Per Num= Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
Sources of information 70 32 90 41 43 20 
Locations9 purposes9 types 52 22 153 66 19 8 
When offered and dates - 52 22 149 60 2.5 : 11 
Participant selection 78 34 116 .51 19 8 
Stipend ( npayt1) 89 38 115 49 22 9 
Course offered 111 46 111 46 10 4 
Degree programs 66 29 99 44 40 18 
Professor ( e.,go 9 , ttmethods") 38 17 105 47 54 24 
Extra-class activities 6 3 91 42 68 32 
Classrooms9 labs9 etco 20 9 90 42 61 28 
Housing and meals 21 11 69 36 48 26 
Othero Please specify 3a 2a. 0 
































JOURNALS READ OR SUBSCRIBED TO BY THE RESPONDENTS 
(ITEMS 36, 37, 38) 
s;eeci al Field Professional 
71 
Item Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
360 Pre=Institute 
subscriptions 
Response 189 72 220 83 
Non-response 75 28 44 17 
264 100 264 100 
37. Post-Institute 
sub§criptions* 
Response 81 31 19 7 
Non-response 183 89 245 93 
264 100 264 100 -
38. Additional 
j,,QJJ;ci:1.,als read 
Response 96 36 33 12 
N on=rl3sponse 168 64 231 88 
264 100 264 100 
*tn addition to the pre-institute subscriptionso 
(academic) organizations (Table XXXVIII)o During and since their 
institute participationj) the respondents joined more special field organi= 
zations, by ten per cent, and were elected to more special field 
honorary organizations,!) by one per cent9 than professional organizationso 
Professional Status 
Over sixty per cent of the respondents indicated that institute 
attendance had raised their academic prestige in the eyes of their 





ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIPS 
OF THE RESPONDENTSa (ITEMS 39, 40, 41) 
Special Field Professional 
Item 
Number Per Cent Number Per 
Pre=Institute 
memberships 
Response 132 50 202 
Non-response 132 50 62 
264 100 264, 
Memberships 
during and since 
institutes 
~esponse 42 16 :16 
Non=response 222 84 248 





Response 7 3 4 
Non=response 257 97 260 












artEIDl. 39 included honorary academic and professional organizationso 




Of the three purposes of institutes specified by the NSF 9 the 
majority of the respondents selected two (Table XL); only thirty=five 
per cent selected 11Renew their &articipantsy' knowledge of fundamentalso 11 
TABLE XXXIX 
ACADEMIC PRESTIGE OF RESPONDENTS RESULTING FROM 




3 o Administrators 





















































THE CHIEF PURPOSES OF THE NSF INSTITUTES AS INDICATED 
BY THE RESPONDENTS (ITEM 53) 
Number of 
Institute Purposes Respondentsa Per Cent 
Renew their knowledge of 
fundainental s. 92 35 
Acquaint them.with recent 
developments and advances 
in scieµ.c,e, mathematics, 
and engineering. 207 78 
Familiarize them with new 
approaches to presentatiOR 
of their subjects. 167 63 
aN = 264 
80 
Ninety=four per cent of the respondents believed the NSF institute 
objectives had been attained "Fairlywell"/"Very w~lltt in the KSC instituteso 
Participant Selection and Their Reasons ~or .. Acceptance 
When the respondents selected bases on which they pelieved parti= 
. ~ .. . . . .... 
cipa.nts were chosen for the KSC-NSF institutes, the majority selected 
··- - -
bases that corresponded to the NSF institute objectives (Table XLI) o 
Agains when the r~spond~n~s indicated their reasons for wanting 
to attend the KSC-NSF institutes, the majority selected reasons that 
coITesponded to the NSF institute objectives ...... they also included two 
other reasons that were related to those basic objectiveso (These 















BASES ON WHICH RESPONDENTS BELIEVED PARTICIPANTS WERE CHOSEN FOR 
NSF INSTITUTES AT KANSAS STATE COLLEGE 
(ITEM 54) 
Yes 
Bases for Selection Num= Per 
ber Cent 
Their need for financial assistance 30 11 
Their teaching competence 116 44 
They are promisings inexperienced teachers 101 38 
Their scholarship . 122 46 
Previous institute attendance/acceptance 83 31 
No previous institute attendance/acceptance 15 28 
Bacca.laureate degree from KSC 25 9 
Their need for graduate courses/degree 111 42 
They are already in KSC 1 s graduate program 46 17 
Their need for improved.certification 85 32 
Their need for refresher courses (fu.11damentals) 183 69 
Their need for recent subject matter concepts 230 87 



































REASONS FOR WANTING TO ATTEND KANSAS STATE COLLEGE-NSF.INSTITUTES AS 
INDICATED BY THE RESPONDENTS (ITEM 55) 
--Strength of Motive 
~ong Average Weak Not considered. 
Reasons Num= Per Num- Per Num= Per Num= .Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
a., Needed courses for 
additional degreeo 80 30 52 20 17 6 115 44 
bo Needed courses for certi= 
fication requirementso 19 7 25 10 22 8 198 75 
c. Needed refresher 
courses (fundamentals). 106 40 64 24 26 10 68 26 
d. Needed courses covering 
new fields/areas. 194 74 34 13 8 3 28 11 
e. Needed new techniques 
of presentationo 139 53 67 25 24 9 34 13 
fo Needed courses offered 
in this institute. 124 47 54 20 20 8 66 25 
go This institute was 
closest to my home., 79 30 53 16 24 9 ll8 45 
ho This was the only 
institute to accept me. 23 9 20 7 15 6 206 78 
io Wanted salary increment 
for additional hours. 10 4 17 6 18 7 219 83 
j. Wanted prestige associated 
with an institute., 16 6 37 14 28 11 183 69 
·- ko Wanted eonta.ct with other 
matho/science teachers., 113 43 79 30 24 9 48 18 
lo Wanted campus cultural 
associations o 15 6 23 9 32 12 194 73 
mo Wanted to "get paid't for 
going to sehool. 28 ll 50 19 40 15 146 55 
no Wanted to prepare for CD N 
a better position. 86 33' 51 19 20 8 106 40 
Oo Wanted to improve school 
science programso 148 56 59 23 10 4 45 17 
83 
Significance to the Respondents 
~::,cpectations realized by the respondents in their institute 
participation at KSC (Table XLIII) again high-lighted the basic NSF 
institute objectives. Also selected by the majority of the respondent:s 
were two concomitant values expressed by most participants in NSF 
institutes; usharing experiences.I>" and 1'Association with professors 
and scientists.,11 
Two effects of institute attendance upon the thinking of approxi-
mately half of the respondents wereg (1) to increase their enthusiasm. 
for teaching mathematics/science.I> and (2) to enhance their desire to con-
tinue graduate work (Table ~IV)o 
Institutes Attended el the Respondents 
The respondents to this study were representative of all eleven 
NSF institutes held at KSC between September9 19599 and :May9 1963 
(Table XLV)o Of the fifty-one classes given in these institutes only one 
was not represented in the survey (physics.I> summer.I> 1962)0 
Of the 264 respondents9 162 (61 per cent) had attended institutes 
only at KSC; 102 (39 per cent) had attended 164 institutes at sixty= 
nine other colleges/universities. 
Applications for the 1963-64 institutes made by 134 respondents 
(.51 per cent of the study group) resulted in acceptance by seventy=six 














EXPECTATIONS REALIZED BY THE RESPONDENTS IN THEIR INSTITUTE 
PARTICIPATION AT KANSAS STATE COLLEGE (ITEM 56) 
Many Some Few 
Expectations Realized Num= Per Num= Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
Sharing experiences 168 64 66 25 11 4 
Growth through extra= 
class events 48 18 84 32 62 24 
Association with professors 
arid scientists 132 50 80 30 23 9 
Expansion of cultural 
background 62 24 101 38 45 17 
Learning new laboratory 
techniques 82 31 65 25 38 14 
Renewing knowledge of 
.fundamentals 119 45 98 37 19 7 
Learning new teaching 
techniques 126 48 85 32 21 8 
Study of newer subject 
matter concepts 201 76 45 17 4 2 
Expansion of general math. 
and/or scien(0e background 151 57 70 27 11 4 
Solution of personal 
teaching problems 30 ll 78 30 83 31 
Rejuvenated your enthusiasm 
for"teaching 96 36 74 28 36 14 
Othero Specify 4a 
-




















- TABLE Il.IV 
EFFECTS OF INSTITUTE ATTENDANCE UPON THINKING 
OF THE RESPONDENTS (ITEM 57) 
Much Some Little 
Institute Effects Num= Per Num= Per Num.;; Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
Enhanced your de sire to' . 
continue graduate worko 126 48. 78 29 18 7 
Encouraged you to remain 
in present-positiono 44 17 54 20 46 17 
c .. Created a desire to teach 
at a higher level. 47 18 59 22 46 17 
d., Encouraged you to leave 
·teachingo 1 * 3 1 11 4 
So Fostered a desire to go· · 
into ·busiriess/industryo 2 1 7 3 16 6 
f .. Increased· enthusiasm for 
'teaching math .. /scienceso 145 55 79 30 14 s 
g .. Encouraged ~ransf'er to 
other-teaching areas. 6 2 10 4 19 7 
h .. Encouraged you: to demand 
more of your students .. 98 37 106 40 24 9 
io Othero Specify. 4a 
. ' 



















KANSAS STATE COLLEGE INSTITUTES ATTENDED 




















e. 1961 Summer Jr./Sr. High 
L Biology · 
2~ Mathematics 
3. Physics 
f. 1961 Summer Junior High 
L Biol. scierice 
2. Phys. ~cience 
g. 1961-62 I:n-Service Elementary 
L Biol. science 
2., Physical Science 
h. 1961 .. 62 In-Service Jr./Sr. High 
i. 1962 
j O 1962-63 
L Biology 
2. Mathematics 
Summer Jr./Sr,, High 
1~ Biology 
2 ~ Chemistry 
3~ Mathematics 
4.. Physics 
In-.Service Jr./Sr .. High.a 
lo Biology 
2~ Mathematics 
3~ Mathematics (SMSG) 
4. Physics (PSSC) 
Total 










































Suggestions for Future Institutes 
The respondents were asked to make first and second choices of 
study areas desired in subsequent institutes (Table Il.VI)o In making 
their first choice9 mathematics was first and physical sciences was 
second; their second choice placed mathematics education first and 
physical sciences again secondo Mathematics being in top position in 
both choices can be accounted for in that just over half of the 
respondents were mathematics teacherso 
TABLE XLVI 
SUBJECT AREAS DESIRED BY RESPONDENTS IN 
SUBSEQUENT INSTITUTES (ITEM 63) 
Area Desired 
ao Mathematics 
bo Mathematics education 
c. Biological sciences 
d~ Physical sciences 
e. Science e:ducation 






























When selecting methods by which they planned to keep up-to-date 
during the next five years1 the majority of the _respondents selected 
institutes ("a.cademict') first (Table Il.VIII), and more specifica.lly.v 
summer institutes (Table XLVII). The predominant reason given in their 






TYPES OF INSTITUTES SELECTED BY TEE RESPONDENTS 
TO KEEP THEM UP-TO=DATE DURING 
THE NEXT FIVE YEARS 
(ITEM 66) 
Type of Institute(s) Number of 
Selected Respondents 
Summer Institute 1.56 
In-Service Institute 60 
Academic Year Institute 14 
Combinatio:ni 34 
Summer/In-Service 28 
Summer/Academic Year 4 
In-Service/Academic Year 1 













Tables XLIX and L indicate preferences of in=service and summer 
institute respon~ents9 respectively9 with. respect to certain aspects of 
those instituteso 
Both ISI and SI respondents indicated that institute dates and 
lengths were satisfactory, the majority of both groups of respondents 
had spent four to five hours of preparation time for each class session== 
and did not deem the preparation time excessiveo 
The majority of the ISI respondents stated preference for Satur·~ 
day classes instead of evening classeso In their subjec·tive evaluation 
of this item9 many ISI respondents indicated that their school obliga.,~ 








ADDITIONAL METHODS BY WHICH THE RESPONDENTS PLAN TO KEEP 
UP=TO=DATE IN THE NEXT FIVE lEARS (ITEM 66-=a.) 
Much Same Little 
Method Num= Per Num= Per Num= Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber - Cent 
Independent study 103 39 104 39 12 5 
Instituteg Academic 133 51 64 24 -a 3 
Instituteg Research 54 20 61 23 34 13 
Industry 9_ 3 46 17 36 14 
Industryg ~esearch 9 3 36 14 34 13 
Othero Please specify 4a 1 4a l 

























PREFERENCES OF IN-SERVICE INSTITUTE RESPONDENTS 
WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN ASPECTS OF 
THE INSTITUTES (ITEM 61) 
In-Service Institute Aspects 
Number, of 
Re~ondents 
When were your class sessions? 
1. Evenings 56 
2o Saturdays 116' 
172 
Which class time do you prefer? 
1. Evenings 63 
2~ Saturdays · 74 
3. No preference 29: 
166 
On an average, how many hours 
of preparation was necessary 
for each class session? 
· lo 2 hrs .. or less 17 
2o 3 hrs. 43 
3. 4 hrs. 55 
4. 5 hrs. or more 54 
169 
Did this number of hours of class 
preparation ~eem excessive to you? 
1. Yes 26 
2. No 143 
· 169. 
Do you think that the dates on 
which the institute( t1) began and 
termirlated were satisfactory? 
164 1~ Yes 
2o No 89 
253 
Do you think that the length 
(in weeks) of the institute(s) 
was satisfactory? 
lo Yes 168 
































PREFERENCES 01" SUMMER INSTITUTE RESPONDENTS 
WITH RESPECT TO CERTAIN ASPECTS OF 
THE INSTITUTES (ITEM 62) 
Summer Institute Aspects Number of 
Respondents 
On an average, how many hours 
per day did you spend in 
class attendance? 
lo 3 hours or less 6 
2. 4 hours 27 
3o 5 hours 67 
4o 6 hours or more 54 
154 
Did this number of hours of 
daily class attendance meet 
with your approval? 
L Yes 144 
2o No 10 
154 
On an average 9 howmany hours 
per day did you spend on class 
preparation? 
l~ 2 hours or less 20 
2o 3 hours 32 
3~ 4 hours 38 
4o 5 hours or more 63 
153 
Did this number of hours of 
class preparations seem 
excessive to you? 
lo Yes 23 
2 .. No 130 
153 
Do you think that the dates on 
which the Summer Institutes 
began and terminated were 
satisfactory? 
lo Yes 155 
2o No 105 
260 
Do you think that the length 
(in weeks) of the Summer 
Institute(s) was satisfactory? 
lo Yes 146 


























Evaluations~ the Respondents 
The respondents were given an opportunity to constructively 
critize the institutes they had attended through semi-structured ques-
tions (Table LI). The majority of the respondents (between 55 and 87 · 
per cents) participated in this subjective evaluationo Chapter IV 
contains interprei:at:ions of these comments and suggestionso 
ItEml 
'l'ABIB LI 
OPEN RESPONSES BY THE RESPONDENTS ON 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM OF THE 






ber Cent ber Cent 
ao The highlight of your 
Institute(s) experiences 
at KSC 231 87 33 13 
b. Your most adverse 
eri tieism. of KSC o s NSF 
Institute( s) 191 72 13 28 
Co l°9U! Sl.lgge~ion for cor"." 
rectipg the situation 
expressed in ''b" above 146 55 ll8 45 
A eheck-list9 with a five-poin.t rating scale, was used to 
facilitate objective evaluation or the institutes by .the respoodents 
- " -····. 
(Table LII)~ Sixty or more per ?ent of t~e ~espondents rated twenty of 
the twenty-two aspects either No .. 1 or Noo 2o "Non-institute a.ctivitiesn 
and 11Research facilities 1t fell just short of the sixty per cent response. 
Eighty-five per cent or the respondents made the 1•composite rating" of . . . 
the institutes either Noo 1 or No. 2; fifty-four per cent evaluated the 
institutes at Noo 2o 
TABLE LII 
RATING 01,, INSTITUTE ASPECTS BY THE RESPONDENTS 
l 2 3 " 4 
Aspects Nmn= Per Num= Per Num= Per Num-
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber 
a. Director 163 71 55 24 11 5 0 
b~ Visiting lecturers 50 28 90 50 28 16 7 
c. College administrators 73 41 74 42 29 16 2 
d. Professors: institute 129 54 82 35 18 8 7 
e. Professors: non=institute 37 29 60 46 26 20 3 .,,. Graduate degree programs 47 29 76 47 31 19 5 .L • 
go Advisement/Guidance 46 28 54 32 47 28 12 
h. Coursesg institute 103 47 83 38 28 13 5 
lo Coursesg non=institute 29 28 46 44 24 23 4 
j. Activities~ institute 52 28 83 45 42 23 5 
k., Activities: rion=institute 27 21 46 36 48 37 6 
l. Library: general 45 26 85 48 39 22 5 
me Libraryg specific 35 21 72 43 46 28 12 
n. Classwork 74 35 101 47 37 17 2 
o. Laboratory work 32 23 61 44 32 23 9 
p. Laboratory facilities 30 23 60 47 31 24 8 
q& Research facilities J1i 12 54 47 37 32 9 
r. Gratis materials 43 26 70 43 38 23 11 
s. Handling routine items 71 40 66 37 36 20 4 
t. Gab=sessionsj time/place 60 33 76 42 40 22 5 
Uo Housing 73 49 49 33 23 16 2 
v. Meals (SoCoCafeteria) 58 35 58 35 38 23 6 
1/V 0 COMPOSITE RATING 65 31 ill 54 28 14 3 
..... "=' 
















































































ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
The stated purpose of this study wa.s to detennine the signifi= 
canee o:f the NSF-KSC institutes in renewing the participants' lmowledge 
o:f fundamentals, in acquainting them with recent developments and 
advances in science and mathematics, and in familiarizing them with 
newer approaches to the presentation of their subject mattere 
In. order to make this determination, a pre-tested opinionaire 
was sent to the :individual members of the study groupo Data. were 
processed by two methods: (1) Objective data were processed by the IBM 
computer at Oklahoma State Universityo (2) Subjective data.9 and certain 
short-answer items, were processed ~y coding anci manual tabulationo 
Analysis depends upon the type of response required by the itemso 
The objective responses, securing factual information, were reported in 
.,. ;· ·-· - ··-
tables which indicated frequency and percentage of respondents for that 
item; this information was secured from the computer and analyzed 
objectively. Certa:in short=answer items and the subjective responses.\) 
- . - . ' 
secur:ing judgmental ~formation, were analyzed as objectively as possible 
to increase validityo 
Respondents quoted in this chapter have been identified only by 
. . 
school level at which they taught and type of institute(s) attended 
. - . 
(e.g., senior high respondent9 two ISPs, one S!)o Similarly, the 
specific names of courses and/or professors have been given only depart= 
mental designations (eogo,11 "Probability and Statistics for Teachers/' 
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designated as a nma.thematicstt courseo Professor Elton Cline, designated 
as a ••physical science'' professor) o 
·The Directorl 
The over-all evaluation of 1tthe Director" was definitely above 
averageo In the objective evaluation (Table LII) ninety-five per cent of 
the respondents placed the director in the top two categories--"With 
seventy-one per cent giving him a top rating. 
In the subjective responses by the respondents the appraisal of 
the director was equally as compl:imentary. Following are some exemplary 
quotations in response to Item 67 .. a, It~ highlight of your Institute( s) 
.. 
experi0r1ce at KSC. •• 
The genuine sincere effort on the part of the 
make the program worthwhileo 
0 0 o director to 
/!he· directoff is an outstanding chairman of the institutional 
program. 
I 0d like to give much credit to the directqr for his great 
efforts in getting these people L,visiting lecturer~ to the 
institute. 
The fine organization by the director o o 
[fhe directo!:7' is w?nderfuL 
o .• 
Considering both objective and sub~ective evaluations ttthe 
Director'• was given an outstanding rating. 
The Visiting Lecturers 
In the objeetive·evaluation of the visiting lecturersj seventy-
eight per cent of the respondents placed these resource persons in the 
lDro Lo Co Heckert was director of. the 1960 SI for junior college 
teachers. Prof. Margaret Par~er was director of the 1961 SI for junior 
high school teachers. Prof o Elton Cline was director of the 1961-62 ISI 
for element!lry school teachers. Dr. R. G. Smith was director of the 
other eight institutes. 
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top two categories--fifty per cent placed them in the second category 
( Table LII) • 
The subjective evaluations of the visiting lecturers confirmed the 
objective evaluations in such factors as high caliber of the lecturers, 
their association with the participants a.nd the institute professors» and 
the number and type of resource persons used. The following quotations 
are typical responses by the respondents when indicating institute 
highlights: 
The visiting lecturers of the Institute were very· good and the 
informal get togethers with them were very rewardingo 
IJii.y- highlight wa~ Getting to know and to hear the lectures of 
••• visiting scientists. 
/:!he visiting lecturer!?' secured for those 2 wk:o courses were 
most excellent o 
Coming in contact with arid studying with the visiting professors 
in Astronomy and Meteorology-o 
. ... . .. 
Constructive criticism of the visiting lecturer aspect of the 
'' ...... -···· 
institutes is evident in the following statements by the respondents& 
o o o was caustic and very ha.rd to follow in his lectureso 
I have.had two visiting.professors in summer institutes at 
Pittsburg., r felt they had their salary at heart more than 
their teaching. 
The lectures by • o • were beyond our understanding.· 
.. .. ~ 
/ji27lneed more visiting lecturers. (Respondent was in one ISI 
and two SIU s.) 
••• spoiled the short time he was an instructoro 
•• o attack on PSSC should have been made by some one who 
had used PSSC at least once. 
Generally the responde11ts _??n~i~~J:'~~ the visiting lecturers to be 
worthwhile additions to the institute progra.mso Many of them expressed 
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appreciation for the opportunity to talk with these resource persons in 
the i:nformal sessions. 
Constructive criticism pointed up the need for coordination of 
effort; eogo 1 indicating to the lecturer the type and level of students 
hearing/seeing the presentationj) having presentations made that are both 
in the field. of specialization of the speaker and also topical for the 
participant-students, possibly requiring only certain participants to 
hear certain lecturers ( eago.9 members of the mathematics classes to 
hear a mathematics specialist)o 
The Professors 
The objective evaluation of the institute professors by the 
respondents was hight almost ninety per cent of the respondents rated 
the professors in the top two categories with fifty=four per cent gi'lring 
them a 1111t rating (Table LII). The subjective evaluation supported the 
objective appraisalj as indicated by the respondents in the following 
general quotations excerpted from ttinstitute highlights~n 
The highlight of the Math (modern) course I took· 
was the material along with the way it was presentedo 
As far as Pm concerned o o · o was.the best mathematics 
instructo:r' I have ever had o " .. o 
Mee'ti.ng and working with arid for master teachers o You · 
have a couple of the 1~bestlt mathematics teachers I u ve seeno 
Being able to study under/with qualified professors ~ 0 0 0 
The instructorsi 
o •• is a very fine teacher and makes any course seem 
easy and -worthwhileo 
Knowledge of Content., While most respondents were complimentary 
about the professors 0 1aknowledge of content9 n the following typic:al 
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criticisms and suggested solutions need consideration: 
Constructive Criticism. 
Too much time was spent "coveringtt 
obsolete descriptive information 
o o o. (Senior high respondent had 
two ISI•so) 
The courses were too generalized~ 
not enough depth. (Senior high 
respondent had three SI 1s.) 
I would like to have had a little 
more of instruction in the funda-
mentals of physical science 
rather than as much in methods of 
teaching. 
The /j_hysical seienciJ course I 
took didn't have enough ttteeth" 
in ito (Junior college SI respon-
dent) 
One. o o criticism was that nei-
ther instructor in our course· 
had any background or enthusiasm· 
for the course before we startedo 
(this changed a.s we went alongo) 
Possible Solution 
Courses along the lines of the 
NSF BSCS would certainly be 
desirable •••• 
Cut down on the quantity of 
material covered and increase the 
amount of time spent on specific 
area.So 
If the instructor could have 
given some more work in the basic 
facts -of science. (Elementary 
school !SI respondent) 
Choose professors of a higher 
teaching · caliber,· like you did in 
the ma.tho section, and treat the 
participants like·· any other 
gradua.te students, a s far as 
amount of work required. 
Have a teacher that has used the 
material.so (High school SI 
respondent) 
Method of Presentation. Through 11insti tute highlights'' the respon= 
- ·- ... -' ""' ,._ .... -· .. . ' 
dents were compliment~ to ~he institute .. prof es~or5. _when con~~dering 
"Method of presen.tationott Follo"'!'1!1~ ~e somE:l:typical responsesi 
Since this was -my· first introduction to the. newer line- of 
mathematical 'thought, it' was· most eriiight"eirl.rigo ·r particularly 
lik~-~e way th~ class _matE:)rials were pre5.entedo 
·. o o o Course material was presented in a ·very understandable 
mann('!}r.by an excellen~.I'r?f~~s()ro · 
Association with" instructors in' the Institute~ ··Knowledge of 
subject matter and presentation were very :i.mpressiveo 
The highlight of' the Summer Institute (1962) was the course 
in /jiathem.atici/ taught by • o .. • • The method of presentation and 
the class participation made it so. · · 
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The enthusiasm, skill and excellence of the presentations of 
material by the Professoro 
This same area, "Method of presentation" by the institute 
professors, elicited an equal number of constructive statements by 
the respondentso Following are some representative criticisms with 
companion suggested solutionsi 
Constructive Criticism 
Too often the fresh steam·gets away 
so the later sessions lag, after the 
class is tu.med over to individual 
class members who just canut put 
across the materialo (High school 
SI respondent) 
Sometimes I felt we spent·too·much 
time on just talking about experi- · 
ences that were not too biological. 
(High school ISI respondent) 
The In Service Institute I 
attended was over the head of most 
of the members in the class~ As · · 
a result about 1/2 of the·· partied.-
pants dropped out the second sem.-
estero (High school respondent) 
Classroom lectures too long. 
(Junior High SI respondent) 
The instructors do not use the new 
methods of teaching which we are 
expqsed tp_o ... The. cla·sses are too 
much teacher dominatedo Donut· 
deal·enough with science educa-
tion. 
Many /jrofessori7 used teacher-··· -
centered9 n1ockstep•t presentations, 
had little lab work and that was 
usually uncoordinated with class-
work" (Senior high respondentj 
one ISI and one SI) 
Suggested Solution 
Keep the instructor in the driveros 
seat all the way througho After 
all we need to get his view point 
& method on all the topics all 
the way,through the courseo 
The professor being more conscious 
of the fact that students·are 
getting him off the tracko Giving 
a broad outline of material to be 
covere4 at the beginning of 
course am.d sticking to ito 
Bring the instruction down to a 
more basic fund.a.mental levelo 
More lab or field worko 
Education of the instructors in. 
education as well as in their 
specific fieldso {High school 
respondent had attended two sroso) 
Up=date archaic teaching methods 
of professors by incorporating 
research proved techniques 
(individual~ small/large group 
approaches) o 
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Usage of Various Teaching Methods. The respondents made approxi= 
mately the same number of pro and con subjective statements concerning 
the usage of various teaching methods by the professorso The following 
quotations are illustrative of positive statements made by the respondents 
when speaking of their Uinstitute highlightsg 11 
The afternoon seminarso 
0 • • student participation. 
Evening problem sessions. Doing the homework in groups. 
Seeing various demonstrations presented by class members and 
having the material to use in the form of • o • mimeographed sheets~ 
Seeing and participating in the laboratory demonstrations each 
Saturday; • o o we were gi veil copies of the lecture demonstrations 
to take back to our schools ,. • o also the display and discussion 
of the various elementary textbooks on science. 
The actual participation·& discussion of problems and questions 
that arise in the classroom. 
The representative aadverse criticismstt with companion suggestions 
for correction tend to refute the above complimentary commentsi 
Construct,ive Criticism 
Too/!!if3JJ..~7 student reports~ (Junior 
college-SI respondent) 
The lack of prepared & supervised 
group discussion periods on the 
subjects themselves and methods of 
teaching them, (Junior high SI 
respondent) 
Covering too much material and 
not enough time to discuss and 
apply. 
The afternoon seminars==Very 
tiringo (Junior college SI respon= 
dent) 
Suggested Solution 
Most of the lecture time used by 
regular instructor or foil the 
guest lecturer. == 
Plan for periods when this can be 
done9 using various ones from the 
group each time to initiate 
various courses of discussiono 
I) o • o· o Q o 0 o 1) ·(I o o o o o o a o o o o o r> -0 o o- c;, -0 o- (J o o 
(.Senior high ISI respondent) 
I would suggest that the Guest 
lecturers speak an hour [oE,7 two 
in the mornings leaving the after= 
noons open for diversification9 · 
i.,eo .j) laboratory· periods,, trips9 
~ecial lectures 9 library research9 
etco 
Sometimes 1:1opentt discussions are 
· dominated by some one persono 
More smaller group sessionso (High 
school SI respondent) 
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() 0 O O ,Q O O O Q O O O O O O " 0 G O O G O O O g. Q O O O O O O (I 
(High school respondent, one 
SI, two ISP s) 
Because of the nature and purpose 
of the institute and my inexperi= 
ence with a curriculum of this 
kind I would not feel qualified 
to make specific suggestionso 
Usage of Supplementary Materials and Teaching Aidso In continued 
subjective evaluation of 11Methods of presentation11 the respondents were 
very complimentary about usage of teaching aids and supplementary materials 
by the institute professorso Representative quotations came from 11institute 
highlights: 11 
I certainly enjoyed the sharing of ideas,11 the vast amount of 
materials received o o o o (Elementary school respondent had two 
ISP So) 
The showing of the PoSoSoCo Physics filmso (High school respondent 
vti. th three ISI u s) 
Seeing various demonstrations presented by class members and hav-
ing the material to use in the form of typewritten mimeographed 
sheetso (Elementary school respondent with two ISP s) 
In contrast to the above praises concerning the usage of teaching 
aids and supplementary materials by the professors, the following construe= 
tive criticisms and companion solutions are addedi 
Constructive Criticism 
Could perhaps be more exposed to new 
materials and teaching aids that pertain 
to field of studyo 
Lacked current publications for 
inspection & evaluation with respect 
to junior high & senior high classroom 
o o o o (Senior high respondent9 two 
SI 1 s$ three ISins) 
Need more gratis material & material 
for classroom teachingo (High school 
respondent~ one ISI) 
Suggested Solution 
Devote part, of institute time to 
study of new materials and teach= 
ing aidso (Senior high ISI 
respondent) 
Just as paper backs were availa.ble9 
perhaps between laboratory school 
& NSF a scheme could be worked 
out to have the latest t03'ooks and 
texti] available at institute 
center o o o o 
Institute bring in more usable 
ideaso 
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Testing and Evaluating. An aspect of teaching that generally 
presents problems is that o! testing and evaluatingo This was confirmed 
by the subjective comments of the respondent~-~al~ such comments were 
ttadverse criticismsa 1t The following are companion criticisms and 
possible solutions~ 
Constructive Criticism 
The poor quality of evaluation by 
the non-math O O O personnelo 
(High school respondent, one ISI, 
one SI) 
The papers should all be graded by 
the instructor giving the course· 
lectures and not by an assistant. 
I strongly feel that we had too 
much material to be held 
responsible for in our tests. 
More than one question on a final 
exam might~ desirable alsoo 
(Junior high ISI respondent) 
o o o I also felt that evaluation 
of work done by, the participants 
was far too· 1ax~, ,. (Elementary 
school respondent, two ISI 1 s) 
There was no use of o • o tests 
to help.in the motivation of 
effort •• o o (Junior college SI 
respondent) 
Grading was not a true picture of, · 
achievement. :Students with 10 years 
of experience were graded in their 
field against students with no · 
previous experience in the fieldo 
Suggested Solution 
Do'.not make mandatory that math 
students take science courses • o 
• 0 
Smaller classes for the instruc-
tors. Only one instructor for 
each group. (Senior high ISI 
respondent) 
Give more tests, instead of being 
held responsible for so much at 
one timeo As to finalsj I think 
they should cover what has been 
done during the semestero I see 
little value in asking one 
questiono 
o o o . I would also suggest that 
a more careful evaluation record 
be kept by the instructor just 
tlie same as in regular C allege 
classeso 
o o o Tests are painful to some 
but are nevertheless beneficial 
to allo (Tests should separate 
the Bus from the AU s and in 
cases of· sloth" or real incompe,= 
tEmce should serve as the basis 
of a ~ CO s and Du so ) 
Background of student be consid= 
ered in·awarding grade to each 
studento (Junior high SI respon= 
dent) 
The grading systemo I have never 
worked harder to receive a C grade. 
My grades are above B average on 
165 hrs. of work before the 
L!nathematic~ courseo 
More thought and planning should 
· have been given to the matter of 
grades ••• o (Junior college SI 
respondent) 
• ., o was about the· poorest ----
instructor I 1ve had~ No personal;,. 
ity., No a.ssociatiori; -No ideas , 
presented to students. _ (Hi~h 
school respondent, two SI's) 
In the in-service Institute I 
attended I was able to 11get bytt 
with too little work., With such 
a long time between classes it· 
was easy to slip into the habit of 
neglecting rrry worko 
The visiting institute professor 
that tried t-o teach ,Lphysical ··· · · 
scienc:i7 & tried to fail' everyone-.... 
I wanted him to teach me; not find· 
out how much I did not know o o .. o 
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Perhaps more consideration could 
be given those who have not had 
the opportunity of previous 
Institute work • ., o ., (High school 
ISI respondent) 
Some criteria for the evaluating 
of the participants should have 
been set up and the participants 
should have been informed of the 
method-of evaluation during first 
meeting. 
o ·-- • ., Why should a student who 
applied himself· and came to insti= 
tute for help arid new ideas 
receive a nett gra.deo This doesn6t 
make sense to mett 
A short quiz each-week. (High 
school respondent., two ISI 1 s) 
Screen them ~rofessori7 according 
to their desires in wanting to 
teach an institute classo· (High 
school respondent, one SI:1 one ISI) 
Knowie~e of Elementa:ry{Sec?Il:darY School Teaching Problems. Cogni= 
zance of elementary/ secondary school teaching problems by the ~sti tute 
professors drew mostly adverse criticism by the respondents 9 as attested 
to by the following representative» companion respons~si 
Const.ructive Criticism 
Too much time'was used "coveringn· 
obsolete. o e information. o • o 
that has very little value in· the· 
modern high school biology course. 
(Respondent had two ISI 0 s.) 
o o • Subject matter not always 
keyed to high school students 0 
interest or ca.pa.cities. (Junior 
high respon:lent had two rsros.) 
Suggested Solution 
o o · o We high school biology tea-
chers need help in understandiDg 
the -biochemical concepts and also 
help in planning and setting up 
laboratory research projects o o 
(> 0 
Simplification and screening of 
materials to fit H.S. or Jro High 
curriculum. 
I felt that our instructors having 
taught only on the college level 
had very little sympathy with the 
elementary level or very little 
idea of how to go about helping the 
elementary teacher with his problem.so 
~ • o (Elementary school respondent 
had two ISP s.) 
There seemed to be o o o an attempt 
to cover too great an area of 
subject mattero (High school 
respondent had one SI.) 
_. . .. 
Lack of enthusiasm and capability 
for understanding new materials in 
certain professorso Failure of 
these men to be· aware of us as High 
School Teacherso Their college 
curricula and their boring :methods 
have no place in. HIGH Schoolo 
( Respondent, had two ISP s and two 
SP so) 
I feel that some of the material is 
much.too advanced for HoSo teachers,, 
Emphasis too much on higher mathe= 
maticso (Respondent had WO SP So) 
Felt that sometimes we spent time 
on problems and theoretical matters 
not applicable to our individual 
teaching positionso (Junior high 
respondent had one SI.,) 
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I would suggest that if elemerita:ry 
teachers are to participate and 
if they are to receive any real 
help in. methods of approach.9 
creating interest.)l etcoi that they 
be grouped together and that the 
instructor be one who has know= 
ledge of and is in. sympathy with 
their probla:nso • o 9 
More practical instruction that 
can be used in high school biology 
courses., o o .. 
Require attendance of these unWill= 
ing professors at high-level 
institutes, with great emphasis 
on methods of teaching o o o o. 
Deliver me from professors who have 
utter f'ai th in current "'knowledge on 
o o o I do not plan on teaching in 
College only in HoSo o o o if funda= 
mentals were stressed more o o o I 
a.m interested ma.inly in HoSo stu.Q 
dents giving them the best I ca.n9 
and then let the Colleges take 
them. from thereo 
Situation could be helped by a close 
study of problems of the partici= 
pants in the teaching of the 
subject matter for their parti~u= 
lar class level9 and instructing 
each participant on te©hniqri.es 
of presenting this materialo 
Both objective and subjective evaluations supported each other in 
the tllabove average" appraisal of the institute professors by the respon= 
dents.. Constructive criticism indicated that (1) the professors should 
be more knowledgeable and more effective in their usage of different 
·teaching methods, (2) their course contents should continue to be upda.ted.11 
keeping in mind the institute objectives for the class, (3) course work 
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should be supported with topical, coordinated supplementary materials and 
teaching aids; (4) testing/evaluating techniques should be greatly 
improved; (5) presentations should be student-centered; and (5) the 
professors should become more cognizant of the unique teaching problems 
of both elementary and secondary school teacherso 
Institute Courses 
The subjective responses covering institute courses generally con-
curred with the objective responses; in the latter instance eighty-five 
per cent of the respondents rated the courses in the top two categories 
(Table LII). Some respondents ma.de constructive comments aimed at 
improving t~ese eourseso 
Conten'tyCovera.g~o In the area of course content/coverage the 
following are typical quotations from 11Your most adverse criticism of KSC 0 s 
NSF Institutes.11 11 and '~suggestions for correction. tt 
Constructive Criticism 
It seemed to me that there is an 
attempt to cover too much material · 
too fasto There is not time to 
absorb what you have coveredo ( High 
school SI respondent) 
Course work was too general. 
(Junior college respondent) 
The course could proceed at a 
more rapid paceo 
Covering too much material and not 
enough time· to discuss and apply 
the methodso 
I felt more time should have been 
spent on how to present materials 
in claSSo 
Suggested Solution 
I don6t think this suggestion is 
__ practical but it seemed that there 
was too great a range in the back= 
grounds of students participatingo 
Some had been there several times 
beforeit for others this was their 
first experience with the new 
approach., 
Needed :ril.ore·specific reading 
a.ssignnients; Lectures needed mare 
specific content~less generalo 
·~ -· . ... 
Just eover'more materialo 
(High school ISI respondent) 
. . . 
o•oooooao0Go•••ooqo«1ct•11ooaooooooo• 




Course Offerings and Degree Program.so Exemplary constructive 
evaluations and suggested solutions covering "Course offerings« and 
••Degree programs•t follow& 
Constructive Criticism 
The inability to secure more courses 
in ma.thematics and science in the 
evening school on an off campus basiso 
(High school ISI respondent) 
Teachers are reluctant to give 
graduate credit for the courseso 
• o • (High school respondentj 
three rsros) 
o • o o • o • o o o o o o 9 o o o o • • • g o o o o o • Q • o o • o ·O 
(Junior college SI respondent) 
Need a continuing program in physical 
science. 
I would like to see more than one 
/joE.thematiciJ' course offered at 
Shawnee Mission District next year. 
Should allow for a wider selection 
of courses. 
Suggested Solution 
That similar courses be offered 
next year in connection with the 
Coffeyville and Independence 
College evening school programs 
for teachers in this area to 
:improve themselves professionally. 
I do not knowo 
I would like to see an institute 
curriculum set up leading to an 
EdoSo in teaching Physical Science 
in Junior CoJJ.eges. 
ooooobiooooooooooooooooooooooo~oooo 
{High school respondent9 one SI8 
one ISI) 
I would like to see a repeat of 
the /jnathematici/ course O O O 
next year~ (High school ISI 
~~spondent) 
00000000000000-o•oooA•••o••oooooouoo 
(High school respondent8 one ISI~ 
one SI) 
Coordination of Courses. A few respondents offered constructive 
criticism. concerning the coordination of institute courseso Following is 
one such responseg 
There was a great lack of coordination and planning of the courseso 
This included a. great variation in the quality of talks given by guest 
lecturers. 
Offering a possible solution to this situ.at.ion the same respondent 
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I would suggest a much more thorough preparation of the courses 
of study at the institute, and include a better briefing of the 
instructional staff and the guest lecturerso 
Textbookso Another aspect of the institute courses that drew 
some constructive criticism was tttextbookso·u T-he following are repre-
sentative compj3.11ion criticisms and solutionsi 
Constructive Criticism 
There was no use of textbooks-along 
with the lecture materialo o o o 
(Junior college respondent) 
Lack of text booko (High school 
ISI respondent) 
Would have preferred a text rather 
than method usedo (High school 
ISI respondent) 
In the particular institute I 
attended9 we had no textbook or 
other study guideo o o o (Junior 
college SI respondent)_ 
The text=-if we hadnnt had excellent 
explanations by our instructor /Ji/ 
would have never passed the course=-
as the reading certainly didn1 t 
clarify what the course was trying 
to put acrosso (High school ISI 
respondent) 
-- Suggested Solution 
Choose a good text, or perhaps twoj 
to accompany the lectureso o o o 
Better organization of class 
materialo 
Choose a text on o o o involving 
newer conceptso 
Better organization of class 
materialo 
oooooouoooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
The two topics drawing the most constructive criticism in the area. 
of institute courses were coverage and text bookso 
In the area. of course coverage two points appearedj one implied 
and one statedo The point impliedi all students covered all material in 
any one clas~irrespective of background or needo The point statedi 
breadth of coverage was stressed more than depth of coverageo 
Considering the number and type of criticisms of course textbooks9 
the writer asked.9 11Were these institute courses taught from a single or 
multiple-·text approach?tt ''Were ample numbers of sound references 
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available to the participants?" 
Classwork.\) Laborat,ory Work9 and Field Trip_.! 
Classworko Despite the fact that eighty=two per cent of the respon= 
dents evaluated institute classwork in the top two categories of the 
objective rating (forty=seven per cent rated it n2 111 ) their subjective 
responses had much constructive criticism in three aspects of classwork~ 
! enrollments9 preparations9 and presentations by the professors=-the 
latter topic, was considered under the previous heading9 UProfessorso u 
Ao Class Enrollments o Many respondents were quite outspoken in 
their constructive criticism of the heterogeneity of students within the 
institute classeso The following companion responses are indicative of 
that criticism and the possible solutionsi 
Constructive Criticism 
I believe I was in too advanced a 
class when I was enrolled in o o o 
my first introdu:r;tion to modern 
mathematic:sc 
I feel that I would have been better 
off in a course where the rest of 
the people were about equal in back= 
groundo My backgrou:nd was very 
inferior in comparison to the rest 
of the class,, 
Too wide of a range of abilities 
and backgroundo 
Class too heterogeneouso Lecture 
above level of severalo 
After being out of mathematics 
teaching for a number of years» it 
was a terrific struggle in trying 
to get material to learn the new 
terminology» basic concepts» etco 
as well as preparing lessons without 
feeling Umiredu do-wno 
Suggested Solution 
I would suggest that first insti= 
tute participants be guided into 
the most elementary courses firsto 
Either eliminate the squareheads 
like me or be a little more 
1Careful in plaicing·or participants 
in various courses o Many people 
in my class claimed to have had 
almost identical training in a 
pre·vious institute o 
Offer basic science courses as 
'.lnsti tute ~ ourses so that, the 
·tealChers with weak backgrounds ©an 
catch upo 
" o o Students with weak backgrounds 
should not ccmpete with those work= 
ing on advance degreeso 
A basic course should be offered for 
those teachers who have had no 
modern math so they could proceed 
with the other courses with at 
least a knowledge of better -u.nder= 
standing [ptJ basic procedureso 
Seemed too "easy" for some.si and 
too difficult for other partici= 
pants., 
Ten-ible pressure to do the gradu= 
ate work with no means of bringing 
forgotten fundamentals up-to=dateo 
I don•t think it is so good for the 
program when teachers who have had 
the course before are allowed to 
retake it on NoSoFo fundso It 8 s 
difficult to study with some in the 
class who have already been through 
the book,.. Careful thought should be 
given to some of the choices of 
participants., 
.. ' 
I would have appreciated grouping 
according to past institute and 
In=Service training or e.xperienceo 
Pressure from instructor in one case 
due to his knowledge of material 
& pressure from another due to lack 
of knowledge of material" 
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Some sort of di vision· of partici= 
p;:ints.si by pre=testing51 perhaps.9 
into at least two levels o o o o 
Perhaps classwork could be con= 
current» but problem.=sessions and 
tests separateo 
Supply some guide sheet on what to 
review in undergraduate worko 
It seems college teachers are 
grouped with high school teachers=-
those with MasterVs degrees in the 
field are with those without a:ny 
graduate hourso rum certain itns 
difficult to get a course that is 
satisfactory for such a varied 
ability groupo I find it diffi= 
cult to compete with someone who 
has taught the course themselves 
and- they are a little bored with 
my slow step of learningo 
A plan maybe devised whereby those 
with limited experience can be 
a.llowed·association with more 
e~e.rienced people but allow groups 
LWit"iJ similar limitations to ~ 
on different levels from more 
advanced studentso 
More tutors would helpo Ability 
grouping if possible would also 
helpo 
B., Classwork Preparationso In their constructive criticism of 
classwork preparations most respondents offered possible solutions to 
the problem s·tatedo The following are illustrative9 companion responsesi 
Constructive Criticism 
Too much preparation time was re-
quiredo 
Some instructors think because we 
got pa.id our time was completely 
theirso {Respondent had been in 
four institutes9 srus and ISI8so) 
Suggested Solution 
We should study to learn the gen= 
eral ideas==not to pass a ttpop 
testn on specific detail1;10 
0G1110UOOV-OOQ000UISIQOOQGOOOOOOOOOO(IOOO 
The summer institute of 1962 
required so much time preparing 
for class that an understanding of 
the material presented could not 
be appreciated., Too much time was 
spent dealing with library rtbusy 
work.,lt 
Too much work. 
I guess I'm not smart enough to 
absorb as much as Io d like to in 
such a short t:imeo 
Poor balance of outside work 
required in various courseso 
My main trouble was findi~ enough 
time to study between (f.sy 
classeso -
llO 
More t:ime discussing materials 
presentedo Some of the materials 
were covered so rapidly that only 
a state of confusion resultedo 
rom afraid any correction would 
diminish the value of the insti= 
tute9 but perhaps the homework 
could be reduced some. · 
My only suggestion is to have 
36 hours in a day during Institutet 
I expect an academic year Insti= 
tute would be the answer o 
Suggestions obvious., 
This is a local school problem.9 
teachers should have one free 
period o o · o and more t:ime in 
evenings [should] be available for 
teachern s own advancement and 
enrichment in study such as given 
byKoSoCo in extension programso 
Laboratory Worko The objective, rating ( Table LII) of "laboratory 
workt11 by the science respondents was not a strong ratingg twenty=three 
per cent of the respondents rated it 11111 and forty=four per cent rated it 
11:2t• o The subjective ratings were comparable in that the positive state= 
ments were somewhat general and weak whereas the constructive evaluations 
were defini tbre o 
Below are some typical responses to Uinstitute highlightstt with 
respect to ltlaboratory work:" 
Use of laboratory materials with explanations by professors 
(both visiting and regular)o 
Laboratory experience and demonstrations prove most memorableo 
New laboratory methodso 
I enjoyed our 1'1ab1• sessions very,mucho 
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Methods for presenting experiments and the nominal cost of the 
material. 
Study and use of equipment not available in high school lab o 
The laboratory work under ... o 9 procedures, material,· experiments. 
Constructive evalution of n1aboratory work11 by the respondents is 
evidenced in the following representative.I) companion responses: 
Constructive Criticism 
••• The small amount of labora-
tory time was mostly ttwasted" on 
ttnatu.re studyli that has very little 
value in the modern high school 
biology course. (Senior high 
respondent, two ISI 0 s) 
Confusion in laboratory· o ••• 
(Junior high respondent.I) two SI 1 s) 
Too much busy work (lab writeups 
for graduate students). (Senior 
high respondent9 one ISI) 
The course as an extension course 
in Kansas City was unable to off er 
good laboratory facilities. 
(Senior high ISI respondent) 
I feel the laboratory periods 
should be revised to fit the needs 
of teachers ,lparticipant~. 
(Junior high ISI respondent) 
No·t; enough lab exercises.· (Senior 
high respondent.9 two sros, one ISI) 
Little lab & poorly coordinated. 
(College respondent.!) one Sij one 
ISI) 
Suggested Solution 
o " " We high school biology tea-
chers need help. o o in planning 
and setting up laboratory research 
projects. We do not need to spend 
our time memorizing names and 
structural details of all the. o .. 
phyla. 
Smaller labs or improved planning o 
Donut require them. 
Although more teachers may have 
enrolled due to location in Kansas 
City I feel the extension course 
is limited and more could be 
achieved in a summer institute. 
Instead of doing·experiments in the 
conventional way9 change them to 
be teacher L;articipany' centered.!) 
with emphasis on the values of ·the 
experiment9 variations of technique(s) 
and the data that are important to 
the high school studento 
o o o o o o o o· o o o o o o o o o • • o o o o ~ ., o .:i o Q o o o o o o 
Update lab activities and coordinate 
with classwork. 
Field Trips.. With very few exceptions the subjective respon,ses on 
UField tripsn were very complimentary. The several 0 constructive cri ticismst 
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of this aspect of the institute classes pertained to insufficient time 
spent on the field trip; eogo,- Ito o O ["biologicay' fieldtrips--done so 
rapidly that only the instructor knew what was happeningo u The follow= 
ing typical responses were excerpted from ttinstitute highlights" of the 
respondents~ 
One such highlight was the observation of the Computer at KSCo 
Field Trips & the study of the Spencer ammonia plant. 
Aside from my regular course work, I enjoyed our trip to 
Midwest Research & the Science Library in KaRsas City. 
The chance to study geology in the field. 0 0 0 
Application of theory on field trips • 
• • • The field trip is unforgetable. 
The most adverse criticisn of classwork dealt w.i.th heterogeneous 
class membership. This criticisn came from both sophisticated and un-
sophisticated respondents, thereby indicating the seriousness of this 
problano 
Sound criticism of laboratory work centered around an insufficient 
amount of such works and that in existence was poorly coordinated and 
comparably supervised., In this light, one respondent made an apropos 
statement, "I feel the laboratory periods should be revised to fit the 
needs of the teachers [jarticipanti/." 
The institute field trips were valuable teaching adjuncts as evi--
denced by the subjective responses to this pointo -
Extra-Class Activities 
Almost all of the subjective evaluation of the extra=class activi= 
ties centered around the informal meetings often referred to as "gab 
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sessionsou The following quotations are indicative of the sentiment of most 
of the respondents with respect to these informal sessions~ 
f¥.y institute highlighy' Discussing mutual problems with other 
teacherso 
The overall fellowship of the institute participants and the 
professors Lwas my highlighgo 
o o o a£ternoons with teachers and deans of engineering schools 
and from industry had a marked effect upon my thinking regarding 
the field of engineeringo 
The visiting lecturers of the Institute were very good and 
the informal get togethers with them were very rewardingo 
~y highlight=:7' The inspiration given to me in the classroom 
and ttgabta sessions we would have about our teaching experienceso 
I fel·t so much was learned inside and outside class as well. 
/jj.y highlight-::7'Meeting other teachers and learning what they 
were doing in their Mathematics Classeso Exchanging ideas and 
viewpoint so 
Some respondents had constructive criticism of the ttgab sessions, 11 
Not enough general sessions for teachers to exchange ideaso (This 
respondent had attended three .sruso) 
The lack of time officially set aside for "bull sessions0 in 
which teachers can compare their common teaching problems and 
solu:tions to these problemso 
The f o:r.mer criticism was fallowed by this suggested solution» 
"Short seminars with subsequent discussion among teachers & Profso n The 
latter offered fuis solution, OProvide an hour every two weeks o o o for 
a teacher's sessionotl 
Recreationalj social.9 and cultural activities were listed by a few 
respondentso Following are examplesg 
~ome of my highlight~ o o o the many cultural & recreational 
activitiesj such as the crafts program for familiesj concerts9 
lectures, swim poolo 
I enjoyed the social get togetherso 
Outside activitie~ adequateo 
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The informal ngab sessions11 were considered an ttinstitute 
highlightu by many respondentso They provided many participants w.ith a. 
relaxed fellowship and a high degree of functional information concerning 
many aspects of science/mathematics education.. Such sessions generated 
much morale through the associations and the mutual exchange of idea.so 
!!!!:. Institute Participants 
In their subjective expression on "institute highlights1• many 
respondents alluded to personal gains accrued during their institute 
participation. Most of these complimentary statements were placed in four 
general categories: Up-dated/Strengthened subject matter, Improved 
teaching competence, Shared experiences.!> and Appreciation. 
UP::dated/Strengthened Subject Mattero, Many respondents believed 
that their institute participation had up-dated and/or strengthened their 
academic background ( science.ll mathema,tics) o Representative rthighlights•• 
a.re quotedi 
o •• An opporutni ty to learn more basic and background informa-
tion in biological scienceo 
.. ., .. the new look I got at mathema.ticso o o • the logical 
approach to developing math rather than the conventional method 
or type approach., 
o o o The exact experience that I sought, namely a working 
knowledge of SoMoS.G. 
The exciting new curricula (PSSC, BSCS,; Chem Study9 SMSG)o 
o ... 1.IfY institute experience o o • ma.ldng me more conscious 
of the recent curriculum revisions necessary for better under-
standing of this modern science worldo 
A view of PSSC ( 3 61) and a view of CHEM (n62) as new approaches 
to 1.IfY fieldo The varying enthusiasm for these !ll&terials between 
their sponsors and their opponemtso 
Improved Teaching Gompetenceo Person.al gains through institute 
participation in the area of improved teaching competence were indicated 
by a number of respondentso Following are exemplary highlights: 
The acquiring of· information & skills needed to improve the 
course 1nm teachingo 
The fact that I became more interested in mathematics and have 
tried to become a better teachero 
I have used equipment more effectively and taught mor~ of the 
material (subject matter) that I learned in summer institute 
than I actually thought I wouldo o o o 
o ., .. the bringing home to my classes the exciting mathematics 
we were learning in class • 
. .. ., ., Had it not been for the institutes I probably would never 
have knovm. of, or how to teach, some of the newer concepts in the 
field of math instruction., 
Shared Experiences/Association with Other Teacherso One of the 
personal. gains most frequently mentioned by the respondents pertained to 
various aspects of "shared experiences" and/or "association with other 
teachers., 11 A few of the ttinstitute highlight" quotations follow: 
Association with other math teachers who are teaching the same 
new approaches in mathematicso ·comparing what I learned in class 
with the material I am teaching o 
Close association with other interested in same field--plus 
concentrated effort togethero o o o 
Meeting with and living close to other teachers in·my field and 
sharing ideas and ex;periences at lunch, during breaks9 and at 
Trout Hallo o o " 
o o o Not the least important was the opportunity to meet & 
talk with teachers from wide geographical areas., This oppor-
tunity to talk with good teachers as well as some I felt were 
not so good led me to draw conclusions as to what makes a 
competent teachero o o o 
~reciationo Appreciation for personal gains through the insti-
tute programs was expressed in many ways by many respondentso · Following 
are some of the more straight ... forward quotations from 1tinstitute highlights~" 
It was a wonderful experience that opened the doors for me 
to do much :study and modernize myself in my chosen field, and 
to become a more adequate teachero 
Being selected and only an average studento 
ll6 
The opportunity of learning new subject matter from some of the 
best in the field9 plus the opportunity to meet and talk with 
others of the same profession about methods concerning the whole 
field of teachingo " o o 
o o o I appreciated the opportunity to study with your excellent 
stafft 
I received my MoSo degree! 
Many respondents e:xpressed personal gain from their institute 
participationo Only one respondent of the study group specifically 
expressed himself otherwiseo These respondents indicated that their 
institute participation had improved their academic background (science/ 
mathematics) 9 both basic and current9 through class and extra-class 
activities; had improved their teaching competence through acquired infor-
mation and skills, and had brought them professional friendships and much 
practical information through shared experienceso 
The Institutes 
"When asked to make a subjective statement concerning their 11insti= 
tute highlight" many respondents made complimentary remarks about the 
institutes generallyo The following are examples of such statements ma.de 
by the respondentsi 
o o o The whole experience was the most enlightening and enjoyable 
summer I ever spent in schoolo o o o 
o o ,, When you have an interesting subject» good teachers and ,. 
other members of class who are interested you have a good learning 
situation and in my opinion all these elements were presento o ,, o 
I have never been more at home in any of the 12 colleges and 
universities I have been too o o o 
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One of the best organized & planned summers I have ever had the 
privilege of attendingo I have attended 10 straight summers & it 
was by far the besto If I could afford it I would come to KSC 
every sumrn.ero 
The association w.i..th dedicated professors who exhibited great 
love of their subject matter and an even greater love for edu-
cation$ as indicated by their total involvement in the institute 
and their keen insights into our problemso 
The highlight of my institute experiences was the bringing 
home to my classes the exciting mathematics we were learning in 
class.,, 
Constructive criticisms by the respondents elicited many remarks 
about several aspects of the instituteso 
Par~ticip~ Selectiono The area of selection of participants for 
the institutes elicited no complimentary statements under ninstitute 
highlights11 and brought a considerable nmnber of nadverse criticismso 11 
Following are some typical constructive criticisms and companion 11 suggested 
solutions6 '' 
Constructive Criticism 
Some people attending who really had 
no business doing soo (Junior college 
SI respondent) 
The fact that I was never accepted 
for summer instituteo 
Give too much consideration to 
people !Jih:i/ do not intend to stay 
in the math field and only go to the 
institute for the money they make 
during the summ.ero 
Would not accept you in any course in 
which you were not teaching~ eogo~ I 
teach biology 'but am very weak in 
physical scienceo In order to im-
prove in biology~ I need chemistryo 
Suggested Solution 
Avoid accepting those with too low 
a level of previous training and 
those who are not likely to be 
able to teach the subject even 
with the institute trainingo 
Enlarged programs? (High school 
ISI respondent) 
Be more selective of participants 
as to what they want out of the 
courseo (Senior high ISI respon= 
dent) 
Allow each participant to take 
regular offered courses in any 
field of math or science in order 
to make up deficiencieso (High 
school respondent, one ISI, two 
SP s) 
The critic ism I have !Ji] o " " 
in the selection of participants" 
Some were not going to teach in 
the field being off eredo This was 
probably due to job changes after 
acceptance was made" 
To be able to receive a summer 
institute"" "to better myself 
in the field of matho (High school 
respondefft.11 two ISP s) 
After having attended 11onett 
institute and maintaining an nAn 
average, I was rejected attendance 
of institutes the 2 following 
years and given no specific 
reasons as to why I was not 
accepted" (Junior high Si respon-
dent) 
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Require verification by the admini-
strator on or about May lsto 
(Senior high SI respondent) 
" "" I have applied three times 
~or srJ and never have received 
it., and I think I need it just as 
bad as the next fellowo 
Offering additional institutes 
to those who have previously 
attended ''if their work was of 
graduate caliber11 so they may be 
able to continue work toward a 
graduate degreeo 
Length, Types}) and Levels of Institutes., The length, type, and 
levels of institutes induced constructive criticisms by certain respondents. 
Following are exemplary responses with suggested solutions: 
Constructive Criticism 
I would like to see the program 
made into a 12 week program~ Have 
the same' pay as for 8 weekso 
The only thing I really didnUt 
care for was the evening course" 
(High school ISI respondent) 
Hated to give up so many .Saturdays. 
It certainly curbed week=end 
activities" That is my reason for 
not applyinl for In-service 
L,I'nstitute~ this school yearo 
I could not recommend an inservice 
LI'nstitut!7' to any one unless they 
would have plenty of spare time to 
studyo 
Not being on campus limited all other 
phases of your program. 
Suggested Solution 
Change the length of the institute 
to 12 weekso (High school SI 
respondent) 
I think it n s {J.11 righg if time 
allows, & I believe for many 
settled married people it would be 
fine. I would vote to continue 
it, it was a great helpo 
Would prefer evening institute" 
(High school ISI respondent) 
oooooao••••••••••••••••••••ooooooo 
(High school ISI respondent) 
0 0 0 0 0 fil O O O O O Q O O C'· Q- 0 0 O ~ O· 0 a g, O o O O Q O G O O 0 
(Junior college respondent$ two 
ISI ~ s .11 one SI ) 
Time involved in teaching & family 
does not permit one to study and 
prepare as should in an In service 
institute. (High school respon-
dent.j two ISP s) 
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Attend a summer institute with 
a stipend to remove the worry of 
finances for the family while 
attendingo 
The above respondent wrote a lengthy solution to the financial 
aspect of summer institute programs that is worthy of inclusion~ 
It is ml, {ppinioi/ that .. ., .,industries in conjunction with State 
Colleges LcouJ..~7 ~ive jobs to selected teachers ••• to hire & pay 
the teachers /Joy a program §ertaining ti/ how the Science & 
Mathematics teachers could better prepare their studentso This 
could be supervised by the College & the financial part could be 
written off !Pil the Employer as a tax !J.eductioi/ as an inducement 
this might help the following areas 
lo Job needs for teachers in the SUI!JI!l.er 
2o A better understanding of how that which the teacher is 
teaching is used in real life 
3o By alternating classroom and job on an every other summer 
bases /J,here would bi/ more· opportunity /J:ni[ more training with 
less cost to the government .. 
(Writerus commenti The respondent needs a ngrammar granto 11 ) 
Constructive Criticism 
To be able to receive o o .. an 
academic year programi in which 
to better myself in the field of 
ma tho 
Not enough /Jlem.entarif teachers 
had the opportunity to attendo 
(Elementary· school ISI respondent) 
None=-just wished you had continued 
some more for college peopleo 
(College SI respondent) 
My greatest problem was the distance 
to travel and the limited time I 
could devote to study aside from my 




(High school respondent~ two ISI 1 s) 
More such institutes for elemen-
tary teachers. More recognition 
of the importance of the elemen-
tary teacher and the elementary 
school in the teaching of science 
and ma.thematics. 
J'ust hurry and set up some more 
institutes for college teachers. 
Either to have the In-Service 
program as ••• an extension 
course in various localities or 
to reduce the radius within which 
applicants would be acceptedo 
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Mechanics of the Institutes. A number of respondents had con-
structive criticism to offer on items that are usually included under 
the heading ttmechanics,11 ebgo 9 housing9 meals, scheduling. Most 
criticisms were accompanied by remedial suggestions. 
Constructive Criticism 
I dontt feel that an institute 
member should have to rent a study 
room in the dorm if he lives in 
Pittsburgo (High school respondent, 
three SI•s) 
o o. The housing policy which 
requires a participant whose family 
is w.i. th him to also have a study room 
in one of the donnso (Junior high 
respondent, one ISI, two srus) 
Afternoon devoted almost entirely 
to lectures o o e Little opportunity 
to specifically ttget attt the materials 
in which you felt inadequate. 
(Junior high respondent9 two SI 9s) 
Time for proper study wa.s ha.rd to 
obtain. (Senior high respondent9 
two ISIO s) 
Lack of time. (Senior high respon-
dent 9 thr·ee s:r: I S) 
Housing for families could be with 
kitchenette facilities for younger 
children. 
Housing for larger families. (Junior 
high respondent9 one SI) 
o •• also-I have felt that having 
to eat together was perhaps too 
much together.ness. 
Suggested Solution 
Don't make a charge to students 
for a study room. (Most of the 
studying is done in the basement 
and reception room) 
The library is available • • • as 
well as the lounge in the dorm. 
~erson whose family is with 
Lhi:!fl has a hard enough time mak-
ing ends meet during the sunnner • 
Keep morning schedule as is. 
Organize laboratory classes same-
time in afternoon & evening· .om - · 
the basis of student needs ••• o 
This to be done after· arrival of 
institute members. o o .• 
More group work--experiments~ 
research a 
Shorten morning classes-~ 
Probably·impossibleo 
Already expressed. (Senior high 
respondent, one SI) 
o o o I had a lot of fcolleg27' 
assistance in trying to acquire 
adequate housing. It i.s just 
difficult to find rental property 
for a large number of small chil-. 
dren for 3 months. 
080()0filOQOOQ0004,)0QOq.9e·••ooooQOOOO• 
(Senior high respondent, three 
SIUs9 t~ree ISiis) 
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The compulsory noon lectureso · 
After spending 4lirso in classwork9 
the cutting out of the 1} hro 
lun~h break was somewhat tiresomeo 
Use classtime for these people 
5'isiting lectureryo (Junior 
high respondent9 one SI) 
Atmospher~o When making comments about the institute atmosphere the 
majority of respondents were quite complimentary9 as evidenced by the 
following remarks& 
Friendly college atmosphere with plenty of time & opportunity 
to study ., o o o 
o ., o The opportunity t,o live and work with people I respect 
is very rewardingo 
Having the opportunity of studying under excellent professors 
with a matured group of students» being pushed to the limit with 
the new ideaso 
The highlights of my institute experiences at KSC were the 
association with the professors and fellow teachers under ideal 
learning conditionso 
Director & Teachers excellent, Good facilities, Atmosphere for 
study goods Outside Activities Adequateo 
In the composite objective ranking of the Uinstitutesn (Table LII), 
fifty=four per cent of the respondents ranked the item u2 11 and thirty-one 
per cent ranked it 11111 0 The subjective evaluation tended to refute this 
for almost all such statements were constructive criticisms of the 
instituteso 
10Participant selec:tionU drew much criticism largely because 
certain particip,ants had been unable to secure additional institutes.11 
and partially because they had not understood the mechanics and the bases 
for select.ions., 
1 11engthj) types» and lev·el of institutes" brought constructive 
criticism aimed largely at assuring teachers of all teaching levels an 
insti tu·te berth by augmenting both number and type of institutes offered .. 
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Institute 11 atmospheren was mentioned :in a complimentary manner 
by many respondentso Apparently certain aspects of the institutes 
induced criticisms but viewed in toto the impression was highly satis-
factory o 
Institute Pp.ysical Facilities 
Not too many respondents made subjective COI!llllents concerning the 
physical facilities of the instituteso One respondent stated, 11Good 
facilitiesott Comparable short statements were sometimes incorporated 
within listings of Ohighlights of the instituteso" 
In making constructive criticisms of physical facilities the 
following are examples of the very few "adverse criticismstt in this area: 
• o o lab work would have been improved considerably by air con-
di tioningo 
Hot dorm.so (with the suggestion to 11 condition donns.tt) 
Food. (with the suggestion, "improve cafeteria mea.1.s. 11 ) 
Physical facilities items listed in the objective evaluation 
(Table LII) averaged a tt2u rating by any one group of respondents ... -
various numbers of respondents rated different item.so This rating 
appears to be comparable to the subjective rating in that there were very 
few adverse criticisms of these facilitieso 
Mis,::ellaneous Items 
Very few respondents made subjective co:rmn.ents on ttmiscellaneousn 
aspects of the instituteso One respondent with four institutes to his 
creditil one SI and. three ISP S.si said.!) ttToo little contact with the 
'Collegeo V ti 
Two respondents made contrasting comments about r•graduate 
assistants 0 n 
• o o and concern of {J,he a.ssistany was heart warming and 
instructiveo 
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/J.y most adverse criticism=.:?' Student assistant who evidently wa.s 
unqualified grading papers. 
Summary 
In the area of renewing participants« knowledge of fundamentals, 
both curricular and co-curricular institute activities were effective. 
The institute professors and their courses were rated very favorably 
in the attainment of this institute objective in both objective and 
subjective evaluations by the respondents. Field trips received near 
superior acclaim in advancing knowledge of fundamentals while effective, 
coordinated laboratory activities drew considerable adverse criticism 
from the respondentso 
Co-cmrricular activities, particularly the informal llgab sessions" 
and the afternoon/evening group study sessions received superior ratings 
by the respondents in renewing their knowledge of fundamentals. 
Curricular and co=curricular institute activities were both 
equally effective in acquainting participants with recent developme:t1ts 
in science and mathematicso Institute professors and visiting lecturers 
received equal. acclaim (percentage-wise) in this area, through formal 
presenta'i:,ion in the institute classrooms and through the informal sessio:m.s 
where ideas were shared. Here again the Ugab sessionsn were given a high 
rating by the respondents who learned much from their peers through 
sharing recent developments in their fieldso 
':Che institute objective of familiarizing participants wit,~. new~. 
approaches to presentation of their subjects was attained more affectively-
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through institute co-cU?Ticular activities than. throUgh the structured 
curricular programs o While many respondents were complimentary when 
considering improved methods of presentation learned within the institute 
classrooms/laboratories.!) others felt that the institute professors were 
deficient in this area and in their usage of varied and eff eetive 
methods of presentationo 
The co-curricular activities., especially the 1tgab sessions," 
were the outstanding source of information for the respondents in 
improving their teaching compet~ce. A quotation from one of the respon-
dents illustrates this point, 1•0 o o This opportunity to talk with good 
teachers as well as some I felt were not so good led me to draw con-
clusions as to what makes a competent teacher. a .; .rt Many respondents 
believed that their teaching competence was improved through their 
individual evaluations of what9 to them, was sound or unsound methodology 
in their observations of the curricular/ co=curricular aspects of the 
institute(s). 
This study posed the null hypothesis that~ The attainments of the 
participant-teachers in their renewal. of knowledge of fundamentals, in 
their acquaintance with recent subject-matter advances., and in their 
familiarization with newer methodologies., were not altered as a result of 
their participation in the NSF-KSC instituteso The alternative or 
research hypothesis iss thereforej thati: The attainments of the partici-
pant ... teaehers in their renewal of knowledge of fundamentals, in their 
acquainta.nc:e with recent subject...matter adva.ncess and in their fa.miliar:t-
zation with newer methodologies» were altered as a result of their 
' 
participation in the NSF-KSC instituteso 
This study tends .to refute the null hypothesis and tends to support 
the research hypothesiso 
The Respondents 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLtJSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of the Study 
Demographic Informationo The majority of the respondents were 
married» male, and were Kansans teaching in the same state and the same 
schools where they taught at the time of their first acceptance for a.n 
institute; their median age on their last birthdays was within the 35-39 
age bracket, while their median age when first accepted for a NSF 
institute was within the 30-34 age bracket. 
Teaching Experienceo The median for the total years of teaching 
experience of the respondents was within the 5-9 year bracket; the median 
for the years at their present schools was within the 1-4 year bracketo 
School Positiono Nearly all of the respondents were classroom 
teachers who had not been influenced to change type of school position by 
virtue of their institute attendanceo With few exceptions they had done 
most/all of their teaching in the public schools and nearly fifty per 
cent had taught all/most; of the time at the senior high school levelo 
Institute attendance had not influenced them to change teaching levels. 
Just over fifty per cent of the respondents .were mathematics teachers 
while social studies was the area, other than the sciences and mathe-
maties1 in which the largest number of respondents had done additional 
teachingo 
Educationo The largest percentage of respondents held B., So degrees 
at the Bachelor degree level and M. So degrees at the Master degree level. 
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The largest percentage of respondents with degree, in progress were 
working on Mo Ao degrees at tht Master. degree level. Eight per cent of 
the study group had Education Specialist (Edo s.) deg:rees in progress. 
Of the respondents with Doctor,te degrees in progress the greater per-
centage (2 per cent) were worlq.ng on Ed .. Do degrees .. 
The M. So degree was designated by the largest percentage of 
respondents who had secured in,.titute assist~e on M~ster' s degrees. 
Seven" per eent. of the responde!ltS with Ed. s. deigrees. in. progress had 
sec~ed institute assistance w~ile half tho13e-iwith Ed. D .. degrees in 
progres;: had secured this assi~tanct ·-
Major, ~d;minor areas~ the undergraduate/graduate studies of 
the respondents found mathematics .first in percentage in both und_ez-.;. 
graduate major and minor and et:Jucation first in both ~aduate major and 
minor.. Other major and minor areas in the mdergraduate/graduate studies r . . 
of the respondents found two a:reas tied for top number of respondents in 
the major area~ physical education -imd _social science; social science 
was also first in the minor are,a.o 
,Sem~st~r hours in the responde:ritsf majors found the ~~34 hour 
bracket with the largest percentage of respondents at the baccalaureate 
degreeiev~ii. the same bracket at the spe~iaU'st degree level; and there 
was a tie at the doctorate degree level between- the 40-44 hour bracket 
and the sixty or. more hour bracketo 
Semester hours of proi'essional education, secured in the under-
graduate/ graduate programs or the · respondents found a tie in :maxinnmi 
percentage between the 15 ... 19 hour bracket and the 20-24 hour bracket .. 
At the graduate level the greatest percentage of respondents had less 
than ten hours of professional educationo 
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Professional education secured in institute programs found the 
largest percentage having secured no bco11rs in ~ither their undergraduate 
or graduate studies. 
The largest percentage of respondents had been away from college/ 
university only a year prior to their institute attend.aneeo 
Gertificationo The large@t percentage of respondents held.perma-
nent type certification and had not improved their certification by 
virtue of their institute courses .. 
Teaching Assignments .. Approximate n-µmber of students taught daily 
by the respondents in their pre-institute teaching found the largest 
percentage teaching below 100 students; in their c~rent (post-institute) 
teaching9 the largest percentage was teaching 100-149 students daily. 
Number of classes taught daily by the respondents was five in 
both their pre=illsti tute and their current teaching assignments.· Number 
of classes taught by the respondents as compared, with the number taught 
by the other teachers of those schools was indicated as »about the same" 
number. The largest percentage of respondents indicated that there was 
no institute illf'luenee on change in number of classes taught daily. 
Daily cla_ss preparations made by the>respondents were indicated 
as "three" by" the largest percentage in both their pre-institute and 
their current teaching assignll,lentso 
The largest percentage of respondent~ indicated that all tea.chars 
in their respective school systems had daily- "open" periods; the 
institutes had no influence on "opentt period· assignments; both labora-
' 
tory and non=laboratory teachers were given Habout the same" allowance 
for "opentt period so 
When asked if they believed that'teaebers handling laboratory 
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classes should be given more "open" periods than those given non-laboratory 
teacherss the largest percentage of respondents answered in the affU'mative 
and supported their repli.es with subjective statements. 
Estimated number of hours per week spent on extracurricular 
activities found the largest percentage of respondents spending five hours 
or less. 
The majority of the respondents bad not,sponsored or were not 
sponsoring a mathema.ties/scienee club in their respective schools. Of' 
those respondents who were sponeorlng clubs:, the largest number had 
affiliated their clubs only at the local le-val:, and comparable student 
enrollm.ents in both pre-institute and current clubs., and their clubs were 
largely f'or exploration (subject areas). 
Income. The,largest percentage of respondents repo~ed p~-
institute nine-.months teaching incomes in the $4.500..$4999 bracket; current 
(post-institute) incomes in the $.5000..$.5499· bracket; no additional 
incomes resulting from attending an institute ("not pertaining to annual 
salary inorease1t); and no additional job offers by virtue of their 
institute attenda.nc eo 
Teaching }llethods and Techniques ... In·the over-all expression of the 
extent of change in their teaching methods since attending an institute the 
largest percentage of respondents indicated,. ltsomett changeo In the detailed 
- ~ 
indication of changes in their instructional techniques and methods, the 
largest percentage of' respondents indicated "much" institute influence in 
the following& t11nup-datingn reading material,sjtt.ttUsage of newer subject-
matter concepts.11" ••Challenging the brighter student, ff "Motivating the 
creative. student» u "Encouraging student imtiative, 1• and "Setting higher 
studint goalso'1 
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In comparing their teaching competemce before and after institute 
atteJ!.ldance in handling certain types of students, the largest percentage 
of respondents indicated they were much better in handling gifted students9 
some better in handlimg both creative and average students., and about the 
same in handling slmv=learning studentso 
In the selection of activities and methods in predomiriant usage in 
their teaching'--the largest percentage of the respondents indicated 
activities and methods that are usually conceded to be most effective in 
classroom/laboratory situationso 
The :institute experience of the majority of the respondents had 
included a study of the new mathanatics curriculum and had not included a 
study of the new biologys chemistryll and physics cuITiculao Of the 
respondents who had studied the new curricula revisions in the institute 
programs.!) the majority indicated that the infonnation had been valuable 
to than and had 11tdefini telytt influenced them to make curriculum revisions 
in their respe~tive program.so While the majority of the respondents did 
not have am:y of the new curriculum revisions in usage in their classrooms, 
they ha.d made ttsome0 change i:ia the com.tent of their courses .since attend-
ing an instituteo 
•~Somea1t inf'or.mation about NoDoEoAo assistance to schools had been 
gained 'by the majority of the respondents through their institute experi-
ences$ however9 the majority indicated that their schools had received 
"nruchtt equipment as a result of the NoDoEoAo 
~!fessiona.J: A(O:tivitieso Institute experience was valuable to 
the largest percentage of the respondents in assisting them in the selec-
tion of mathematiic:s/ science materia.lso Fifty or more per cent of them 
found their :il!ll!!titute experience valuable in the selection of textbooks, 
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library/reference books9 equipment and/or apparatus., and supplies. 
The largest percentage of the respondents had served at the local 
level on mathematics/science curriculum revision committees and believed 
that their institute attendance had been ttsomewhat~ influential in their 
selection for these committees. 
While the largest percentage of respondents indicated that their 
institute experiences had enabled them to be.,·.of. greater service in 
supporting their mathematics/science program activities, they had not 
been involved in such activities except in sponsoring clubs and giving 
talks to student~. 
The majority of the respondents had ;i.nf:e.l;'ll~d others about their 
institute experiences and the several NSF p~ograms by talking with 
individual students/teachers. Administrators.11 teachers, and students 
were the groups that had e:xpressed "some" interest in the WSF programs 
according to the largest percentages of respond.em.ts. Teachers had 
expressed "somett interest in all aspects of institutes listed in the 
opini on.aire except *'Housing and mea.lso u 
Pre-institute subscriptions to profession.al journals were imdicated 
by the largest percentage of the respondents·'When ,·compared with their 
subscriptions to special field journals.,. Special·field journals were· 
specified by the largest percentage of respondents in post-institute 
s,;ibscriptions and in additional journals read., 
While membership in professional organizations rat.ed the greatest 
percentage of respondents in the pre-institute period9 memberships m 
special field organizations was indica:ted "during and since the iristitut·e"" 
Election to special field honorary organization memberships was indicated 
over professional honorary organization memberships., 
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Profession.al Statuso Over sixty per cem.t of the respondents 
iJJ.cli.ca.ted that their academic prestige gained fran institute attendance 
was higher accordim.g to their admimistratorsj colleagues, and studentso 
The majority had encountered no Ucli.f.ferenees and jealousieslf resulting 
from NSF' fillla.ncial assistance with additional schooli:mg/degreeso Those 
who had em.countered such at·titudes said it existed to •some" extent. 
The majority of the respondents stated that it was "very likely" 
that they would remain in the teaching profession. 
The Institutes 
Purposeso Of the three irustitute objectives listed in the opil!liea-
aire., ovf!r sixty per cent of the respondents selected two as important: 
2o To acquaint /jarticipantiJ with rece:nt developmem.ts and 
advances in science9 mathematics9 and engineering. 
3<> To familiarize ffiSfticipanty With mew approach.es to presen-
tation of subject=mattero 
Interestillgly9 the objective selected by omly thirty-five per cent of the 
respondem.ts was a NSF institute objectivei 
lo To renew Lp'a.rticipants !] knowledge of .fumdamemtals. 2 
,Just over sixty per cent of the respondemts believed the NSF 
inst,itute objectives were attained "Very well" by the KSC lll.stitnteso 
!_a.rti<iiipan.t Selection and Their Reasons £or Acceptanceo The 
majority of the respondents selected the three followi.Jlg bases on which they ..,. 
believed participants were chosen for NSF institutes at Kansas State College: 
l1•F0Ultdation Grants $24.2 Million. for 41.5 Summer Institutes for 
Secondary School Teachers9 ~ NSF 63,,,,100 9 ·washington., Do Co :i Natio:aal 
Beien.Ge Foun~tion51 J'anua:cy 1351 196.351 Po lo 
2~'!o 
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(1) HTheir need for refresher courses (fundamentals), tt (2) 1•Their need 
for recent subject matter concepts/1 and (3) ttTheir neei for improved 
methodology., ia3 
The following reasons for wanting t,o attend the KSC-NSF institutes 
were imdicated as ''strong 11 motives by over fifty per cent of the respon-
dents:; "Needed courses covering new field/areaso 11 ttNeeded new teclmiques 
of presentationson ttWanted to improve school science programs.'~ Another 
reason selected by almost fifty per cent of the respondents is pertinent: 
"Needed courses offered in this instituteott 
Significance of Institutes l:E:, Realization of Expectations ~ 
Modification of Thoughto Fifty per cent or more of the respondents had 
1•manyl8 · o.f their expectations realized in their institute participation in 
the f ollowingg. "Sharing experiences.l1 u "Association with professors and 
scientists.l1" 1ostudy of newer subject matter concepts/' and "Expansion 
of general mathematics and/or science background., 11 
Nearly fifty per cent3 or over9 of the respondents indicated that 
institute attendance had ttmuchti effect upon-,their'thinking with respect 
toi "Enhanced your desire to continue graduate''WOrk,t• "Increased enthusi-
asm for teaching mathem.atics/scienceoit. 
Institutes Attendedo The respondents to this study were represen-
tative of aJ.l eleven NSF institutes held at Kansas State College of 
Pittsburg between Septemberll 19.59, and Mays 1963., There were six 
in=serviee institutes and five sunnner institutes; one summer institute 
was for junior college teachers and one was for elementary school teachers; 
>I'he reader will :p.ote the parallelism with the NSF institute 
objectiveso · 
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one in"-'service institute was for junior high school tea.ehers--the 
remaining eight institutes were for both junior high and senior high 
teacherso 
Biology classes were offered in seven institutes and biological 
science in two, chemistry was offered in four institutes; mathematics 
was offered in eight; physics was offered in four institutes and physical 
science in twoo 
The majority of the respondents., sixty ... one per cent, had not 
attended institutes at other, collegeso The remaining thirty-nine per cent 
of the respondents had attended 164 institutes at sixty-nine other 
colleges/universities; eighty per cent were· SI's., ten per cent were ISI's, 
and the same per cent were AYI 9 so 
Slightly more than fifty per cent of. the respondents made applica-
tion for 1963=64 institutes., at KBC and elsewhere., Fifty-seven per cent 
of the applicants were acceptedo 
Suggestions for Future Instituteso In making first and second -- -
choices of subject areas they desired in subsequent institutes., ma.the... 
ma.tics.I) physical science.I) and biological science rated the first three 
positions in the respondents O first choice; mathematical educations 
physical science.:, and mathematics rated the first three positions in 
their second choiceo Over sixty per cent of the r~spondents selected 
summer institutes to further their study of the above subjects .. 
To keep them up-to=date during the next five years the respondents 
selected the following types of ins'lr,itutesg summer institutes firsts 
in-service institutes second9 and combinations of institutes third-=with 
the SUilllller/in.=service combination comsidered most frequently"' 
The ISI respondents stated preferences with respect to certain 
aspects of their institutes: (1) the beginning and tenninating dates 
were satisfactory; (2) the length (in weeks) was satisfactory; (3) Satur-
day classes were given preference over evening classes; and (4) the 
hours necessary for class preparations did not seem excessive--four hours 
per class session were considered necessary by the largest percentage of 
the respondentso 
The SI respondents stated preferences with respect to comparable 
aspects of their institutes~ (1) dates and length of institutes were 
satisfactory; (2) hours of daily class attendance met with their approval--
five hours daily .was indicated by the largest percentage; and (3) hours 
necessary for class preparations did not seem e.xcessive--four hours 
daily were considered necessary by the largest pereentageo 
I:astitute Evaluatiom.o The objective evaluation of the institute 
was done on. a graduated basis; ratings were made by the respondents on a 
"111 through "5~ basis with n1u being the top ra.tingo The following aspects 
of the institutes were given a u1u rating by forty-seven { or more) per 
cent of the respondents~ ''The director., n nrnstitu.te professors,n 
"Institute courses.9tt and "Housingo 1• A n21t rating was made by the same 
percentage of re&'Pondents on the f ollow.i.rlgi nvisiting lecturers., u "Gradu-
ate degree programs/* naeneral library.I) a» nc1asswor.k:/t ttLaboratory/Research 
facilities," and the llCompositett institute ratingo 
The subjective evaluation of the several aspects of the institutes 
confirmed the objective evaluatio:a except in the following: 
lo Presentations by the visiting lecturers should exhibit better 
coordination with the institute programs and objectiveso 
2o Professors should continue to improve methodology., course con-
tents ,I) usage of supplementary materials and teaching aids; knowledge of 
elem.entary/secJondary school tea.chersv problems, testing/evaluating 
techniques., 
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3a Course work should move toward depth of coverage rather than 
breadth of coverage and should be more student-centeredo Sound text(s) 
should be used and ample numbers of worthwhile references should be 
available to the participantso 
4o Student make-up of classes should be more homogeneous or 
classwork should be handled on a student-centered basis. 
5o There should be more laboratory work that is better coordinated, 
comparably supervised, and "revised to fit the needs of the teachers 
/jai:ticipanti/ ,.n 
6,. Acquaint institute applicants w.ith· criteria for the selection 
of participantso 
7 o Devise methods by 'Which more applicants, of a.11 teaching levels, 
w.ill be able to secure institute grantsa 
Conclusions Drawn from. the :Study 
In the light of the findings of this study, it was concluded that 
the NSF institutes held at Kansas State College of Pittsburg were worthwhiie 
for the participants in renewing their knowledge of fundamentals, acquaint ... 
ing them with recent developments-and advances in science amd mathematics., 
and familiarizing them with newer approaches to the presentation of their 
subject matter .. 
It was further concluded that both curricular and co-curricular 
institute activities were e££ective in re:n.ewiag the partic;l.pantsV know-
. ledge of !imda.mentals and in acquainting them with recent developments 
and a.dv&JJ.ces im science and mathematics" It is possible that certaim 
institute ~o=curricular activities contributed more eomcomitan.t imfor-
mation for the participants on improved methodologies than that secured 
in the structured curricular activitieso 
Recommendations Drawn from the Study 
Recammemda.tio:m.s .f2!:. Improvememt of ~ KSC Institute Programs 
In considering evidence obtained from this study$ the following 
reeom.endations for the improvement, of· ·the institute programs at Ka:m.sas 
State College of Pittsburg need ccm.sideration: 
lo The institute programs at Kansas state College of Pittsburg be 
conthuedo Type and 11:umber of institutes offered should meet the needs of 
the ma.thematics/science teachers ot the several school levels in the 
service area of the college .. 
2o .Presentation methods of th.e institute professors be modified 
in. view of research=proved concepts of .methodology for higher education 
mtitutions .. 
3o Course of.f erings to melude mewer cuITiculum revision materials 
pertinent to secondary and elementary eduea.tiono 
Recammendatioms f o:r Further Study 
Be~ause of' the nature of' this study it has become evident that 
further research 011 certain. factors should be investigated., ·The follow.ing 
areas are presented which appeared most able to yield pertinent data 
which would be useful im science edueationo 
lo The characteristics of .the mathanatics/science teachers who 
have not applied for an tnsti tute mad the need to involve these 
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non=participating teachers in institute experienceso 
2o A comparison between the teaching/professional accomplishmemts 
of institute participants versus non=participantso 
3o A f'ollmv=up study of the NSF=KSC institute participants who 
were not involved in this study9 including an analysis of stated reasons 
for not becoming involved in the initial studyo 
4o The influence of the iE.stitutes upon (a) elementary/secondary 
school curriculas (b) elemeE.tary/secondary school student attainments in 
mathematics/science9 and {c) academic/professional organizations .. 
So The development of institute (institutional) cUITicula for 
the several types of mathematics/ science teachers: (a) the recent graduate., 
(b) the experienced teacher seeking an advanced degree$ and (c) the 
teacher who has not returned to school for ten to fifteen years following 
his undergraduate education., 
60 The feasability of including academic year institutes in the 
existing pattern of in=service and summer institutes at Kansas State 
College of Pittsburgo 
7,. The reasons for drop=outs in the, in""service institutes With 
possible solutions to help alleviate the si tuationo 
80 The financial support of institutes from sources outside the 
federal government (eogoj state and local governments,11 business, industryh 
9o A comparative study of sequential institute programs for single 
groups of participants (appro.x::im.a.tely fifty per group) versus unitary (non-
sequential) institute programs for several groups of participantso 
lOo The need for financial support for institute programs in areas 




"Aid Without Controlo ~· Timei LXXXIX (May 49 1962), 67 o 
The significance and the method of the National Science Foundation 
in "remodeling sci.ence teaching throughout the natio:n.t s schools and 
collegeso" 
American Association for the Advancement of Science and the American Asso-
ciation of Colleges of Teacher Education~ Improving Science and 
Mathematics Programs in American Schoolso Washington., D. Co: Joint 
Commission of the Education of Tea.chars of Science and Mathematics., 
19600 
Indicated ways by which scientists, mathematicians, and educators 
can work together more efficiently and harmoniously toward improvement 
of science and mathematics educationo The statement of agreement is 
by representatives of the two organizations indicated., 
American Institute for Research. .ttA Study iof Non-Applicants and Other 
Segments of the Secondary School Science and Mathematics Teacher 
Population.lltt Part I.o Final Report9 NSF-0222, Washington, Do c.: .Ameri-
can Institute for Research, 1962 .. 
In July.j} 1961, the AIR was contracted by NSF to study the "non ... 
applioa.ntn for the institute programs, as contrasted to "applicant-
rejeetees and applieant-attendees • .u Data were sought concerning 
biographical information; training and education; professional 
activities; attitudes.I) needs., and motivations,; and relevant school and 
community characteristicso Analyses were designed to provide infor-
mation about ttnon.:.applicants'* which might be significant for institute 
program improvements and modifications. Technical appendices 
separately bound in Part II o 
The Book Collection and Servi.ces of the Linda Hall Librarz o Kansas City 
(Mo.)z Linda Hall Library., not datedo 
An outline guide to ttthe book collection ··and services of this 
municipal.!>' science-mathematics librarr• just off' 9ampus of Missouri 
University at Kansas Cityo 
Brekk.ej Go Wo "A Follow-Up Study of the Effectiveness of NSF Science and, 
Mathematics Institute for Secondary Teachers. in Meeting Stated Goals-ott 
St .. Peter, Minnesota: Gustavus Adolphus College, 19640 (Mimeographed.) 
A study based on evaluations received from participants who 
attended NSF Institutes at the University of North Dakota over a 
five=year period., 1957=58 to 1961~62 .. 
Bureau of Social Science Research, Inc o., . "The NSF Summer Institutes of 1955 g 
An Evaluation Based on Questionnaires Administered Before and After the 




This study was one of two large=scale» contractual evaluations 
done on the summer institutes to determine the "immediate and short-
range benefits0 to the participantso (The 2d was BSSR Noo 301C, 
"The NSF Summer Institutes of 1956: How llOO Participants Responded 
to a Questionnaireo Ii Volo IIL) 
---o i1The NSF Summer Institutes of 1955: Forty-One Participants Express Their Views a Year Later/1 Volo II., Noo 301-Bo Washington, 
Do C., 2 American University.ll 195'7 o (Mimeographed.) 
1•A follow=up study of 41 of the participants in the summer institutes 
of 19.550 The method used here was that of an informal interviewer. 11 
A companion study was contracted by Science Research Associates,ttEvalua-
tion of the NSF Summer Institutes Program of 1957: Final Report.tt 
o 1~The NSF Summer Institute of 19.56: How 1100 Participants ---..,-.-, 
Responded to a Q:uestionnaire.ll 11 Volo III., Noo 3010., Washington., D., Co:: 
American University.ll 19.57., (Mimeographedo) 
A report and evaluation of a ques'tionnaire administered to llOO 
teachers in the 19.56 summer instituteso It explored in detail the 
Upre=instituteu stage as indicated by the eventual participants.. By 
marking a series of multiple-choice questions, the respondents 
indicated how they learned about the institute., what features attracted 
them especially, what factors were considered in reaching a decision 
to attend9 etco Two key questions dealt with an over=all evaluation 
of the participantsn institute experiences and-his ideas on other types 
of educational programs that might be of value., (A companion study 
was BSSRU s No" 5260) 
., 1tThe NSF Summer Institute Programi A Follow-Up of 1957 Institute 
--.,,,P,...ar-ticipants 9 11 Volo IV:, Noo 338jl Part I 9 Report and Interview-Schedule., 
Washington9 Do Co 2 American Uni versity.il 19o0. (Mimeographedo) 
A follow=up report on a contractual9 large~.scale study that estimates 
the long=ran.ge effects that are directly attributable to the summer 
instituteso It differs from the earlier studies in long-range effects, 
effects not attributable to institute influence, and a large control 
populaticiii:° (Part rr; Appendix Tableso) 
Campbell.i) William Gileso Form and Stzle in Thesis Writing. Cambridgeg 
The Riverside Press9 195fi7 
One of the best general sources of information for ttfor.m and style 
in thesis writing0U 
Commit.tee on Teacher Training. Preparation of Teachers for Seconc:ia~ 
SCJhoolso Bosto1u National Council of Independent Schools, 195~ 
Indicates how our shortage of competent.ll qualified teachers is the 
key problem in improving education in the United States. 
Conan't..ll Jameso The Education of American Teacherso New York~ McGraw-Hill.SI 
19630 ~ ~ 
This stu.dy found that subject=matter professors who instruct .future 
t,eachers were themselves frequently out, of touch with the high school 
CUJ:Ticul1J111.o As a result courses taken in college by those preparing 
to teach 'are often unrealistic.I> failing to provide appropriate subject-
matter pfeparationo 
Connella.n., Miriam Elizabeth. ttThe Content of Secondary School Mathematics 
Courses Taught in Colorado by Teachers Who Attended the 1957-58 and. 
the 1958-59 Colorado A.cademie Year Institutes." UnpublisbedDoctor•s 
th_esis., University of Colorado, Botil.der, 1962. 
The content of mathematics ciourses taught by graduates of · two Ail1 s 
at the Umivers;i.t;r of Colorado who were teaching in Colorado secQnd.ary 
schools in 1959-oO was contrasted to that t,aught by a matehe-d group of 
seventeen non-AYl teachers. 
Corporation fQr Economic and IndustriaJ. Research •. The Professional Qu.al.1-
:fica~ion~ !lf_ App~ic,ets to t~e National'-ScienceToundation Institutes. 
Washingtq~, ~· c.: ·Corporation :for Econ~c and Industrial Research, 
19590 ' ·: ' . ' •. . ','' . ' ,. . .. _, . 
. A contractual st-udy by CEm to detexmin, the professional 
qua:Lifieations of applicants to NSF In~i tutes. 
"Course Evaluation--Kan1:1as State College of-Pittsburg.n Student Assembly's 
: 'Edu~atiomal. Affairs Commission., Kansas State. College of Pittsburg.,, 1962. 
(Mimeo~~hed.) · ·:- · :--·' -··· ·, :. · ·_ · 
.. , r- An •evaluation instrument, with tabulated ·results, used by Elton W. 
Cline at the termination of the 1961-62 In..;Service I:nsti tute for 
- Elementary.'School Teachers and Supervisors, Kansas State College 0£ 
Pittsburgo 
"Dr. George Bqi. Kis:j;i'1cowsfy to· Speak May 12 · at Dimler Marking NSF Tenth 
.Anniversar,, tt NSF_ Bulletin, No~ 60-122, May, 1960. · . 
·· · A :summary oTthe origin, hist,or,., ac:complishmentEi:, and future o_f 
~h~ NSF by the speaker at the occasion indicated. · · 
!!'!! Doctorate' !B Education - Pprpose · !!.'! Prog;:am .2f Study, !, Symposium •. 
Washington, D. Co: The National Science Teachers ·Association {Associa-
tion for the Education of Teacher.a of· Science}, 1961. · 
· Com.piles·· three papers on the .above topic' delivered at the Chicago 
(J.961). Con:e~enee of the AssociJtiQn for the. Education of Teachers .or 
, Science. · 
"Evaluation qf 1956 IHSTS at Pennsylvamia State Uliiversity.11 University 
Park:· · ·Pennsylvania State University, 1956. (lfi,meographed;) _·•-- __ 
A termilla.l. evaluation of the aboye ins.titu.te do1+e by Dr. Robert 
Web_~:--.+:C?Jll ,P~ticipants' comment~. · , ·; 
"Evalia*icm. o:fNSF Junior- Hi.gh Imst:tt.11te.1t'· Pittsburg: Kansas Sta.te'Coi--
1ege'of Pittsburg, 1961, (Mimeographed.}· . _ -
. :, -~- _4n -~~:J.mltion · instrament, · with tabulations., used by Margaret•. _. _ 
';P~te:f ~a;t;;,;Jh~ termination of thf_ 196l · SUI111!:1Eilr 'Institute for Junior High 
School Teachgrso - · 
. ·: ( i: ,-,-:·: i"·:· ·i. 
Festtilg~~., L~dn:·~nc1 Daniel Katz (eds .. ).,. Research-Methods in the Behavioral 
... S~i,!!:~¢~s i> , .. ij"Era' York: The Dryden Pr~s~., . 1953*,: · - - · · .. 
· ' ·A et.aridard reference for research methodology. The purposes of the 
book are to assist ~n codifying resea.rch t~chniques a~d to give graduate 
students in the field some '.Q!lderst&ading of the principles and pro-
cedures of modern m:~hodology. 
••Fmal Report National Science Foundation In-Service I:nstitute for 
Secondary School Teachers of Science and Mathematics September 19, 
1959 through May 28, 1960 .. •t Pittsburg: Kansas State College of 
Pittsburg., 19600 (ffimeographedo) · 
The directorv s terminal report to NSF. It includes two evaluating 
instruments presented to the participants w.i.th the tabulated responses, 
and recommendationso Director, R. G. Smith. 
HFin.al Report National Science Foundation In-Service Im.stitute in. Bio ... 
. logical and Physical Science for Elementary School Teachers and 
Supervisors of' Science September 16, 1961 through· May 26, 1962.u 
Pittsburg: Kansas .State College of Pittsburg; 1962. (Mimeographed.) 
The director's term.itial report to NSF; it includes a roster of 
participa.rits and recommendations. Director, Elton w. Cline. 
•tFin.al Report National Science Foundation SUllllller Institute for High School 
Teachers of Science and Mathematics June 13 through August 5, 1960,,t• 
Pittsburg~ Kansas State College of Pittsburg, 1960. (Mimeographed.) 
The director• s tenninal report to NSF,· contains five evaluatillg 
instruments with tabulations of responses, roster of participants, and 
recommeBda.tions., Director, Ro G. Smith .. 
"FinaJ. Report National Science Foundation Smnmer Institute for Secondary 
School Teachers of Science and Mathematics June 11 through August 3; 1962ott 
Pittsburgi Kansas State· College of Pittsburg, 1962. (Mimeographedo) 
The director vs t enninal report to NSF, revised f ormo Ro G. Smith, 
directoro 
11Fin.al Report Natio:nal Sciemce Foundation Summer Institute in Biological 
and Physical .Scien.ces for Teachers of Jum.or High School Scie:nce June 12 
through August 4, 1961.,u Pittsburgg Kansas State College of Pittsburg., 
19610 (Mimeographed .. ) . 
The director• s tenninal report to NSF. It includes three evalua ... 
ting instruments with tabulations of the participants' responses, 
reconnnenda.tions, and roster of participants. Director, Margaret Bo Parkero 
••Final Report San Jose State College Summer Science Institute Sponsored by 
the Natiomal Science Foundation., June 22-July 31., 1959 o" Sam Jose, 
Califomia: San Jose State College, 19590 (Mimeographedo) 
TermiJlal report on the 1•Summer Science Institute for Elememtary 
School Teach erst• 1959, prepared by the co-directors: Edward Jo 
Harrington and Richard A. Smith. 
Fitzpatrick., Frederick Lo (edo)o Policies for Science Education. New 
York:: Columbia University:, Bureau of Publications, 1960c. 
A scholarly treatment of the impact of scieEce on education through-
out our educa.tiomalsystem, elementary through college. Suggested 
policies and programs· f'or the several school levelso Areas· were wri ttem 
by recognized expertsc. 
11Foundation AlmoUJ!il.ces 108 Smrimer Insti~utes for High School and College 
Teachers·of ·Science and Mathematics," American Biology Teacher, :XX 
(January., 1958)., 13-17 o 
14.3 
General i.nforinatiom about the NSF summer institutes for both 
secondary school and college teachers of mathematics mad science-•· 
listings of the two levels of institute·s are included .. 
ttFounda.tion Grants $24.2 Million for 415 Summer Institutes for Secondary 
School Teachers,•• NSF Bulletilll., No. 63-100, January 13, 1963. 
AmlO'UllCes 415 N'sF='sponsored summer in·stitutes · for approximately 21,000 
secondary school teachers of mathematics-science. Includes a statement 
of the basic purposes of the NSF institutes. 
Gatewood., Claude West. "A Study of the Effect of the Oklahoma State Uni-
versity Traveling Science Teacller Program on the Attitudes of High 
School Stiidemts· Toward Science and Sciehtists.n Unpublished 
Doctor•s thesis., Oklahoma State University., Stillwater, 1962. 
A statistical study of the err ect of the OSU Traveling Science 
Teacher Program on the· attitudes o~ certain high school students·toward 
science and scientists. . The study confirmed the mill hypothesis. 
Good., w. J.9 and. Po K-. Hatt.- ~ethods in SociaJ. Research. · New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, i952 · -
An excellent reference dealing with_ the methods and techniques of 
11social research.tt · 
Greul.aeh., Vietor Ao nsome Information About the Biology Applicants for 
NSF Institutes at the University of North Carolina,'* American 
Biology;; Teacher, XX (December., 1958)., 300 .. 301~ - . 
Facts about the training, teachiilg assignments., and characteristics 
of teachers who. applied for work im biology in the 1957 .. 58 Ail at the 
University of North Carolina.,, This study was done to help characterize 
the type of teacher desiring institute training (SI/An). 
Guide :for l96l. Summer Institute Directors.. Washington, D. c.: Nation.al 
Science Founda.tion., 1961. · · 
One of a series of annual publications to assist NSF summer institute 
directorso 
Harris, Chester Wo ( ed. )-o -Enc~lopedia .2f Educational Research. New York: 
The Maomillan Canpany., 19 (.3d)~ · , · ·· · 
A project of the American Ed'li1cational Research Association (N.EoAo 
Affiliate)... It reflects the upsurge of research during the· pa.st deca~e 
in presenting for each topic .a critical evaluation., synthesis; and 
interpretation of the pertinent research, previous and current. 
Heideman, Robert G. "National Science Foundation Academic Year Institutes 
for Secondary School Teachers of Science and Mathematics Held at the 
Umversi ty of Wisconsin 1956-57 through 1958-59.. •·An Evaluation of 
the Background, Training, Placement, and Occ11pational Mobility- of the 
ParticipantSo Ht· Unpuolished Doctor's thesisj .· The University of Wis-
consin, Madison, 1962. 
This investigation explored certain asp~ts of the NSF Ail' s for the 
years 1956=59 at the Umiversity- of Wisconsin .. The investigation was 
designed as a pilot study which was to set the pattern for a further 
investigation by Heidemeno 
'1 I. I • 
.LJ¥.I, 
Hen:ry9 Nelson Bo (edo )o. Rethinki.M Science Educationo: The Fifty ... Ninth 
Yearbook of the Nation.al Society- for the Study of Education. Chicago: 
U:mi.versity of Chicago Press9 196oo 
A forecast of future science education objectives by em.inen.t scien-
tistso. 
ttinforma.tion from Participant--In=Serviee Elementary Instituteo" Washing-
ton, Do C·oi· National Science Foundati011., 1962.. (Mimeograph.) 
Qu.estiormaire for the evaluation of 'B.l':I. elementary school institute 
by the participots of the 1961..;62 NSF ihsti tute at Kansas State 
College of Pittsburg .. 
"In-service Institutes for Science· and Mathematics Teachers, 1961-1962.,• 
School Sciemce amd Mathematics,9 LXI (June, 1961), 418-430 .. 
· Comtains announcements of the 1961-62 ISI•s along with informaticm 
on el;igibility, support» total listing9 and how to make inquiries ud 
applieationso 
Intermation.a.l Yearbook of Educationo International Bureau of Education 
and Unesco Publication, Vol .. XXIV, No. 2,0., 1962·0 Geneva: The 
International Bureau of Education and Unesco.,. 19630 
.An analysis of educational. trends which have influenced the progress 
.·. of education.. A comparative study of educational developments in 86 
eountrieso 
Jahoda, Marie9 Morton Deutsch; and Stuart Wo Cooko Research Methods !!_ 
C Social Relations· with Especial Reference !2_ Prejudiceo New York: 
··The Dryden Press$19>3., ' · · 
These two volumes (Volo' l, · "Basic Processes/' and Vol. 2, ••Selected 
Techniquesott) were produced .t'or the Society for the Psychological ·· 
Study .of Social Issues at the Research Center for Human Relations·od 
Department of Psych61ogy9 The Graduate School of Arts and Sdiericep 
New York Um.versityo These excellent referemces present detailed. 
ll'J.f ormatio:a on: the necessarjr stages and procedures of survey research 
a.md their interrelationshipo 
Koelsche9 Charles Lo Characteristics!! Persons Submittimg Applica.tioms 
, ,!.! 1962 £2! Participation ~ NSF Institute Programs at the University 
· ,!?! Ge·orgia~ Secondary; School Science Teachers, 'Part £0 Athens:: The 
· University of Georgia.1.1 1962~ · ... · 
Some characteristics of secondary school science teachers who made 
application for the 1962 institute programs at The University of 
Geergiag demographic.1.1 aeademic9 teaching9 an.d professiomal .. 
Malli:n.so:m..? George Go "'The Summer Institute Program. of the National Science 
Founda.tio:n9 ff School Science and Mathematics.!). LXIII (February., 196.3).? 
95-1040 . , . . . 
A report presented to· the MidwefJt Con!erence on Graduate Study and 
Research9 Hotel Morrison, Chicago9 , Illinois» March 269 19620 It 
includes so:ine infomation on other types of.NSF instituteso 
Morrells William Eo ttReview Bll.d Future :Pla.nsg- Summer Institutes_,tt. Jouraal 
,g!, Chemical Education, XXXVIII (September, 1961), 448-4510 
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This «IWiew and .future plans11 of the NSF summer institutes was 
presented as part of a symposium. on institutes and conferences at the 
American Chemical Societyu s 139th meeting (Sto Louis, 1961)(> 
McIntosh, Jo Paulo "Opinions and Attitudes of National. Science Foundatiom 
Program Pa.rticipantso,t•-unpublished Mastertrs thesis.I> Oklahoma State 
University, Stillwater., Oklahoma9 19510 
A participant in the pilot yea:r (1956=57) AYI at Oklahoma State 
University appraised several aspects of the institute through the 
partieipantsU evaluationso 
McNemar9 · Qu:inno Psychological StatistiCso New Yorkx John Wiley and Sons, 
Inco, 1962 (3d) o ·: -
A concise integrated coverage of the statistical techniques most 
frequently used in psychology and the other behavioral seienceso 
ttNSF Announces Academic Year Institutesj Reviews Success of Program.(>« 
NSF 6J;;,,151·o Washington, Do Cog National Science Foundation9 Novem-
ber 129 ·1963., - · -
Announcements for· the ninth year of the program., 1964-65; sixty-one 
grants for about $llo3 million to assist 1750 participants--120 will 
be e:xperieneed college teachers, lists host institutionso 
UNSF Announces 33 Summer· Institutes for Elementary School Personnel/' NSF 
Bulletin.SJ No., 63=101$ January 109 19630 - -
Announcement of' grants to colleges/um.versities in support of summer 
institutes :for elementary school persomiel for the year indicated., 
"NSF Announces $3ol Million Program of In=Service: Institutes in Science 
and Mathematics for Secondary School Teachers9 lt NSF Bulletin9 Noo 63= 
1169 April 7 » 19630 , -
Announces opportunities for approximately 129 000 secondary school 
teachers to obtain supplemental.training during 1963=64 through NSF 
grants for in=serviee education., 
"NSF Amounees 2.fl 206 Awards in Two Fellowship Programs9 t1 NSF Bulletins No,. 
63=1229 March 28, 19630 · · , 
· Announces graduate study aid in sciences9 mathematics9 and engineer-
ing to high=a.bility college and university students through two NSF 
fellowship programso 
"NSF Awards Grants for Advanced Science Seminars9 1• ~ BulletinJ Noo 63-1249 
May 23.9 19630 . . . 
Announcement of thirty=nine programs "f o.:t• educational or combined 
educational and research opportunities focused on highly specialized 
fields of science or offering advanced treatment of subject matter .. <>. 
o o ~ NSF allowed $lo5, million for the program.o 
•~NSF I:n...,Service Institutes»'i Srehool Lif'e_.i XLII (April,)) 1960)$ 3o 
General information/announcements covering the NSF-sponsored im.= 
s_ervice institutes for 1960=610 
"NSF Sponsors Summer Institutes for Bi·ology· Teaehers9 at .American Biology 
Teach~ rm (February9 196o) 9 106,..,113j) · 
. General information concerning the NSF-sponsored summer institutes 
that were of special interest to secondary school biology teachers for 
the summer of 19600 • 
i. .~ 
t1NSF to Support 46 In-Service Institutes,'for Elementary School Science 
Perso:imel9 " ~ Bulletin$ Noc. 63=1119 March 27; 1963., . 
Announcemeat of opportunities for about 19 400 elementary- school 
p.ersomnel to obtain. supplemental trai:rdng in. s.cieme/mathema.tics 
during out=of=sohooi hours through a.series of NSF grantso 
Natioma.l Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards 
and the Natio:nal"Education Associationo The Education of Teachers--
~ E!r&ecti.veso Report of the Second Bowling Green Conferenceo 
Washillgton9 Do Coz National Education Association, 1958G 
The report of a national conference on. impi'ovi11g teacher edueatioa 
tl:lrough com'bi.ni112g the efforts of prof essional.J academic 9 . . and general 
education.o · 
"National Science Foundation. Academic Year Institutes9 " Mathematics 
Teach~ LIII (January9 1960)9 55<=>56o · ·· · 
This short article contained general information about the NSF-
sponsored AYIDs for 1960=61 and a listing of host institutionsc. 
1'National Seieooe Foundation Activities at Indiana State,'* Teachers Coll!eie 
Joun:ia.19 XXXIII (Mareh9 1962h ···· · . 
The majority of this issue9 :nine o:f eleven artieles9 is devoted t0 
the differemt NSF programs at IndiaAa State Collegeo ·· 
"National Scden~e Foundation Announces Thirty=Two Academic Year Institutes 
i'or High S~hool Teachers of Science and Mathematics, u Mathematics 
Teacher~ LI (December9 1956)9 624w625o · . 
Ger.uir-al and specific informations ccm.ce:rning the 1956-57 NSF-All' S=""' 
in.eluded is a litrting of host in.sti tutions.., ., 
"National .Scienee Foundation Amnounces .379· Summer Institutes for High 
:School and College Teachers of· Beience9 Mathematics, and Emgineerlngj1'* 
School Seieme and Mathematics9 LX (February9. 1960).ll 150-1590 
Besides initial general information concerning the NSF-sponsored 
summer imstitute opportunities, this article gives detailed infom.atiom. 
on host institutions9 number of institutes9 grants made to host 
in.stitutiomskl and the number of· opportunities for both high school 
u.d college teachers of science9 mathem.atics9 and engineeringo 
"National Science Foundation Allnounces 256 In=Service I:nstitutes for 
Secondary School Teachers of Science and Mathem.atics9 11 School Sciemee 
!!!! ~hematicssi rnr (May» 1962)9 353'~364<> · . · . · 
This is a detailed article covering the 1962=63 NSF=ISIUso It gives 
general inf'ormation9 listings of. host institutions.9 number of institutes$ 
mum.ber of institutional grants9 and number of opportunities for see,p:q.= 
daey school teachers of mathematics and scienceo 
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National Seiel!lCe Foundation rn Annual. Rep-0ri, .· 19610 NSF..:.62-L, · Wash ... 
imgt.om$ Do Co:: · U o So Govermnent Printi'Dg '0f'fice, 19620 . . 
The Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1961 of the Natiomal Seiem.c.e 
Foundation for ·Submission to the Congress as required by the National 
Sciezme Found.atiom Act of 1950 (Director, Alan To Waterman) o 
ttNa.tiomal Scie:raee Foundation Grants for Summer Institutes, tt Journal .!!, 
Chemical. Education» XXXIII (April, 1956).si 181 .. 
General information coneernimg fou.ndatio:a grants for the 1~56 SPs 
sponsored by NSF o · 
ltNational Science Foimdation Program at the Umiversity of W-isconsh for 
;igh. School Science a.md·Mathem.atics Teaohers,tt American Journal:!£. 
hysics» XXIV (February» 1956) 9 77 o ·• · 
· This short article gives general inform.a tiona:>out an amiouncem.es.t 
of o:ae of the NSF In-Service Institute Pilot Programs. (The other 
was at Oklahoma. State Universityo) 
National· Science Formdation Programs for Edueatioa in ~ Seiemces,. NSF;.. 
61-So Washington, Do Coll Uo So Goverrnnent Printing Office, 1961 .. 
General inf'o:nnation concernimg the NSF pr.ograms for education i1il 
the sciences (Ala:a To Waterman.,. Harry C·I> Kelly, Bowen c. Dees). 
National Scieiace Foimdation 12th Annual Report:,r,;19620· · NSF-6J=.lo Washing-
ton, Do Co& U .. So Goverrnnent Printing Office., 1963.. · 
The Amlual Report for Fiscal Year 1962 of the National Science 
Foundation for submission to the Congress as required by the National 
SeieBoe Foundation Act of 1950 (Director., Alan To Waterman)o 
1. . ,;, 
National Scienee Foundation 13th Annual Report5i 1963., NSF-64-lo Washi:m.g-
ton, 1). Co& Government Pri:ating Office9 1•:l9o4~<t 
The Almual Repo~ for Fiscal Year 1963 presented· to the Congress., 
(Director iJ ,Leland· J.:_., J4lworth ~ ) · 
"National Science Fo1mdation Upgrade.a Teaching of Sciemee.," Nation• s Schools, 
Februa.ry9 1960, 69~75. 
The tota.J. issue of this publication is devoted to science education .. 
This article presents the NSF objectives and programs involved iB. 
upgrading science education in the mation•s schools. 
Natiomal Science Teachers Associationo New Developments ~ High School 
Bcie:n.ce Teaehingo Washington, Do C-,i Natiomal. Eduea\.ion Association, 
19600 
A report of a study by N oSoT oAo on pertinent aspects of sci1mee 
iB.structi Ol!lo . 
_....,,.,...  ...,o Pl~~ Excellenc;e im ,!h School Scienceo Washington8 D .. c.,,: 
National Education As sociation.i). 19 · .., . 
Report· of the Noveniberc, 1959 'Work conference of specialists in· science, 
education~ and science education which dealt with the analysis of, and 
plans i'or9 . secondary school· sciexfoe edueationio 
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"1961 Summ.er Institutes· .Sponsored by NSF," School Science and Mathematics, 
LXI (Jmiuary, 1961), 72&.-8L. · -
This article gives general lllfozmatiom about the NSF..SI program 
for 1961 and lists detailed infonnatiom. about the 398 institutes 
offered for that summero 
1•1962 Summer Iustitutes Sponsored 'by NSF 1tt School Science and Mathematics, 
LXII (January.9' 1962), 57=67o . 
This is· largely a listing of the 471 &rants made by the NSF to 481 
host institutions to support the science/mathanatics education of 
appro:x:imately 20j) 000 second,a:ry teachers and 21 000 college teachers tor 
the summer bdicatedo 
Northrop$ Eo .Po · ttEfforts to Strengthen Education in the Sciences/• 
Scie~e9 CXXII (Sep~ember l6a- 1955)~. 50,-..507 o 
An Womative.a.rticle 01il t,he programs of NSF an.d the Fund for the 
Adirancement of Education»: which indicates present and, future plans of 
the two orgartizationso (Written by the Science Education consultant 
!'or FAE=-at that timeo,) 
Ostlund.!> LeOD.ard Ao "The Evaluation Report of the 1957 ~58 Academic Year 
Institute for High School Science and Mathematics Teachers Sponsored 
by the National Science FoUll.dation at Oklahoma State Umversit,.9 
Sti1lwateroet1 Kent9 Ohio:i Kent State University,. August 15, 1958. 
;i:. (M:bneographed.o) 
Ala extemsive report on the second All .he1d at Oklahoma State 
University" 
o "FieJ.d Survey Academic Year Institute :)?~rticipants for 1956-57,. 
--.1"""'9""57 ... 580" Stillwaterg Oklahoma State University, 1958. (MimeQ<o> 
graphedo) ' ...• ' . ,' 
A field survey of the participants of th.e . first two ATI1 s held at 
Oklahoma State University to detennine the impact of' this program. 011 
classrooms and eo:mnmnities of the respomdemts a:nd to make recommemda-
tions for future instituteso 
---=· -· . ttRetl:"ospect on an NoSoF o Program," School Science !!E Mathematics, 
LXII (March9 .l962)9 177=1820 
A reappraisal of the first two AYIRs held at Oklahoma StateUmiver-
sity, including the method of' evaJ.uaiion and results of the study. 
_ __,,.,,....,.,,o . "Science Teachers Evaluate Science Teachers9," School Science and 
Mathema.ti~s9 LVIII (February 9 .1958) 9 125=13L, -
A report on the evaluation of the 1956-57 ATI at Oklahoma State 
University as done by the participants in the institute. 
~ . ' . 
___ o ig.A. Seienti.fic Evaluation of a Scientific Program," School Science 
~ Mathematics.s}l LIX (March.9 1959) 9 207=218(> 
An extensive report on the 1956-57 AYI at Oklahoma State Unver= 
sityo It ineludes much information on the evaluation method. 
Parker9 Alw:i.n.o . "NSF Summer Institutes tor Science Teachers: the Principal' s 
View," National Association of' Seeonda.rt· School Principaltts Bulletin, 
XLV (December, 1961) 9 129.,,,130., · · . .. ' . 
A report on the significance of the NSF summer institutes from the 
secondary school . principals 9 viewpointo 
.. "A Study of Certain Aspects or Eight N;,S.,F .. Summer Institutes tor 
---=Hif'!". g-· h School Science Teacher.s domducted ill Louisiana, 1959 ··" Unpublished. 
Doetorns thesis, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge., 1960. 
A study of certain aspects of the NSF-SPs held in eight Louisiana 
institutions of higher education im the summer of 19590 
Pino.,···Lerls No; a.n,d Rob'qin C., Anderson., ttR~view and Future Pl.ams: 
I. nstitutes in the A¢ademic Yearf ". Jeumal ef_ Chemical Education, . 
XXXVIII (September9 1961)9 451=4540 ·. . . 
An excellent ref'1rence dealing w.i th "review and future pl.a.ms" 
of the two types of NSF institutes offerec,1, within the academic 
yearo The authors 4Te NSF persomielo Thf. art.icle is based on a 
paper presented for ·a 11Symposium on Imsti'\µtes and Conterencestt at the 
1961 meeting. of the American Chemical Soctety· (Sto. Louis) o 
_.Prograln of Academic Year Institutes _for High School Teachers: · a Repf?rt 
on National Science Foundation Grants9 tt. The Science Teacher, XIlII 
(December 9 1956) 9 418=419 o , ·· . · . 
. ··.·Information about9 and a listing of9 N~F ... .sponsored academic year 
institut,es for 1956=57 o . · 
Programs ~ Education ,!a the Sciences., NSF-~3-20., Washingtom9 D., · Po·: 
The National Science Foundation» 19630 · · 
The 1963 edition of The Foundationtt s dtscription or its educatioul 
pr9~~~ in the sciences., ,· · ··· · · 
ttA ~Ol)QS~ fqr,'1 Summer Institute l,1'96.!( 1n' ':Qiological and Physical . 
Scie:n.ees for Teachers or Junior High Schoel Sciences." Kansas State 
,. C91lege, of'J?ittsb1ll'g9 19600 (Mmeographeg .. ) 
'; ···. A prop9sal to the NSF for the mu.y KSC science institute held. 
sriecil'i~y _for junior high sc~oo'.1. teachfrs to date (1964) • 
. D:i.rec1ior9.Margaret Bo Parkero · 
'''. ' 
ftA Proposal fOJ:" an Inc;Sel!"rl.ce Institute /J.959~ for Secondary SehQol 
T~4er.s of Science and Mathematicsd" Kan,a.s · State Teachers College, 
Pit't,s~g9 ·Kansas9 19590. (Mimeographedo) · · · 
. · ',rlufpropc;,sal made to NSF £or th~ first JSI held at Kansas St~te 
':l'e,,cher~ Qo'.11ege (now Kansas St~te. Colleg, of . Pittsburg); this was 
f'or'both jtU'li:or/senior high school· teach~s· of scienee amd math$latieso 
Director., Ro G.,. Smith; Assistant Director.,. J <> C., Johllson, Jro 
ttA Propois~. i~r an In=Service Institute lJ.;·~~i,g' in Biology, Chemit;try, 
·. · Matllemat?-,(jS ,tor Teachers of High Seho0Js'S9ience and Mathematicso"u 
Kansa~ S\ate-College of Pittsburg9 1960,., . (Mimeographedo) 
;i- .:~A._:pr,ppi!4 to NSF for an ISI. ,or s~on~ school teachers of 
bit)l(Sgy~. ~l:i.~stry9 and mathematireso DirfJ?Ctor, Ro G., Smith; 
f~s:l,s;t.a:i,.t Director» J.. Co J ohnB9!ls Jr<>.. , . < , , · 
;",· -:---: .' 
"A Proposal to the National Science Foundation for Support of a SUl1llller 
IDstitute /J.96'!l_ for- Teachers of Science ad Mathem.aticsott Kansas 
State College of Pittsbu.rg.9 1961., (Mimeographedo) 
A proposal to NSF for a SI for secondary school teachers of 
biology., chemistry., mathematies9 and physicso Ro Go Smith, Directol"o 
"A Proposal to the National Science Foundation for Support of a Summer 
Institute /J96'fl for Teachers of Science or Mathematieso• Kansas 
State College of Pittsburg9 19590 (Mimeographedo) 
The first proposal to NSF by KSC for a SI for secondary school 
teachers of mathematics/scienceo · Re, Go Smith9 Directoro 
ttA Proposal to the National Science Foundation .for· Support of a Summer 
Institute ~96[/ for Teachers of Science., Mathematics., or Engineering.;" 
Kansas State College of Pittsburg9 1960d (Mimeographedo.) 
A proposal for a .SI in. biology9 mathematics., and physics for 
secomdary sehool teachers of science and mathematicso Ro G. Smitn., 
Directoro 
•1 Proposal to the National Science Fo,mdation .for Support of a Summer 
Institute /J.96§/ for Teachers of Technical Cllrrlcula.u Kansas State 
College of Pittsburg, 1959 o · (Mimeographedo) · 
A-:proposal for the only iD.stitute.9 to this date (1964), held at KSC 
fot!' instructors or chemistry and physics in pre-engiD.eering curricula. 
Director9 Leon Co Heckerto 
·•A Proposal to the National Science Foimdation £or Support of an In...Service 
Ilastitute /!961-6'{! for Elementary School Teachers· and Supervisors of 
'Sciemce~ta Kansas State College of Pittsburg, 19600 (Mimeograpb.edo) 
. A proposal for the only institute9 ta this date (1964) 9 held at 
KSC specifically for elementary schoel teachers/ supervisors of 
scienceo Direetor9 Elton Wo· Clineo-
JtA Proposal to the National Science Famdatiom for Support of an In...Service 
Institute /J.961=6'[/ for Secondary School Teachers of .Science and . 
Mathematiesc;tt Kansas State College of Pittsburg., 19600 . (Mimeographed,.) 
A proposal to NSF for an ISI .for secondary school teachers of 
science and mathematics (biology and mathematies)o. Director., Ro Go 
Smitho 
· "A Proposal to the National Science Foundation for Support of an In=Bervice 
- Institute /J962=6ff for Secondary School Teachers of Science and 
Mathem.aiui~so 11 Kansas State College ot Pittsburg,. 19610 · (Mimeographedo) 
A proposal. to the NSF for an IS! for secondary school teachers of 
biology.9 mathematicsp and pbysicso Director,; Ro Go Smi.tho 
Repo~ !!, ~ Conference of 1956 NSF Smnm.er. Institute Directorso Washing= 
ten..9 Do Co,~ National ScienceToundation9. 19.560 
A res'l».'l!e of the reports and raeommendations of the directors of the 
1956 summer inatituteso 
ttA, Report ·oa !Jhe 195&.5·'[/ Aca~c Year Il3.stit.ute for High Sim~ol :Sciemee 
and Jathematiies Teacherso~ Stillwaterg Oklahoma State University-a, 1957 o 
(llinteographed.; ) . 
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The directoru s report to the NSF on one of the two pilot AYI 
programso Dire10tor9 Dr., James H., Zanto This includes HA Scientific 
EvaJ.uatiom of a Scientific Program9 1~ by Leonard A., Ostlund., 
'1A Report on /Jhe 1957=5§7 Academic Year Institute for High School Science 
and Mathematics Teachers.,'• Stillwa.terg Oklahoma State U:rrl.versity9 
1958.. (Milneographed o ) . 
The directorns report to the NSF on the second AYl held at Okla= 
homa State U:rrl.versity., (Copies 0f subsequent reports9 through 19629 
were also used in this study., Dire~tor9 James H., Zanto 
"Research Opportunities Offered for High School and Cc:,llege Teachers., 11 !!§!. 
Bulletin., Noo 62=1569 November 129 1962., 
Announcement of research opportunities for 700 science teachers 
in certain colleges/universities throughout the U., S., during the 
summer of 1963, financed by the NSF o 
Schenberg,j) Samuel., ''An Evaluation of the 1958 Summer Institutes Attended 
by Seience and Mathematics Teachers of the New York City High Schoolso 0 
Board of Education of' New York City~ Ja.:auary.1, 19590 (Mimeographed .. ) 
An appraisal of the 1958 summer institutes (NSF and other sponsors) 
attended by the secondary school mathematics/science teachers of New 
York Oityo Recommendations for future institutes are includedo Subse-
quent annual evaluations have been made and were used in this studyo 
., "1958 Summer Institutes,/1 The Science Teacher~ XXVI (May9 19.59)9 
--2'""'2"""8=2310 =- ' 
An evaluation of the 1958 summer institutes (NSF and other spoI1Bors) 
by tb.e scienee supervisor of New York Oityo Questions presented to the 
mathemati<e:s/science tealihers of that system are i110luded along with 
'i:i.a.bulated results and recommendations for future institutes .. 
__ .. uscieme Supervisor Views Summer Institutes9 n High Points9 XLIV 
- .... (0 .... c~tobe!\1 1962)9 29=38o 
The science supervisor of New York City secondary schools evaluates 
the summer institutes of 1958 through 1962 from information secured by 
the mathematics/sc::1.ence teachers who attended institutes during that 
periodo 
UScienee and Mathemati~ s In=Service I:nsti tut,es" 18 Higher Eduea tio:n.9 XVII 
(May 51 1961) 9 14=15., V 
NSF is expanding its in=service instit,ute program in reeognitiolil. of 
the need for additional opportunities for teachers to improve their 
scienti.fi~ knowledge while continuing their regular classroom dutieso 
:Science Resear~h Asi:wciatesa "Evaluation of the NSF Summer Institutes 
Program of 1957 g Final Report.,. 10 Chic:agoz · .Science Research Associates, 
19570 (Mimeographedo ) 
A contracttuals large=scale51 f ollow=up study of the 1957 summer 
institute participantso The study :indicated that9 in addition to 
previous findings concerning the immediate benefits of \Jie institutes.11 
t,here was ((Jlarryover into the subsequent academic yearo A companion 
study was done by the Bureau of Sa©ial Science Researchi Noo 301Bo 
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"Science Teachjjag in Elementary and Junior High Schools»~ Science9 CXXXIII 
(June 23» 1961)j) 2019=20220 
A study of science teaching in the elementary/ junior high schools 
made by the American Association for the· Advanceme:nt of Seien.ee., with 
the aid of a grant from NSF .9 is reviewed by the steering ccmmitteeo-
Sece1:mda.ry. Sehool Science and Mathematics Teachers9 Characteristics ~ 
Service Loa.dso NSF=63=10.. Washii:lgton.9 Do Cog U .. So Government 
Pri.l\lting Of.tice~ 1963.. . 
Report o.f a study made by the National Science Foundation on the 
"ehara.cteristies and service loads of secondary school science and 
mathematics teachers.," ' 
Selser9 Will Limdseyo •ijA:a Evaluation of an In=Service Institute for 
Jmprovb.g Science and Mathema.ti!Cls Instruction in the Hillsborough 
County Junior High Schoolsott U!lp'Ublished Doctorus thesis» University 
of Florida,j Gainesville, 1962.. · "·- - · ·· . 
This study assesses the effectiveness of an in=serviee institute 
in increasing knowledge of content and the ability to understand and 
use . broad concepts in mathematics and seience., Experimemtal. and 
control groups were used==students and teachers .. 
Smart, James Ro ••Follow=Up Evaluation for NSF SUDllller 1960 Institute for . 
Teachers and Supervisors of Arithmetic .. (14, .. San. Jose (California) State 
College9 May 9 196lo (Mimeographed.,} · 
A short evaluating instrument9 with tabulations by the author, for 
the institute mentioned .. 
Sorum9 c. Ho. UAzmual Report of the 1956=5.7 High School Science ~n.d Mathe= 
matics Teachers Supplementary Traim.iiag Programo" Madison.& Up.iversity 
of Wisconsin.9 December» 1951 o . (Mim.eotjraphed.,J ' 
The Director 8 s report on ohe of the first two NSF=sponsor~d in-
service instituteso (The other was al, Oklahoma State UniveI"sityo) 
' ' ' 
' ·. ' ' ' . •' ' .. ' ' . ' . ' ' ' i'->-, .,, 
Ste:v~~.% .Ev~r~t Earlo ~A Follt>w£Up .St~~of ~he Par~cipants of Jhe _ 
Ac~c-f~.µ- Institutes Held a.t ~e'.~0]µ:;:; Sf;,~te University9 :;i.957 ... 1961.,, 
Columbtli~ ,, 'Tbe Ohio State University;; 19~2;;.. · · "' 
·· 'this ·study is concerned with the NSF AYI prtigr~ carried pn at The 
.Qllio.St.at~ University from 1957=1961.. It attempts to m~asur13 the 
cliages brought about by the parti~ipants in such a program after they 
return to teaehingg changes made .in the t.eael;iers themselves~ chamges 
.in 'th.e imathE1Jllatics programs or t~~ sehool~9 the extent to wb!ch tl;l~ 
clj.~g,s. ea..:!;)e attributed to th~ A~,;·:. a.,n9,\<1J~r"Pall changes iii tq.e .. 
prof'~S$i.ona1',-~owth of the teach.er J.n 'the .... f'ield of ieadership in 
matl?,~ti~-~')'f!ducationo -
Sugge~:t~~• ~·jd ·Fpr.m11 for Prepari!!a, ! Proposal t"or !. Summer Imstituteo 
SPE 6li.=C:1Jl!': Washington9 Do Col:· fatio:aa.1 S~i6llce Foundations, 19640_ 
. . Dµ-eietive, and blank forms i$11ued to persc;ms maki:eg proposals, . ' 
for summer .. 'li.stitutes.. · . , .... , 
::, 
15.3 
•Suggestions aad Forms for Preparing a Proposal for an In=Service Imsti= 
tute for 1964=65ool• SPE 6J;,,C=5o Wash:ingto:&9 D., Cos U., So GoveI".R= 
mem.t Prim.ting Office9 19630 
Materials prepared for usage by persoms ma.ldng proposals for 
1964-65 academic year institutes., 
-"Summer and Academic Year Iutitutes9-00 The Science Teacher9 mv (Deeember,9 
1957)8 3950 ·- -
Alm.O'lll".leam.em:tis and information. on the seicon.d ISIO s and the fourtk 
s;r ~ s spo:EiSored by the NSF .. 
"Summer Institutes for Elementary Seho0l Supervisors and Teachers/' The 
American. Biology Teacher9 XXII (Marcb9 196o), 167 o . -
A:nnouncements and i:m.formation comcenrl.Bg the first regularly 
scheduled NSF SP s for elemem.tary school teachers/supervisors.. (Pilet 
hstitutes were held durmg the 1959 summer.,} 
ttSumm.er Imstitutes in Mathematics and Mathematics-Seience,tt The Arithmetic 
Teacher, IX(February 9 1962) fl 1060 · _ - _ _ 
.Alm.oumeements and iDforma.tion. eoncer:niE.g the SI programs for elemE!ll-
tary school teachers of science alld mathematics for the third year of 
the program""=following the pilot institutes in 1959;, 
Summer Institut~s .f2! Secondary· School and· College _ Teachers of Science·~ 
Mathematics.; _ Washington9 Do C,.g Ui, · s .. Government Printing Offiee9 
1962. - .. 
A brochure coverillg the-indicated institutes and levels that was 
presmted to directors in their early briefings for the institutes f0r 
that summer ( 1962) o 
-OSummer I:m.stitutes in Science and ~at..hem~ti~s fo~ Elementary School 
Supe:rvisors and Teachers9 " Ga.lil'orma Joumal of Elementary Education9 
XXVI (Febru.ary-9 1959)9 131=1330 . -
Im:f'ormati.om concerning the pilot institutes in elementary science/ 
mathema.ti~s held during the summer of 19590 
•summer Iutitute.s for Science and Matbema.tilt'ls Teachers.!).·'° The Mathematics 
Teaeher.ll LI (Februa.cy.9 1958)9 149=1510 -
Wo:rm.atiom and aoouncem.ents concemb.g the 126 SPs offered in the 
fifth year of the NSF programo 
Thesis Writ~ Manual""=! Gui~ .f2!: G:~adu.ate Stude:atso The Graduate Sehoolo 
Stillwa.ter:i The Oklahoma State Um vat"si ty 9 -1962 (rev") o 
Latest revisio:n of the. moual for thesis writing used by the 
Graduate School of OoSoU .. 
Th0111as.!l .Dellao ~ Is Your gbr!!t;o Stillwater& Oklahoma. State Urdver= 
sity9 19590 
"A ham.d.beok prepared for use in. osuu s Library Science III9 UThe Use 
or :aooks ad Libraries o u ti 
1lTrends in the Seicondary School Curri~ulum,., a~ U:nesco. World Survey of . 
Education!!!_, Secondary- !duca.ti.O.E,o New Yorkg International Docm= 
ment Servi~e (A Division of Columbia University Press) 9 196lo 
VIIgI28=148o 
An educational clearing house for the exchange of information 
related to the edu~ational needs of Member States of Unescoo The 
chapter cited deals with the 1Se~ondar.r school CUITiculumo 
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Turabian9 Kate Lo A Manual for Writers of Disserations., Chicago~ The 
University of Chicago Press9 19.37''TMay.,, 1954 reprint) o 
Outstanding sosurce of :information for wtPiters of theses/dissertationso 
Turn.er, Josepho 1np1ums for the Teacher& Summer Fellowships,.,tt Science,., 
CXXIX (February 279 1959)9 5350 . 
An explanation of the :initial NSF feLlowship program offering9 
purposes9 a.nd differen@e:s from the insititute programso 
United States Department of Comme:r\ce9 Bureau of Censuso ! Statistical 
Abstract Sp.pplem~!==Historical Statisti©s of ~h~ United Stateso 
Washhgton9 Do Cog U o So Government Print,i.n.g Offic:e9 19600 
A necessary referen~e for historical datao 
United States Government Organization Manua19 1959=600 Office of the Fed= 
eral Regist,er9 National AI•chive:s and RecordsService9 General Services 
Ad.mim.strationo Washington9 Do Cog U., So Government Printing OfficeSJ 
1960., 
Cont,a.ins descrip·tive materials cm Uo So Government Organizations9 
including the Nat,ional :Sci.en©e Foundatiorio · 
Waterman9 Alan To "National S@ie:m~e Foun.da tiong Its Organi:zat,ion and 
Pru:poses 9 1u ~1eri@~ Jour:na~ of ~aj/£!,~ :XX (February9 1952) 9 73=77 o 
An expl.anation9 by the NSF di.re©t,or9 of the Utorganization and 
purposesn cf the Fcnmda.tion according to the 1950 enactment of the 
Uo So Congresso 
o 18Na.tional Seiemc:e Foundationg A Ten Year Resume/1 Sciences 
~-c"""'··x:x:n"""'· (May 69 1960) 9 1341,·-l3511.o 
The hi1Btory9 organiza'lt,ion9 atl10omplisbmen.ts 9 a."ld plan.fl of the 
Foundation. by the direictoro 
., "Role of the Nation.al S©i.e:n(~.e l!"ou.ndat,ion/u Annals American 
---!:-.·~-aderny of Politit.al !ll~ §~iC',iaJh ~~9 cccmrrI (Juuary9 1%0),9 
123·=1310 
The direc:'tor (Of the NSF exphi1:1s the role of the organization to 
the U o S., on the tenth @mniversary of' its in~eptiono 
Weber9 Robert Lo UOpin.ions o.f Part,i@:ipan't;s iE:the Physfoa Section of 
the NSF .Scienic:e Institute9 'Yale Uni:v~irsity9 1961/i New Haven9 Coimecti= 
CJut g Yale Uni ver si ty.9 1961 o (Mime©gl" aphed., ) 
'I'he original que:stionraires were submitted to the participa..'ll.ts at 
the close of the 1961. summer insti tu\e by Prof o Stuart Ro B:rinkley9 
Direetor9 Hall of Graduate S·tudies9 Yale UniYersi ty o The summary was 
prepared by R@bert Lo Weber 9 Osnrmd Ph.ysi.@s Laboratory9 Pennsylvarda 
State Univ,ersityo There is a s1nnmar-y of re:sponses by the partioipantso 
o ustudent Evaluation of the S~ience Institutes for Teachers 
--s.-p-onsored by the· National· Science Foundation at The Pennsylvania. 
State U:miversity; 1955=5'9ou~ University Park~ Pennsylvania State 
University, 19590 (Mimeographedo) 
A summary of student evaluations of the secondary school in= 
s.ervice and academic year institutes held at The Pennsylvania. State 
University for the years indicatedo 
White» Marsh Wo ttA Review of NSF Summer Institute Program~ A Follow=Up 
of 1957 Institute Participa.ntso 1Y University Parkg The Pennsylvania. 
State University9 19610 (Mimeographedo) 
Am evaluation of the National Science Founda~ion Summer·Institute 
Program conducted by the Bureau of Social Science Research,11 Jume,11 
1960 (NSF=Cl24) o Research that provides convincing data that show 
qualitatively the long=range effects that are directly attributable 
to the National Science Foundation Institute Programo 
. . 
Whitney, Frederich Lawsono The Elements of Researcho New Yorki Premtice-
Hall, Inc.,9 1950 (3d)o - - - . 
An introductory sou;ree of educational research concepts.. It is 
illltended for use in the graduate departments of institutions of higher 
educatioRo . 
Wiersma»·· William9 Jro 0A Study of National Science Foundation I:nstitutesi 
M~t.h~tics Tea.cher0 s :R.ea~tion to I:nsti tute Programs arid Effects, of 
· '.rh~se Prc;,grams on High School Ma;t.hematics Cciurseson Unpublished 
Docetoros thesis 9 The University of Wi~consµa9 19620 - -
. . 'l'he obj~tives of this study were (1) to :ascertain the effects· of 
l.ifSF SI0s_ in mathema.tfos upon the high school mathematics programs ·of 
the 11 largest cities of Wisconsin9 amd (2) to ascertain. ~hy ma.the= 
ma.ties. teacher~ do not apply for NSFP s==this included both SIU s and 
AY!fi So . 
Wolfle.ll · Dael~ · · •1Nat,iC>:nal S~ience Founda·t.iom the First Six Years,11 n Sciem~ 
c:x:xv:r (Augtu1t 239 1957 J » 335c::,.343,, · . · 
, . ;The l,.i$to:ry» organiza.tion9 accomplishments9 and future plans/ 
pos!Si,bilities of the Foundationo .,.. . ; . . ' 
Yon9 John F: · ••The Academic Year Institute for High School Teachers of 
Science a!ld Mathematks at The Pemisylvania State University during 
the 1957,.,58 Temoll Evaluation Report Noo · llo Unpublished· Dootorn s 
thesis, The Pennsylvania State Urd.versity.11 University Park.I) 19.59a. 
An appraisal of the 1957=58 AYI at ~Che Pe:nnsylvallia State University 
through irl.fo:rma.tion secured from the pa.!"tic:i:pan:~so 
Z~t.11 J~e.s Ho llThe Implications of Present DevelopmeJilts in Mathematics 
and ~e sciemc,sfor Teachers.?-11 the S©hoo1s»" Proceedings of the 
First Corif..;er,en~,i Re@ent Develt'ipments in Ma:thematics and Science9 · 
Februcll"Y.9 19600 Bulletin of the College of Arts and Sciences9 Okla= 
homa. State Univeraity9 St:i,llwatero · · ' 
... Curre:nt dev,lopments in mathematics/ science and their signif'ica.ri.ce 
for .. teacherso 
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o · llThe National Science Fwndation and the Improvement of High 
---=Sel""'hr-ool Science and· Mathematics Teachers s n Proceedings9 . Oklahoma 
Academy of Seie:n.ces XXXVIIIs 1958s 119=120., 
Indicates how the NSF is improving the teaching competence 0£ 






·~--~--~-------------------------------=s~eh~o-oi=.-A~d~dre~·-.. -ss-.. ~. 
'\ 
lo Your sex: l Male 
2-Female 
2o · In what age bracket were you:' . 
&o On your last birthday? 
l 20-24 . 6 45 ... 49 
2-25 ... 29 7-50-54 
3-30,.34 a-55.;..59 
4~5-39 9-6o or 
51iO-lt:h -over 
Do Whem you were first accepted. 
for a NSF Institute? 
l 20-24 5' 40-44 
2---25-29 ~5-49 
3-30..34 7-,o or 
- ---over 
3. What is your marital status? 
l Mar-ried 
2 . Simgle (GO TO Qo 4) 
a. Do you have any children? 
l Yes .. How many? 
2~No. ~---·-· 
b. When you attn.ded the Insti ... 
tute were you accompanied by: 
. Yes No 
1. Your spouse? Y-- .~ 
2. Your cnild/ren 1 · 2= 
(IF nmsu TO EITHER., ANSWER "c") 





d. Di¢! a1f¥9" College Of£iee/orri-
cial assist you in finding 
aee omm:odatiom.s? 
· 1 Yes 
2-No -
5· o How many years have you beea 
tea.chug.in your current school9 
counting this year? 
l 1=4 5 20-24 
2-5-9 6-25-29 
3-10-J..4 7-30 ... 34 
4----i.5-19 8~35 or niore ---- -
60 Imdiea.te the types of schools ill 
which you. have taught all/most of 
the time, some of the time, or none.. 
All or 
most Some None 
a .. Public Y-- r- Y-
bo Parochiµ 1- 2- 3-.--
Co Private 1- 2- 3-
d. Vocatiomal 1----- 2- 3-
e.. Laboratory 1- 2- 3-
f o Govermnemt 1- .2- 3-
g .. Other.Spetif'y -
______ l.._ 2 3_ 
7o At what level(s) have you taught 
all/most of the time, some of the 
time, or none? All or 
most Some lfome 
a~ Elememtary Y-- r- Y-
b; J'Ullior High 1-2- 3-
c. · Senior High . 1- 2- 3---:-' 
. d~ Junior College 1- 2- 3-
e;. College · . 1-2- 3-
f o U~versity 1 2- 3 . 
,#.. ' 
(IF THERE aA5 BEEN A CHANGE IN . 
LEVEL SINCE YOUR INSTITUTE ATTENJl.. 
ANOE.9 ANSWER ttgit") 
go Do you think your Im.stitute 
atte:n.dance influenced this 
change? 
J. De.t'ini tely 
.2-Some 
3 Very little 
4 None 
~o mot .,--now 
h Which ot these broad areas have 
you taught all/most · of . the tim:e9 
some of the time9 or nome? · 
L,MatheDiatics 
2., Biol .. Science 
.3,., Physo Science 
~GenUJ. Science 
All or 
most Some Nome r-~r-1_2_3_ 
-2--1 . 3 
1-2-3--·- - -~ 
·80 Comtinued= 
ao Ra.ve you taught in areas 
besides the previouslr 
indicated broad areas? 
1 Yeso .Specify _____ _ 
2---Noo .. ~ ~~~~~--~~~ 
9o Indicate the type of sch91ol 
position you had9 immediately 
before your Institute attenda.nce.9 
a:nd/ or now have o 
Pre~Institut• Curre:m.t 
1. Teacher 1 2 
1- 2-20 Supervisor 
1- 2-30 Dept ... Chm.no 
4o Principal 1- 2-
5. Supto 1- 2-
. 6 .. Other.Specify -
1 2 ------ - -(IF.THERE HAS BEEN A CHA!¢GE IN 
'fYPE OF POSITION, ANSWER"a"o) 
ao Do you:thinkyour Iristitute 
participation influen¢ed this 
chamge~ 
l Defimitely 4 None 
2-Very little 5-Do not 
3---Some - -1mow 
lOo What academic . training h~ve you 
had? (CHECK ALL ITEMS THAT APPLY) 
. In Imstitute 
· .. ~ Attaimed progress helP_ 
&o BoAo 1 2 3 
b.~ B-(!So 1- 2- 3~ 
Co MoAo 1~ 2- 3-
d .... •. M .• s•... 1- 2- 3-
1·- 2- 3-e.Ed~S .. 
f.,Ed .. D~ 1- 2- 3-
g~PhoDo .l- 2- 3_. 
hoOther: · 
l ---- - 2 3_ 11. What were .your major areas in· 
your undergraduate (UG)/gradu= 
ate (G) studies? (CHECK ITEMS 
THAT APPLY) UG G 
a.~ Mathematics Y-- ~ 
b. Biology l _ 2= 
Co Botany l 2 
d., Zoology 1- 2- · 
e. Chemist:ry 1- 2-
f o· Physics 1 = 2= 
g., Gennl Scio l 2 
ho Education 1~ 2~ 
io Othero Specify-
1 2 ----
120 What were your minor areas im. 
your um.dergraduate (UG)/gra.du'-" 








go Gen°1 Science 
ho Education 
io Other o Specify: 
1 2 
~~~~~~ ~~~~-
13 .. How many semester hours in your 
undergraduate (UG)/graduate (G) 
majors? Graduate 
How many hours·of professional 
education UG/G9 do you have? 














a.a Were any of these professional 
education hours secured in an 
Institute program? 
Yes No --lo Undergraduate 1 2 
2o Graduate 1- 2-· 
150 What, type of teaching certii'icate 
do you have? 
1 Temporary 
2-Provisiona.1 
:f'""' ..... Semi=permanent 
4~Perrnanent -
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15. ContiD.ued ... 200 How many class preparations do you 
a. Did course work you. com= make daily? 
pleted while attending an. · Pre-Institute C~ 
hstitute assist you im a~ One l 2 
1- 2-improving your certif'i- b~ Two 
cation? 1 Yes c~ Three 1- 2-
2~0 d~ Four 1- 2-
16. Prior to your institute atte:Qd- ea Five/more 1- 2-
ance, how many years had it been 210 Do you and the oth;-teacher~ 
si!ee Y?U went back to college/ your school have a.n ~en» period 
um.:versi ty? . . vp 
l 1. 4· 4 . daily" for preparations" grading, yr. yrso .pi . . et ? 2-2 ,,.,.. ,..,-r:'_9 . ·.. COn.Lerenees, Co. 
_ er- 80 :J __;J yrs. l All have 
3_3 yrs,. 6_lO~ir1ore 2 Most have 
17. Since attemding .'i\n I:nstitu.te.l> 3_Some have 
where are you now teaching? 4..._None have (GO TO Q. 22) 
a Same state.ii same school a. In your school do "laboratory" 
b-Same state, different school teachers have more •open" time 
c -Di.t'ferent state than. ttnon-labor$,tory" teachers? 
d Other. Specify: l . More "opentt time 
18. ApproJCimately how ma.ny students 
do · you tea.ch daily? · 
Pre-Institute Current 
a~ Below 100 I 2 
b. 100-149 1.......... 2-
c. 15()...J.99 1~ 2-
d,. 200-249 1~ 2~ 
e. 250/civer 1- 2-
19. Indicate the :number of class es 
2.,..._Less 11openn time 
3-About same -b. Do you think your Institute 
attem.dance has had a positive 
imf'luence on 1•open" periods for 
teachers of laboratory courses 
lll your school? 
l .· A great deal 4 None 
2-:-some .,---no not know ... · 
3~Very little - · -220 Do you believe that teachers hlmd-you· teach per dayo · 
Pre-Institute current 
•> lo 4 or less 1 2 
2o 5 1- 2-
3. 6 1 2-
4.: 7 or more 1 2 
a. Is the number ·ofclasses now 
taught by you comparable with 
the number taught by the . 
li.Eg laboratory classes should be 
given more ttopen.1'· periods th.ail that 
given teachers of' non=laboratory 
eolll'ses? 
a Yes) . d. .. • .· • ,, 
b NO )- - Why o you thiNk: this"i 
other teachers of your school? . · . . _ . · 
l _More taught by you 230 Estimate the average. n~er of.· hours 
2 __}ess taught by- you per !!,!! :r-ou ~end on extra=ourri= · 
3 .· Same number (GO TO Q0 20) eular act1.vit1eso (e.g. 9. noon duty.!> 
bo Do you think your Institute class sponsor, committees) 
participation influenced this l_Less tlwl 5 hours 
change in number of classes. 2 _J, .. 9 hours 
taught by you? 3_10=14 hours 
.1_.nef'ini tely 4 None _ .!i_ 15 or more hours 
2 Some . S-Do not 
3-Very little - kriow -
240 Did. you spoasor a ma.thematics 




ao· A;re you currently a sp.onsor of 
a. m.athanatics/ science club? 
l Yes (ANSWER ttb-d") 
. 2-No {GO ro Qo 25) -
b o How is your club affiliated? 
1 Local only 
2-:-State 
3-Naticmal 
4 Other: __ ~~~~~~~ 
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c oWhat a.re the ?U:-Poses of your 
mathematics/science club( s)? 
( OHE!CK ALL ITEMS THAT APPLY) 
1 Entertainment 
2-Exploration (subjeet areas) 
.3-Service . . 
4-Researcb. 
~Otherg --- ~--------~~~---
do Are you doing more with yo'W:" 
club since your Institute attem= 
dance? 
1 More now 
2-Less mow 
3 About the same 
25. By virtue of your Institute attendu.ce did/have you receive(d) offers 
for additiomal jobs? 
l Yes 
. 2-No (GO TO Qo 26) 
a. In,dieate general type of job. and the appro:ximate salary .. (IN COM* 
PA.RISON WITH YOUR SALARY A.'r TJNE OF OFFER) 
Approximate salary . 
IU.gher Lower Same Unknowm 
l~ School/Sehool~related l . 2 3 4 
2~ IB.tiustry/Busin.ess 1- 2- 3- 4-
3~ Govermnemt 1- 2- · 3- 4-
4. Salesman 1- 2- 3- 4-
5 •. Othero Specifyg ___________ 1 2- 3 . . 4 .. 
26. Im.dicate the category tor your 
nuie:..months·· teaching ·1ncomeo . 
t'l're,..Imstitute" indic~tes the· 
school yea.r in which you 
received your first NSF Insti"° 
tute grant~) 
Pre= 
27 .. Have you earned additiom.al income 
as a result 0£ attending an Imsti= 
tute? (DOES NOT PERTAIN TO INCREASE 
IN ANNUAL SALARY) 
l Yes 
2~o (GO TO Q .. 28) 
Institute Current a:-'Yndicate sources of this illcome., (CHECK ALL ITEMS THAT APPLY) 1; Below $4.ooo 




. 6 ~ $6000..$6499 
7 6 $6500 ... $6999 













280 To what extent did your !Bstitute attend.Gee influence you in. usimg 
the.tollowimg? 
lo Multiple-purpose classrooms 
2.o Flexible f'urni ture arranganents 
3o Usage of student assistants · · 
4. Usage of multiple-texts/references 
, .• Depth of coverage of selected areas 
6; ·Studemt in.volvane:m.t in curriculum 
1. :Osage of outside agemcies/person.s 
8. Usage of A=V equipmemt/materials 
9; uup.-dating" ·~ea.ding materials . 
10.· Supplementary reading materials 
11; Extra=class studemt assj,gmnemts 
. 12~ Learmer-eenter,ed class presemtatiems 
13~:Studeat tilvolvenientinreseareh 
14~ · Opem~ended experiments · 
l5o E.aiaw//Semi=structured. lab write-ups 
16. Extra ... class student projects 
17. Variation in testing procedures 
18. C0operative evaluations · 
19• Stamdardized tests (eog .. ll SMSG., ACS) 
20~ .. EJq,a.mdirig your guidauce role 
2l~·Va.rying methods of presenta.tiom 
22~ Usage of mewer su.bject=matter concepts 
23. TJsage of generalizations-
24~ _ Intemsi£ying elective courses 
2) •· Challengimg the brighter student 
26~ Motivating the creative student 
27; hcouraging. -student initiative 
280 Setting higher student goals 
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Select oJJ.e item from each group of acitiviti~s/methods to indicate the 
J:?i"edom:iiii't. usage in your course worlc .. 
a. mture arrangement .·. e.. Course coverage 
1 . Set l Breadth (All .of text) 
'. 2-Flexible 2-Depth ( 0£ selected areas 
bo Usage of equipment/materials - in text) 
+__;,+~~er controlled. (only) :r .. Unit preparatioms 
_ ?:::::::J:Ji~e_nt assistants8 help l_...Byteacher (Self) 
· 3.=.:.,~.·,:P1 student 2 _From text. 1•teachertt s 
Co Ten-( a)· ·· manual n 
l_Single (!f.2 other referemoe) 3 _....In cooperation with 
2 Sin.g1e (With other referemces) students . 
3-:-Multiple,;..te:xts (several used) go Planning class/course work 
do References 1 Student/Learner=centered 
l_F~ _ school library · 2 1'eaeher=ce11tered · 
2 . From classroom library h.. Assigmnemts 
3 -- -F~Qm city library !_Specific text pages 
2 ___ "Open u assignment 
29. Continued -





· 2· ...:.Exp~:unents 
. 3 · .· Iiesearch ~- ... ' 
k~ Exp~ifuemts 
1 · Stud.a.rd ("closedtt) 
... 2.-, .• ·1::~pem~ended ·· 
;t ... s~~~:t,.;projects 
l , :Cm class time 
-, . 2 , ;;~r~·elass ·- . m.~; Stuciemt'projects 
T --Largely exhibits 
· 2" .. Resea.:tch with paper ._____, . 
30. How ~~h. ;~uld you say you 
hav-e cha:aged the contem.t of 
· y-c:rur Q~Ul"se,$ · simc.e returning 
ti-om t.11• .Iast:itute( s)? 
J; : · ·'A :,;:reat ·· ~eal) ..;;..ANSWER n att 
2 . ;som.EL . ) 
3=Veey<titt'.l.f ) ..... (GO TO Q0 . 31) If:. ~oU · .. :.. ) . 
31. How much would you say you 
have chamge<i your teaching 
: methods since returning from: 
·the Iist:ttute(s)1 
. l ~A great deal) _=ANSWER ~a~ 
2 . Some ) · . . 
3 . ·. Very litt1e )_"°(GO TO Q;., 32) 
4.;..,._None ) · 






1 Largely fram tests 
2---With other items be-
sides tests 
P• Gradi.mg/Evaluati:eg 
1 By teacher only 
2-With student assis-
tan.ce 
qo .Grade cards/Progress reports 
1 With letter/:m.umerioal 
- grade only 
2 With both grade am.d com.-
- structive comments to 
paremts/gnardiams 
a., In what way(s) have you changed your 
course content? ~~-----~~~---
a,, Tu what way( s) have you changed yolll' 
· teaching methods? --------
32. Comparimg your current teaching competence with that bef'ore your ID.sti ... 
tute attendance,\)- how effective do you thi:nk your present classwork is 
for the following types of st_udeil.ts? Mu.ch· · Some'· Little About the 
a~ The gifted student 
' - bo The creative student 
~ .. The a.verage_student 
d. The slow-learidng student 
better better better same 
1 2 3 Ii 
1-= 2- 3- 4-
1_, 2- 3- 4-
1-:-= 2- 3-: 4_ 
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33. How naje you informed others about your Illstitute e:xperiemces a.ad the 
, NSF·,Program for Teachers and Students? .{CHECK .ALL ITEMS THAT APPLY) 
a·. 0Talked with individual· studemts h Appeared on TV . 
b-Spoke to student groups · i-:Made radio presentation(s) 
c -.Talked with individual teachers j Press release( s) 
d-Add.ressed teacher groups kj_Wrote newspaper. article(s) 
e-Spoke to PTA l _Wrote· magazine article(·s) 
£~Spoke to service club(s) · m_Othero Please specify:: 
g-1'al.ked with parent groups9 not 
~A (tt~•) 
34. In general, how much ·interest has be~h exp~essed im. your Institute ex= 




d~- PTA · 
tBo· Pare:at groups- (notP'I'A) 
r. -Lay orga.miza.tions 










.3So Im: what kinds or things about the u:stitute(s) have other teachers 
seemed to be· most interested? 
a~ Sources of inf onnation 
b~ Location.a., purposes, · t~es 
Co. When offered and dates 
d~ Pa.rlieipu.t ··selection 
e. Stipend (•part) 
:t. Courses Qfi'eJ>ed 
g. Degree programs· -
ho: Professors (e 41 g,.,,. "methodstt) 
i., Extra...;c].ass activit:i.e s · 
j • Classrooms, labs, etco 
k .. Hous:tng and meals 
















360 To what professio:nal journals do you subscribe? (Use standard abbrevia,... 
tiou) . , -- , --- · - ·· -- -- - -
ao Special Field bo·Professional Education 




37. Which- of the above journals di.d you 
Iilsti tute? · · · 
a. Special Field 
l. 
--~~-~-~-~~-----
start to iia,ke since you attemded an 
'b~ Pro.f'essio~ Educatiom 
l 
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380 Besides the journals to which you subscribe8 please list the additioRal. 
mathematics/seie:m.ee/edueatio:n publicatiOlls you read regularly., 











390 To what academic/professional organizations do you belong? (INCLUDE 
HONORARY) 









40o Which of. these organizations did you joim during/su.ce your Institute 
atte11dance? {IF tlNONEtt s GO TO Qo 41) 
a. Special Field 
1 
b o Professional Education 
1 
41. ·To what. homorary organization. were you elected du.ring/following your 
lnstitute attendance? (IF tlNQNEill:, GO TO Qo 42) ·· 
a. Special Field bo Professional Education 
1 1 ~.--~-----------------~--
420 Si:mee your Institute attendance have you been called on to assist im. the 
selection of the following mathematics/ science materials? 
Yes No 
lo Textbooks r=- r--= 
2~ Reference books 1- 2-
30 Library books (Not ,2n) 1- 2-
40 Per:todieals. . 1- 2-
5o ,,Fil.ms/str;,Pfi1:ms 1- 2-
6.; 1 :E;q_µj.pmen;t.i Apparatus i- 2-, 
1. · supRli~s 1- 2- · 
8~ ~tur.e 1- 2:-
(IF '*n:s~ · TO ANY ITEMS9 ANSWER a,a;'f 
a.o Do you think your Institute 
experience enabled you to be 
of more help in these selee= 
tions? 




$ Do not know 
430 Have you served on any mathema.ti(CS or ao 
science cu.r:riculum revisi.on commit .... 
te<.s) simee your In$ti tute 
To what extent do you feel that 
servi:rig on the curr:.j.eulum · 
revision committee was brought 
a.bout by your Institute a.ttan= 
dance? 1 A great deal. 
attendance? (IF "NONEit, GO TO Q,. 44) 
1 LocaJ. 3 State 
2 .. County 4 National 2 Some 4 -.'rfone 
3-Very little ,~no.n.ot 
- - Know 
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440 Have you been engaged in any of the f ollow:i.:ng activities in support of 
your school mathematics/science program? 
Much Some Little None 
lo Spo:asor Mathematics/Science Club Y-- ~ 3 4 
2o Wrote article .for newspaper 1- 2- 3- 4-
3. Gave talk(s) to students 1- -2- 3- 4-
4;, Ga.ve talk( s) to teachers 1- 2- 3- 4-
5-;, Gave address(es) to the publi<CJ l- 2- 3- 4-
6;, Appeared on TV 1- 2- 3- 4=-= 
7., .Spoke on radio · 1- 2- 3-- 4--
8;, Was Mathematics/Science Fair Judge 1- 2- 3- U---
9., Helped secure scholarship fund 1- 2- -3= 4 . 
10., Other<> Please specify: 
1 2 3 __ x:xxx 
ao Do you thtilk your Institute experie:e.ce enables you to be of greater 
service in supporting the above activi\te~ 
l_Def'initely, 2_Some, 3_Very little; 4_None; 5_Do not knowo 
45. -How would you ?'ate yoUl' academic pl"estige because of your Institute 
attsndance? 
Ao. With your students 
b;. With yoUl' colleagues 
Co With your administrators 
·do Wi.th school parents/patrons 
46. Have you en.countered jealousies 
and diff'erenees among your col-
leagues because you secured NSF 
£:in.a.meia.l assistance for your 
advanced studies? 
l Yes ( ANSWER •~at&) 
2 No (GO TO Qo 47) 
47 • Do you thillk _ that you will remain 
in the teaching profession until 
·retirememt? 
1 Very likely 
2-Fairly likely 
3 Not likely at aJJ.)__(ANSWER tEa,&a) 
4_Do not know ) 
ao How predominant has this been 
amo:rag your colleag:ues? 
Ao Why do you say this? -----
4Bo Hew much equipment has your school ao 
received· as a result of the Nation= 
Did you gain information about 
NDEA assistance to schools through 
the Institute( s) you attended? al Defens.e Ed.ucation Act (NDEA)? 
1 Much 4 None 
2-flome .. ,---We did:aUt, .. .___,,; ---·., .. ~ ", ' \, .. ,[,: 
3~Little make application 
1 Much 3 Little 
2---some 4~None 
~  
49. Did you learn anything about 




- ---- .. •·. 
a •. · Are you using "Programmed 
Instruct.ionll in arJ.Y of your 
. mathematics/science courses? 
l Yes (ANSWER ttbtt) 
2-No (GO TO Q. 50) -HIGH SCHOOL.TEACHERS PLEASE ANSWERs 
50o Since attending a.n Institute have 
you included any of these curricu.-
llllll revisions in your teaching? 
(IF ltN@NEtt, GO TO Qo 52) 
lo SMSG (Math). 
.2. BSCS'{Bielogy). 
)'~ .. CHEM:, (Chemistry) 
4.o Cliem..,Bonds (tt) 
5. :p.ssc. {Physics) 
60 Other.Spe~ify:: 






l IXXJ - -
OOiliEGE TEACHE;RS .PLEASE ANSWER~ 
b., Please indicate9 briefly, the 
course and the ffProgrammed 
Instruction" .material being used:: 
a" Did your Institute exp~riences 
influence you in Your decision 
to inel'ude a curriculum revision 
in your school f s mathematics/ 
science program.? 
1 · Definitely · 
2-Bomewhat 
. 3~Very little 
4-None 
5 Do :not know 
510 Have .the secondary school ma.themat:i,.cs/science currieuliilln revisions (eogo 9 
CHEM, SNSG, BSCS9 PSSC) :i.nfluenced your depart.mental offerings:: ceu.rses 
and/ or contents? · · · 
1 Definitely; 2 Some; 3 Very little; 4 None; 5 Do not know -· - ·-. - .,._.._' 
a. · Do you .fim.d that high school students who have had the new course 
reVisions in math/science are better qualified. to handle college 
math/science courses? Great,: Very Don.0t 
· deal :some little None know 
l~ Geme:ral education courses Y-- .;r- Y- ir--- ;---
2;. Specialized area courses 1- 2- 3- 4~ > 
.. --.-. ·- ~ - -
BOTH HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEACHERS PLEASE ANSWER~ --520 Did your !n.stitute experience 
in~lude )i. study of any o:f the 
secondary- sc:hool math/ science 
cllrricul'llDl reVisions? 
Yes No Some 
1o. SMSG'(Math) .i- 2 3 
2. BSCS (Birio} 1- 2- 3-
3~ CHffl ( Cb.em.,)l~ 2- 3-
4e Chem-Bonds - - -
. . ( Ghemistry)l 2 3 
5·;. PSSC (Physo)l:-- 2-3-
6. Other.; · · - - -
· Specify~ · 1 XX:XX 3 
. ·. -..-z - ----
a. .. Do yo:u feel that such knowledge 
of curriculum revisions has 
value for.you? 
l__;.Yes)""""Explain your a:n.sweri 
2 .-,,;_No) 
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530 To your knowledge 9 the chief purposes of 
NSF Institutes are to give teachers 
courses that willi 
l.i__Reaew, their knowledge of . .fundamentals., 
2 Aequaint them with recent developments 
ao As an Institute pa.rtiei= 
pant do you feel that the 
purposes you checked were 
attained in KSC1ts NSF 
Institute(s)? 
- an.d advances in science9 :mathematies9 
and engineering., 
),. Familiarize them with new approaches to 
-presentatiom. of their subjeetso 
1 Very well 
2-Fairly well 
3-Hardly a.t all 
4 Do not know 
540 On what bases do you thiru.c participmt·s are chosen for KSCts NSF Institutes? 
Yes No 
ao .. 'l'heir need :f'or financial assistance r-~ 
bo: Their teaching competemce 1- 2-
c~ Tlley :are promising inexperienced teachers 1~ 2-
1- 2.-do Their·scholarship 
eo Previous Institute attendance/acceptance 1- 2-
f o No previous Institute attendance/acceptance 1- 2-
go Baccalaureate degree from KSC 1- 2-
ho, Their need for graduate coul"ses/degree 1-2-
i o They are already in KSC us graduate program 1- 2-
j. Their need for improved certification 1- 2-
ko Their need for refresher courses (fundamentals) 1- 2-
lo Their need for rece:rn.t subject matter eoneepts 1- 2:-
mo Their need for improved methodology 1 = 2~ 
550 Indicate your reasons for wanting to attend Kscu s NSF Institute(s) .. 
Strength of Motive 
Strong Average Weak Not Cons 0d 
a~ ·Needed courses for additional degree 
be Needed courses for certification 
requirement 
l 2-= 3__,.. 4--= 
co Needed refresher courses (fi.mdamen= 
tals) 1 
d~ Needed courses covering new fields/areas 1-=-
e. Needed new techniques of presentation 1-
f i Needed courses offered in this Institute I-
go This Institute was closest to my home 1-· 
h. This was the only Institute to accept me 1 
io Wanted salary increment for additional hrso 1-
j. Wanted prestige associated with an Insti- -
tute l 












teachers · l 2 3___, 
1., Wan.ted campus cultural associa.ticms. 1- 2- 3 
m. Wan.tad to 1 get paidit for going to scihool I- 2- 3-
. Ro Wanted to. prepare for a better position 1- 2- 3-
0• Wanted to improve school science programs 1- 2- 3·- ,., 
56.,, Which of the following expectations were realized by you. in. your 
4_ 
4_ 
Institute participation at KSC? Much Some Little None 
a. •. Sha.ring experiences Y-- ~ 3 . ~ 
b. Growth through extra.=class events l ~ 2~ 3~ 4-
c .. Association with professors/scie11,tists 1-Q 2- 3~ 4-
d; Expansion of cultural background 1- 2- 3- 4~ 
e. Lea.ming.new laboratory techniques 1- · 2- 3- 4-
~ ~~ 
560 Continued= 
f ~ Renewing knowledge of fundamentals 
go. Learning new teaching techniques 
ho Study of newer subject matter concepts 
io Expansion of general math/science . 
background 
jo Solution of personal teaching prQblems 
ko Rejuvenated your enthusiasm for 'teaehir:,g 
lo Othero Specify& 
~~~~~~~~~~-
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57 o What effects have your Institute attendance had upon your thinking with 
respoot to the following? Much Some Little None -- ~ ·~ 
ao .Enhanced your desire to continue graduate 
· work 
bo En\Glouraged you to remain in present 
· position 
Co Created a desire to teach at higher 
grade level 
do Encouraged you to·leave teaching 
l 2 3_ 4_ 
1 2 3_ 
eo Fostered a desire to go into business/ 
industry 
f. Increased enthusiasm for teaching math/ 
1 2 3_ 
science l 2 ' 3 
go Encouraged transfer to other teaching areas 1~ 
h., Encouraged you to demand more of your -
2- 3= 
students l 2 3 
i .. Other., Spooifyi 1- 2~ 3 
Indicate the KBC NSF institute(s) you have attended by checking the major 
area studied for the date(s) of attendanceo 
Date i'ype Level 
a.o 1959=60 In=Service Jro/Sr.oHigh 
1 Biology 
· 2---Mathematics 
bo 1960 SUI1lll1er 
1 Chemistry 
2-Peysics 






do 1~61 In""'Servlce Jro/SroH:i.gh 
l Biology 
2 C4e.mistry 
.3 · · Ma.themati<e<s 




Dat~~ Type Level 
fo 1961 SUilllller Junior High 
1 Biological Scienee 
2~Physical Science 
go 19bl=62 In=Service Elementary 
1 Biological Science 
2~-Physical Science · 
ho l9fil=62 In=Service Jr/Sre High 
1 Biology · 
2~}fa·thematifts 





4 · Physics 




4_ Physics (PSSC) 
590 State the following about other Instit,u·tes 
attendedi ~ 








Area(Matho 9 . j 
Ph, 7Seiol)eteo 
Spo:msor( GE9 School( GoD.o 
NSF g · etco) ... UnivoJ 
k 
,.,.. r '. 
600 Rate these aspects of the KSC b.stitu.te(s) you attend:edo (CIRCLE ANY 
NUMBER OF EACH ITEM» eogo 9 Noo 19 t1SUPERIORW 9. Noo 29 HEJCELLENT" 9 etc.,) 
&o Director l 2 3 4 5 no Classwork · · · ·· · l 2 3 4 5 
b,, Visiting lecturer$ 12 3 4 5 Oo Laboratory work 1. .· 2 3 4 5 
c,, College admiµistrators l 2 3 4 5 p" Laboratory facilities 1234·5 
do Professors: Institute l 2 ~ 4 5 qo Researcp f~cil=!,-ties · l 2 3 45 
~o· PfRt~~.orsi Non=Insto 1 2 ~ 4 $ ro Gratis *1ateria:J_s i 2 3 4 ~ r ... Graa~·· degree programs l 2 3 4 5 So Handling routine 
go Advisanent/Guidance l 2 3 4 5 items l 2 3 4 5 
ho Coursesi Institute 1 2 3 4 5 to Gab=sessions9 ~ime/ 
io Coursesi Non=Institute l 2 3 4 5 'place · 1 2 3 4 5 
j. Activities: Institute 123 4 5 Uo Housing l 2 3 4 5 
k. Activitiesz Non=Insto l 2 3 4 5 Vo Mea1s (SoCoCat,teria) l 2 3 4 5 
lo Library: General l 2 3 4 5 w., COMPOSITE RATING 0000001 2 3 4 5 
nio Ltl>;:aryr,,~eeif'i~ l 2 :3 4 5 
61. In...Senice Institute partit1ipants please amswer the followingz 
i: When were your class sessions? eo Do you think that the dates on 
·· r Evenings wbii;h the Institute( s) began and 
2-saturdays terminated were satisi'aetory'? 
bo Which c:lass time do you pT~fer? l_Yes 
l Evenings 3 No pref'ere:mcie 2 Noo Explaim ______ _ 
2-saturdays -
o a Onan average 9 how ma.my hours of 
preparation were necessary for 
each ~lass session? 
1 2 hrs/less 3. 4 hrs 
2 3 hrs 4 -, hrs/more 
do Did this number ot hours of' 
ela,ss preparations seem 
exeessive to you? 
l_Yeso Explai:ni ______ _ 
f o Doyou think that the length (lll. 
weeks) of the Institute(s) was 
. satisfa(Gtoey? 
l Yes . 2:=Noo Explairlg _____ _ 
620 Summ.~ Imstitute participants please answer the following2 
ao 0:n an average ,SI how many hours per 
day did you spend in class atteDd-
a.nee? 
1 3 hrs/less 3 5 hrs 
2~ hrs 4~6 hrs/more 
bo Did this number of hrs of daily 
class a.ttem.danee meet with your 
approval? l Yes 
2-Noa Explain 
~ ~ 
~ o On an average 9 how many hours 
per day did you spend on cla~~ 
preparations? 
1 2 hrs/less 3 4 hrs. 
2~3 hrs 4 ~5 hrs/more 
do Did this number of hx's of @lass . 
preparations seem excessive to~? 
l Yes o Explamg 
2 . 'No. ',(00 TO illen;om NEXT PA9E) 
62. Contu.ued = 
eo Do you think that the da.t~s. on 
whieh the Summer Institut,s 
began. am.d terminated were: 
satisfactory? 
l Yes 
2-lfoo Explain --- --~--~--..-.-
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£ o Do you think that the length 
(in weeks) of the Summer. · 
Institute(sJ was satisfactory? 
1 Yes 
2 . Noo Explai!l....._ _____ _ 
63. I:f" you had another opportunity to attemd an Institutes what subject · 
areas :would coutitute your first two ~hoices? (MAKE ONLY TWO CHECKS) 
·· · · · 1st Choice "'"'2id Choice 
~ Mathematics 
b;. Matham.atics Education 
Co B~ologica.1 Sciences 
d~ Physical Sciences 
e~ S.cienee Education 
fo Other ... Please specifyi -----






64. Which one of these three types of NSF Tosti tutes would you prefer as a 
mens tc> study the areas you selected iR the above questiom? 
l Summer Institute 
2-To.-Servic e Institute ( Evenu.gs/W eek ads) 
_;-Aoademi~ Year Institute (Scihocl year) ...-
ao .state the reason for your ehoiceg--------------~-
65j>. Did you apply for one o.r the above Imstitutes for 196,i3=64g 
· ·Accepted? 
Institute At KSC? Elsewhere? ~ase !Qe<C:ify where Yes~. 
l 2 2 
2 . 1 2 ~·· -~· .---===·· 
... ~ ..... ~, l 2 Co Acadiemic Yro l . - 2 
660 In genera.l.9 whi~h. of these three types er Institutes will provide the 
best opportum.ty £or you to keep up"'·te=wi.te h your field during the 
Bext · five 7ear81 
l Swum.er Institute 
2--:rn..,;,sernce Institute 
3-Aeademic Year Im.11titute 
Ji Gombimationo Please specifyg ___________ ,.._ __ _.. 
66~ Continued ... _ _ 
- a. Which of the following would you ~cmsider as additional. methods of 
keeping 'tip=tO<=>tiate h your field h tlae next five years? 
1~ Independeat study-
2. I:nst.itutei Academic 
.3~ -Imstituteg Resea.reh 
4~ _ · Imdustr,-
5·~ · Industry: Research 
·,- 6~ Other.. Please specify~ 














67~· With a seineZ:iter .Pr more of time to give y-ou perspective that rem.eves the 
ilha,loff effect$· illOdifies ·the "pressure S9 fl Md matures. your adverse 
cri:tieiSlll9 please comment on the following (For additional space.I> use 
the back of the pageh · · · ·- _ · · · .. · -- · 
· a;._ Tae highlight of your Institute(s) experiemees at KSGi _____ _ 
b. Your most adverse criticism of KSC 11 s· NSF h.stitute(sh ------
~o-Your suggestion for correet:µig ~e situation expressed in "b" abotrei 
VIT.& 
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